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ABSTRACT
Canada's subsistence societies

exif

at the margins of the dominant Euro-Canadian

society continually buffeted by the political, economic, cultural and social forces of the larger
society.Their presence was perceived

to impede the flow of settlers across the country in

the nineteenth century and continues to be a source of irritation and frustration a century
laten The purPose of this research is to study subsislence in arctic and subarctic areas of the

Hudson Bay bioregion, lts objectives are to evaluate the validity of land use studies documenting subsistence land use practices; to characterize the economies and ethos of subsis-

tence societies;and to

assess

the extent, persistence and future viability of these societies,

Three case studies support the analysis.The fìrst case study based onYork Factory
First Nation in North Central Manitoba, adopts a historical focus, The second is a spatial
analysis of

third

the contemporary land use of the Omushkego Cree in Northern Ontario.The

assesses

the types of demands to be placed on the lnuit of Nunavut as they assume

resource management responsibi lities.

The study found that:

(

l) different land use studies for the same area produce

consistent results; (2) subsistence societies continue to harvest bush food, often over exlensive

ancefral hunting grounds; (3) the value-in-kind of bush food is signifìcant relative to the

overall economy of northern regions; (4) the ethos of subsistence societies in the Hudson
Bay bioregion continue

to be based on strong bonds of kinship and close

relations with the

land,

The study concluded that

(l)

land use studies are replicable and are an appropriate

methodology for establishing land use over time; (2) analyses of subsistence economies

premised on the commodr'cisation of land and labor are inadequate; (3) there is no inherent

incompatibility between the application

of modern technological resource

management

strategies and subsifence ethos, provided the choice and application of technologies is not

imposed; (4) a fundamental distinction between subsistence ethos and the ethos of the
larger society
land; and

ment,

is

that the former does not allow for the commoditisation of human labor and

(5) subsirence ethos will be severely challenged in the transition to self-govern-
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Chapter

I

lntroduction and Context
L

l

Problem Statement and Objectives
Subsistence societies in Canada exist at the margins of the dominant Euro-Canadian

society, continually buffeted by

the poltical, economic, cultural and social forces of the larger

societyTheir Presence impeded the flow of settlers across the country in the nineteenth
century and continues

to

present a problem

to the larger society a century later: Subsis-

tence societies are not well understood, and the sense of irritation and frustration EuroCanadians feeltoward their non-conformist neighbors is growing,Though small in population

numbers and lacking in political influence, these societies continue
recently are negotiating substantial settlements

of

to

survive, and more

long-standing claims against the larger

society

The purpose of this research

the Hudson

is

to study subsifence in arctic and subarctic

Bay bioregion, lts objectives are

documenting subsistence land use practices;
subsistence societies; and

to

assess

to

to

evaluate the validrty

areas

of land use

of

studies

characterize the economies and ethos of

the extent, persistence and future viabilrty of

these

societies.

I,2

Signifìcance of the Study

A fudy of subsifence

to be recognized
crrtically

is needed for

as legitimate societies by

two

reasons, First, subsistence societies deserve

the larger societyThis study seek to examine

the inherent integrity and credibility of subsistence societies so that members of the

larger society can develop an appreciation for their unique character: Second, there is a
search in the larger society for behaviors that will reduce the high levels of environmental

degradation and delruction resulting from many

of its current

activities, Though these

outcomes are mosl often attributed to thoughtless resource use practices, they may be
indicative of a moral crisis (Ophuls & Boyan 1992; Devall & Sessions 1985), Lack of regard

for one another and for the environment has led to an "open season" on both. More
sensitive attitudes and behaviors are needed,There is evidence

to

suggest that

the ethos and

economics of subsistence societies may be conducive to the development of more positive

relations-with one another and with the environment-than has so far occurred in the
larger society (Callicotl l982),This

attempts

fudy of the ethos and economy of subsistence

societies

to provide a source of insight for members of the larger society as they re-shape

their own ethos and economic relations,

1,3

Plan and Structure of

the Study

Chapter I presents the problem statement, objectives and signifìcance of the study.
It ourtlines the study's organizational structure and the geographic scope of the areas fudied,

and concludes with defìnitions of words and phrases relevant to the material in the thesis.

Chapter 2 characterizes the nature of subsistence ethos. Chapter 3 analyzes changes in the
land use of subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (Figures

I

.l

and I .2),

and

synthesizes available data on the extent and relative importance of the subsistence economy,

Chapters 4through 6 provide case studies of the land use behavíors and practices of three
band/subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion
f-able
conclusions based on the tudy's fìndings.

l.l), Chapter 7

presents
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Figure I .2: Arctic and subarctic communities of the Hudson Bay bioregion.
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Table l.l:Comparison of three case study areas (continued).
Characteristic

York Landing

Region

subarctic

Geographic Area

North Central Manrtoba

Mushkegowuk Region

Nunavut Settlement Area

subarctic

arctic

Mushkegowuk Region of Northem

Nunavut Region

Ontario
Population

3s0 (tee4)

6470

Culture

Mushkego or Ornushkego (Swampy Cree)

Mushkego or Omushkego (Swampy Cree)

lnuit

lnstitutions

York Factory FN Band Council

Mushkegowuk Council; band councils

Tungavk Federation of Nunawt flFN);
Regional Designated lnuit Organizations
(DlOs); Hunters' & Trappers' Organizations (HTO$;and hamlet councils.

Land Use Extent

members continue to conduct small seasonal hunts in traditional hunting lands

hunters continue to use traditional hunting
grounds which extend very signifìcantly
beyond reserve boundaries; wildlife harvesting and other land use activities are
practiced in an area of approximately
250,000 sq. km., of which less than .4% is
reserve land

granted ownership of a total of I 36,000
348,000 sq.km.of which 14,000 square
36,000 sq. km. includes ownership of the
sub-surface under the Agreemen¿ Between
the lnuitof the Nunoyut SettlementAreo ond
Her Mojesty the Queen in right of Conada

forestry mining and hydro-electric development have occurred in the southern
part ofthe region;the northern part of
the region has been much less disturbed.

lrttle indulnal development has occurred

along the Hudson Bay coast; no land base
since 1957; a treaty land entitlement of
14,000 acres is being negotiated, and a
19,000 acre resource management area
has been awarded

underthe Northern

(tee})

Flood Agreement

Land Base
lntrusions

York Factory FN was re-located from its
tr¿drtional hunting grounds on the Hudson
Bay coast

to North Central Manitoba

in

1957; the surrounding lands and waters
have been physically altered through

extensive development

17,500 lnuit origin (1995)

signed

in

1993

in this region

Table l.l:Comparison of three case study areas (concluded).
Characteristic
Country Food
Obtained per

York Landing
s2r(re83-84)

Mushkegowuk Region
r06 (reeO)

224 - Keewatin (1984-85)
344 - Baffìn (1984)

capita (kg,/yr:)

lmputed value of

Nunavut Settlement Area

$1,6002 (r983-84)

subsistence bush

$7,s00 ( reeo)

$16,000 (re84-Bs)3

meaUhousehold
( 199 I Constant $)
L

lncludes the communities of; Berens Riven Cross Lake, HollowWateç Mathias Colomb (at pukatawagan),
Split Lake andThe pas. Excludes

7.

As in Footnote l.

3.

Keewatin Region.

agricuhural communities.

The fìrst case study is based on York Factory First Nation (FN), a Cree subsistence
society in North Central Manitoba,This study's emphasis is from a historical perspective, and
covers the time period beginning prior

to the fur trade and continuing to the present,The

second case study Chapter 5, is bæed on a spatial analysis of the land use praccices of four

Cree communrties in the Mushkegowuk Region of norlhern Ontario.This sludy covers the

time period from I 98 I

to

1990, and provides a contemporary perspeccive

of subsistence

land use in these societies,The fìnal case study in Chapter 6 examines aboriginal land use in

the Nunavut

Region, located in

focus of this chapter

is

the northern reaches of the Hudson Bay bioregion. The

the fi¡ture viability of subsistence,and serves to illustrate the implica-

tions for subsistence societies of assuming increasing responsibilrties for the management
and control of large land and resource use areas.

Chapter 7 presents the study's conclusions concerning the extent, persistence and
future viability of subsistence ethos and economics in the Hudson Bay bioregion. lt is based

on a synthesis of the material presented in the preceding chapters, A flow chart summarizing the structure of this thesis is provided in Figure

L4

1,3,

Study Methods

The methods used to conduct this study included a synthesis of harvest and land use

reports and pertinent literature; field work involving untcructured interviews and map
biographies; land use analyses using digitized data bases, GIS and image processing software;

participation in CARC's (Canadian Arctic Research CommitLee) Hudson Bay Programme;
and the design of a harvest study,The methods used vary by chapteç and for this reason

those particularto each are described in detail in each of the chapters,

Figure 1,3: Structure of thesis,

Chapter

I

Chapter 2

C

Presentation of context and argument for
fudy of the nature of subsistence in the
Hudson Bay bioregion.

a

Analysis of subsistence ethos in the Hudson
Bay bioregion.

Chapter 3

Synthesis and analysis of subsistence land use
and economics in the Hudson Bay bioregion.

Chapter 4

Analysis of the subsistence practices ofYork
Factory FN emphasizing a historical perspec-

A

tive.

S

E

S

Chapter 5

T

Spatial analysis of contemporary land use and
the subsistence economy of the Omushkego

Cree.

ll

D
I

E
S

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Analysis of lnuit subsistence focusing on the
future compatibility of subsistence and evolving resource management responsibilities in
Nunavut.

Presentatr

on of conclusions,

Geographic Scope of St

The geographic scope of this study includes the arctic and subarctic areas of the
Hudson Bay bioregion, ln its entirety the bioregion encompasses 3,846,000 sq, km., an area
equivalent

to almof

40% of Canada's total land area.Approximately four million people live

in this bioregion, most of them in the sodchern agricultural area. Of the approximately
32,000 aboriginal people presently living in these areas, most are lnuit or Cree,with the lnuit
occupying the area

north of the treeline, and the Cree living in the tundra, open woodland

and boreal forest zones to the south (Berkes & Fast in press). Aboriginal peoples have
occupied the arctic and subarctic regions of the Hudson Bay bioregion for centuries, and

tradtional occupation of the bioregion is depicted in Figure 1,4. Sly (1995) has observed

that while much data and other information exist describing this region, there is by no
means a comprehensive underStanding of its ecology: "While there may appear
signifìcant amount known aboúc

to be a

the Hudson Bay region, it should be recognised that infor-

mation is frequently available only from a few specifìc locations and the density of information is extremely low. Often the ability to link sets of information between sites and over

time

is

very tenuous,The extent of knowledge, particularly about the ecology of the basin,

more apparent than real" (Sly I 995, p. l).
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Figure 1.4: Aboriginal language families of the Hudson Bay bioregion
in the 17th century. After McMillan 1988, and Harris 1987.
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An ecological zone, namely the Hudson Bay bioregion, was deemed a more appropriate choice for demarcating this study than were political boundaries for several reasons.
First,

the subsistence societies on which this study is based have much more in common

with one another than they do with their southern neighbors. The bioregion more
accurately refleds their commonalrly, Secondly their subsistence life-style has depended for
survival on an intimate knowledge of the topography, vegetation, wildlife and climate of the
areas in which they foraged for food. Polrtical boundaries have never had the same vital
signifìcance for these societies.

The three subsistence societies chosen for detailed
cross-seclion

of

subsistence societies in

fudy

represent a signifìcant

the bioregion's arctic and subarctic zones, and

exemplify the land use practices of both Cree and lnuit cultures.Three distinct geographic
regions are involved in this study:

the Hudson Bay Lowland, formerly home to the York

Factory Band, and still home to the Omushkego;the inland area around the community of

York Landing in North Central Manitoba, site of the York Factory Band Reserve; and
Canada's Central and Eastern Arctic areas, i.e,, the Nunavut Setlement Area, These three

fudy

areas are shown in Figure 1.5, and a brief description of the physical geography of each

is provided

below More details are provided in subsequent chapters.

lt

Hudson Bay bioregion
I'V

.... ::.

3,846,000 square kilometers
N

W-¢-E

../

!

Scale: 1: 7 500 000
Traditional land use
area of York Factory FN

')

Mushkegowuk Region
administrative area
Nunavut SA
includes
islands
in Hudson/James Bay

!

Figul-e 1.5: Location of thl'ee case studies.

1.5.1 The Hudson

Bay Lowland

The Hudson Bay Lowland occupies approximately 325,000 sq, km. along the
Hudson Bay coast (ulig l9BB, p.l2l), and extends approximately 200
figures predominantly in
(Mushkegowuk
Landing

in

or

to 300 km, inland, lt

two of the studies: it was home to the York Factory Band

Swampy Cree)

1957, and continues

for centuries prior to their relocation inland to York

to fìgure

largely in their current and planned future subsis-

tence activities. The same Lowland has been home to the Omushkego (Swampy) Cree of
northern Ontario for centuries.York Factory was situated toward the northern end of the
Lowland, and served as the northern hub of the Hudson Bay Company's trading empire,
beginning in the seventeenth century, Moose Factory, situated at the southern portion of

the Lowland, adminifered the southern hub of the Company's trading activÇ,
Covered by glaciers until 10,000 years ago,the Lowland is one of the largest wetland
peat regions of the world (A.Jano Oct, l994,pers. comm.). lt is a flat swampy plain, approx-

imately 152 m, lowerthan the adjoining Precambrian Shield,TheB%of the region which

is

dry land is adjacent to the rivers and larger streams (levees). Most of the northeastem area
of the Lowland is in continuous permafrost. Elsewhere the permafrof is discontinuous

burt

widespread,The unique vegetative cover of the area ranges from mudflats, marshes-inter-

tidal; supertidal and freshwater-to shrubs, tundra, fen, plateaus and bogs, conife6 sand,
gravel and bedrock (4. Jano pers comm, Oct, I 994),The trees are small and funted, though
larger trees grow along the riverbank, Major river valleys and beach deposits provide the

only relief with isostatic rebound occurring at a rate of about BO cm. per hundred years
(Hilderman et ol. 1986, p. 46).

r3

Four major river sysiems are located along the northern section of the Hudson Bay

Lowland:the Churchill;the Nelson;the Hayes; and the Fort Severn. Both the Churchill and

Nelson Rivers have been extensively developed for hydro-electric powen Eight

small

communities are located along the coasl Churchill; Forc Severn; Peawanuc( Attawapiskat;
Forl Al bany;

Kash echewan

;

Attawap iskat;

M

ooson ee;

an

d

M

oose Faclo ry,

1.5,2 North Central Manrtoba
The community ofYork Landing is situated at the mouth of theAiken River on Split
Lake,

part of the Nelson Rjver waterway.lt is located 250 km. inland fromYork Factory, 690

km. north of Winnipeg, and I

l6

km. by air fromThompson.There is no all-weather road in

York Landing, but the community has an airstrip and daily fìights to Thompson. During the
summer aferry service operates between York Landing and the community of Split Lake, 20

km.to the north,York Landing is home to approximately 350 of theYork Factory Band's

7OO

members' Vegetation in

and

the area is predominantly wetland, bog, peat, fen, spruce

deciduous forefs.A 2,390 acre reserve forYork Factory FN was ofiìcially recognized under

the terms of the lndian Acc on April 1990, and the outstanding treaty land entitlement

CI-LE)

is presently being negotiated.

The Band's resettlement from the coast in 1957 coincided with the commencement

of a massive hydro-electric project, the Kelsey Generating Station, a few miles upfream of
their new home' Other such projects followed,Their combined effects have had signifìcant
physical, social, and economic repercussions for the York Fadory Cree,
last thirty-fìve years Band leaders have become astule negotiators in

society as they attempt

to protect the welfare of their
t4

fu

a result, over the

conteÍ of the larger

members and ensure the cultural

survival of their Band in the maellcrom of these intrusions, One of five communities extensively affected by this hydro-electric development, York Factory FN ratifìed an Agreement

settling claims under the Northern Flood Agreement on November 2, 1995. Under the
Agreement, Manitoba Hydro, Manitoba, and Canada have agreed

to provide land and

money in exchange for a release from further obligations to the Band,

1.5.3

Canada's Central and Eastern Arctic

The third case study examines arctic aboriginal societies in the Nunavurt Settlement
Area, The Area lies

north of the 60th parallel and coincides with the treeline.The NWT

(NorthwestTerritories), which made up 37 percent of Canada's land mass, became part of
Canada

in I 870. ln

1993 former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney signed an agreement

dividing this vast territory into

two new territories. One territory the Mackenzie Valley, is

occupied by non-Natives, Dene, Metis and lnuvialurt. The other territory, Nunavurt
fl-he
People's Land), will come into being on

April l,

1999. Occupying approximately

one-fìfth of

Canada and 2,000,000 sq. km,, it encompasses the Central and Eastern parts of the former

NMfì' Under this Agreement the lnuit will "be given ownership of
kilometres

of

land, 36,257 square kilometres

with

350,OOO square

subsurface mineral rights, and

$580,000,000 (1992 dollars)" (Hamilton 1994, p. 3).

Nunavut had a population of approximately twenty-one thousand people in 1995.
Eighty percent of

the population, or over seventeen thousand people, are lnuit, and

speak

lnuktitut' Means of long-distance travel are by air and ship. bctreme fluctuations between

winter and summer temperatures are typical, with storms and high snovøfall

reaching

extremes in the Eastern Arctic, The Central Arctic e>periences the coldest temperatures,
t5

however; because of the strong winds that blow off

the Hudson Bay Snow and ice remain

year round in the high country while grasses, sedges and low shrubs grow in the lowlands,
Permafrost, thought

to be as much as 800 to I 500 feet deep

the anctic and consequently drainage

1,6

is

in some places, covers most

of

very limited (Enryclopædia Britannica 1985, pp,2-4),

Defìnitions
This study draws on the disciplines of geography and anthropology, and the interdis-

ciplinary fields of resource management and native studies.Terms and concepts from history,

economics and ecology are used as well, For this Íeason, it is necessary to delìne a number

of technical terms in order to facilitate understanding of the study's content,These defìnitions are provided below,
bond societres
Subsistence societies

were historically comprised of three or four loosely

connected bands, which included several exrended families who depended
on one another for survival.
bioregion

"An area that differs ecologically from other areas in terms of topography,
microclimates, vegetation cover;

or

species composition, Thus,

it

may be

considered the equivalent of ecoregion or ecological region, However; the
biological meaning of the term has been overlaid by consideration of human

use

or

human perception of ecologically distinct areas, and in this sense

becomes the equivalent of eco-cultural region" (Dæmann I 995, p. 83),

t6

bioregionol opprooch

'The value of the bioregional concept

is primarily educational, lf people can

become familiar with the conditions for life and the other living species in the
area in which they live, presumably they will be equipped

to

exercise greater

care in the use they make of their bioregion, and may take a greater interef

in protecting its natural diversity. A knowledge of the ecological constraints
imposed by climate, topography, rock structure, soil types, hydrology, and
vegetation could prevent the kind of misuse of land, waten and resources
which has caused serious ecological damage in many

par-cs

of the world and

has made some areas virtually uninhabitable,,.,

A

bioregional approach has value also in

the

management

of

natural

resources.Within a single bioregion, all government and private agencies are

working wrth similar biotic communities. Awareness of this fact may facilrcate

cooperation and coordination
sustainable use

of

activhies aimed

of living resources, as well

at

conservation and

as the sharing

of information

among separate jurisdictions" (Paehlke 1995, p. B4).
comm o n

Þ

roÞ erty resources

"Class of resources for which exclusion (or control of access) is diffìcult, and

where each user has the potential of subtracting from the welfare of all other
users" (Berkes 1995, p.373).

l-7

culture

"A

group's culture appears as the customary, acceptable patterning of

relationship between people and members of that group and their larger

environment,

lt

therefore includes the behaviours, values and attitudes

possessed by any people and considered important enough by them
systematically passed on
elements, consthuting

to the

succeeding generation,,..a core

of

to

be

essential

the basis of a person's self-perception of who he

is,

and why his group is distinctive and worthy,,,Cultures are dynamic and
evolving realities, such that loss or transformation of some elements may be

more than compensated for by greater cultural value being accorded to
elements that do remain" (Freeman l98 l, p.258).
ethos

'The guiding beliefs, standards, or ideals that characterize or pervade

a

group, a community a people, or an ideology: the complex of fundamental
values

that underlies, permeates, or actuates major patterns of thought and

behavior in any parlicular culture, society or institurtion" (Gove l986).
horvest studies

Harvef studies can be designed to achieve a variety of objectives, ln addition

to

determining harvest levels, these studies can provider biological data for

wildlife management; indigenous knowledge for communÇ objectives; data

to enable nutritional

evaluations; data for economic evaluations (e.g,, value

of

harvest); data for socioeconomic profìling (employment and income); data

to

IB

assess commercial harvefiing opportunities;

and data

to

assess potential

impacls of development projects,
kinship system

'-fhe goal of a kinship system

is

the securÇ of life, lt functions in contexts of

subsistence, offense, and defense and protection in general,

lt focuses upon

certain times in a person's life when assislance is especially needed: birth,
naming, puberty, marriage, sickness, and death,Teaching and training children

to carry on

life-sufaining activities in subsistence, offense and defense, and

medicine-to hunt, fìsh,,,.fìght, cure

sickness,

to

acquire profìciency in the

arts and crafts-are functions of a kinship system,..k relates person to person

in order to promote social solidarity, as well as to obtain the benefìts of
mutual aid in activities in which the external world is directly concerned,

Burt

solidarity is not an end in itsell it is a way of making a group more effective in

the conduct of
I

life, and hence a way

of makìng life more secure" $l/hte

959, p, I I 9).

lond use

"Areas in which harvesting takes place, as well as other activities that native
people themselves consider signifìcant, including transportation routes, camp
sites, burial grounds, and other cuhurally sensitive areas" (Fast

&

Berkes

1994,p.2). ln this study of subsifence,the meaning of the term is akin to
Leopold's (1949) land ethic: "All ethics so far evolved rest upon a single
premise:that the individual is a member of a community of interdependent

t9

parts,,..The land ethic simply enlarges

the boundaries of the community to

include soils, waters, plants, and animals,
inconceivable

to

me that an ethical relation

or collectively: the land. lt
to

is

land can exist without love,

respect, and admiration for land and a high regard

for its value (Leopold

1949, pp.208-209).

lond use studies

Land use studies document present and/or traditional land use activities.

when

using the map biography method, relevant areas are sketched by

knowledgeable harvesters, or by interviewers under the direction of these
individuals,

on transparencies placed over topographic maps, composite

maps are then created from individual biographies

to

summarize collective

land use for the group. Most often maps used are at

the l:250 0OO scale.

lnformation recorded pertains

to

present and/or traditional land use activ-

[ies, Most aboriginal land use fudies are based on the methodology introduced by Freeman (1976),which involves the documentation of land use in
living memory by producing map biographies of active harvesters and elders,

mode bewer

The standard measure of the value of trade goods was in "made beaver" or
MB. For example, the value of furs traded was expressed in terms of MB,
relative

to the value of European goods,

i.e,,

the value of one prime beaver

pelt might have been equivalent to the value of one hatchet, or seven beaver
pelts might have been equivalent to the value of one
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"No I

blanket",

morket economy

"An economic syslem controlled, regulated, and direcled by markets alone;
order in the production and distribution of goods is entrusted to this selfregulating mechanism.An economy of this kind derives from the expectation

that human beings behave in such a way as to achieve maximum money
gains.

lt

assumes markets in which

the supply of goods (including services)

available at a defìnite price will equal the demand at that price, lt assumes the

Presence of money which functions as purchasing power in the hands

of

its

owners, Production will then be controlled by prices, forthe profìts of those

who direcl production will depend upon them;the distribution of the goods
also will depend upon prices,

for prices form incomes, and it

is

with the help

of these incomes that the goods produced are distributed amongst the
members of sociery Under these assumptions order in the production and

distribution of goods is ensured by prices alone" (polanyi 1944,p.68).
Þotentj ol edibl e weight

The elimated amount of edible meat available from harvested animals. lt

is

derived by multiplying the number of animals harvested by an average edible

weight per animal,
subslstence

"Means of supporting life,livelihood.what one lives on or by" (Berkes r9BB,
p.3 l e),

2t

subsistence economy

"Non cash values from the bush" (Fast and Berkes 1994,p.2).
"An economy which is not based on money in which buying and selling are
absent or rudimentary though barter may occur which commonly provides a

minimal standard of living" (Gove l986).
subsis¿ence socieqz

"a group of people whose production, use and consumption of
resources occurs

in ways that are consifent with traditional

local

patterns

maintained by krnship-based social structures, Such societies possess detailed

traditional knowledge of their environment, and par-cicularly those resources
important in their food-producing and ceremonial activities" (Freeman 1993,

p 2as).
traditi onol ecol ogicol knowledge (tek)

"A cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, handed down through genera-

tions by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings
(including humans) with one another and wrth their environment. Furthen

TEK is an attribute of societies with historical continuity in resource use
practices;

by and large, these are non-industrial or less technologically

advanced societies, many of them indigenous or tribal" (Berkes 1993, p.3).
The term is used interchangeably with traditional knowledge and indigenous
knowledge,
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Chapter 2
Subsistence Ethos

2.1

lntroduction and Context
The ethos of subsistence societies has always been characterized by krnship sytems

and close relationships wi'ch nature, "The American lndian polure toward nature was,
suggest, neither ecological

I

nor conseryative in the modern scientifìc sense so much as it was

moral or ethical.Animals, plants, and minerals were treated as persons, and conceived to be
coequal members of a natural social order" (Callicott 1982, p,3 I O).Their survival has traditionally depended on these relationships, and not surprisingly the European goods offered to

them bytraders as incentives to bring in furs had limited effectiveness.As a consequence of

the high value they have always placed on relations, the ethos of subistence societies have
evolved very differently from those which developed in market economy societies, where

the accumulation of personal wealth is valued more highly than relations with others and
with the land.The ethos of traditional subsistence societies continues to characterize subsistence societies to the present time, and continues to set them apart from members of the
larger society

This chapter analyzes the nature of the relations which characterize subsistence
ethos, and is comprised of

two main sections. The fìrst section

describes

the origins

and

atlributes of these relations. The second addresses the imputation that aboriginal hunters
decimated beaver and caribou populations in subarctic areas of the Hudson Bay bioregion at

the turn of the eighteenth century, and that the ethos ascribed to subsifence societies by
Callicott and others failed to curt what has been considered by some to be excessive killing.
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2.7

The Ethos of Subsistence Societies
Subsistence societies were historically comprised of three or four loosely connecced

bands, which included several extended families

who depended on one another for survival.

For thousands of years they have lived by hunting, fìshing, trapping and gathering.

cultural Man has been on earth for some 2,000,000 years; for over 99 per
cent of this period he has lived as a huntergatherer.Only in the last lO,OO0
years has man begun to domelcicate plants and animals, to use metals, and
to hamess energy sources other than the human body. Homo soplens
assumed an essentially modern form at least 50,000 years before he
managed to do anything aboLrt improving his means of production, Of the
efimated 80,000,000,000 men who have ever lived oúc a life span on earth,
over 90 per cent have lived as hunters and gatherers; about 6 per cent have
lived by agricuhure and the remaining few per cent have lived in industrial
societies,

To date, the hunting way of life has been the mosl successful and persitent
adaptation man has ever achieved (Lee and DeVore 1968, p. 3),
Traditional hunting bandVsubsifence societies of necessity had a mobile existence because

they depended entirely on sparsely distributed wild resources for survival. Mobility, however;
had benefìts beyond foraging. lt resulted in extensive familiarity with the environment and

made life more varied and rich.

lt

also served

to resolve

social problems; members wrth

severe disagreements simply moved apart, Social and political institutions were simple, Small

band size required nothing more. Hunting, skinning, tanning, and cooking skills were shared

by all members of the group, and decisions were usually made by consensus, led by those
wrth the requisite levels of skill needed for a particular decision,
Subsistence societies remained small

for several reasons.

Firsl,

their informal struc-

tures were viable only when the groups were of a size which allowed members to deal with
one another personally. Larger groups broke apart as a result of social tensions, Second, the
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relative scarcity of food dictated the limited number of people who could live in an area:

'throughout the world hunter densities rarely exceed[d] one person per square mile; most
of the accurate fìgures reported.,.ranged between one and 25 persons per hundred square
miles" (Lee & DeVore I 968, p. I l).
Subsistence societies in

the Hudson Bay bioregion were not exposed to European

philosophical views until religious missionaries sought

to

convert them

to

ChristianÇ.

lnfead, their animific theology taught them to revere plants and animals, treating them
equals and partners, ln describing pre- and

Brightman

(lg\n

as

pof-contact lndian land use in North America,

noted that they shared "a genuine respect for the welfare of other life-

forms", (p. l86). Callicott (1982, pp, 302-307) concluded similarly that the "family-like relatedness

of all creatures" was almost universally shared by all American lndians, as was the

belief that all things in nature had a spiritual essence, Human properties were routinely
prolected onto non-human things and beings, and so it was common to have social relations

with non-humans.
How this worldview was actualized is described by Freeman (l9B5a, l9B5b).The
aboriginal hunter's understanding of the natural environment, he wrote, was more complex

than that allowed by models of "carrying capacity" or"maximum sustainable yield" (l9B5b,

p.2aQ.

Rather: ecosystems

were perceived as circular; complex, interrelated, dynamic and

fluctuating.The relationship between the hunter and the hunted encompassed more than

the economics associated with procuring food. His/her relationship with the hunted animal
was part of a larger series of inter-relationships with the community, the group's values and

belief systems, and even with the past, in addition
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to

providing food needed

to

survive

(Freeman 1985a, p.276).The hunter's self-identity the source of purpose and meaning for
his/her life, was symbolized by the land on which he/she hunted, and by the animals which

were hunted' Consequently,'the loss or diminution of any resource may constitute a weakening of the complex fabric that represents the full measure

or meaning of liê in these

specialized hunting societies" (Freeman 1985b, p.259).There was no distinction between

the hunter and his/her environment,The "environment" was in fact not "oL¡t there", for it
was self-evident that whatever was done to "it",the hunter did to him/herself,The relationship between humans and the environment was not one of subjea-object, but rather one

of

mutual participation; not l-it, but l-Thou,
Because humans were understood

to be part of a larger web of relationships with

the environment, there was no concept of private land or resource ownership,
"everyone [hod] free occess to the resources

lnstead,

of noture,...land] thus we fìnd that the basic prop-

erty institutions in primitive society [made] for equality, equality of privilege and opportunity,
and equality of obligation

to labor and to

support one's self This [meant] freedom too, of

course, since equality precludes the possibilrty of the rule or exploitation of one class by

another" (\A/h ite I 959, p. 252).

A

subsistence society's survival depended on group effort,There was

no incentive

for one to succeed at the expense of anothen Members recognized, consciously or unconsciously that their survival depended on continuity in the natural environment, and ensured

that their relations with nature were circumspect. They consumed primarily ¡enewable
resources as needed

to provide food, clothing

live "in rough equilibrium" with

and shelter; and for the most part, tended

the Earth's resources (ophuls & Boyan I 992, p. I 83),
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to

For centuries the mobile, non-consumptive liferyle of subsistence societies limited

the extent of the changes they made to the environment. At the turn of the nineteenth
century however; there was a drastic reduction in both beaver and big game populations

in

the Churchill River drainage area and other areas south and west of the Hudson Bay
(Brightman 1993, p.245).What precipitated this decline has been the subject of extensive
debate among anthropologists and other researchers, but the role aboriginal hunters may
have played in the decline is most often at the centre of the debate, Reconciling what

is

known about the ethos of traditional subsitence societies, namely the high value they
placed on relations with all other living beings-including the beaver and caribou-with
rePorts of what by today's standards include slaughtering excessive numbers of animals, is
problematic,The following section examines this question in more depth.
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Factors in the Decline of Animal Populations at the Beginning of the Nineteenth

Century

Bythe early lB00s beaverand biggame,both of which had been in great abundance

a century before, had been seriously depleted in the Hudson Bay Lowlands (Brightman
1993, pp, 744-)45).William Cook who was in charge ofYork Factory at the time wrote "the

scarcity of furs in all directions around the Factory is without a parallel" (cited in Lytwyn
1993, p.384),Though defìnitive explanations for

what had been a drastic drop in

animal

populations in areas south and west of the Hudson Bay are not known,various factors have

been implicated,These include: deviant weather patterns; the fur trade rivalry;the introduc-

tion of new hunting technologies; and fìnally an apparent breakdown in the ethos of subsistence society hunters, Each of these is discussed below
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73.1

Effeas of Climate Fluctuations

Extremely unusual weather conditions which occurred in this region between

l7l4

and 1850 must be considered as a cause of the declining animal populations,These unusual
weather patterns included the "Little lce Age" from l650

to

1850,

which peaked around

1769 in central Canada. Global warming consifent with the end of thatAge occurred by
1850.

lnfrumental rccords kept atYork Factory beginning in l77O,and journals kept bythe

Chief Factor from |TBB
conditions in

the

1780s

to

I

802 describe exLreme hardships caused by severe weather

and l790s."Cold and extreme snow conditions that fluctuated

between no cover and extreme depths led

to a lack of game for

food, The natives and

Company men suffered from shortages and references to starvation dominate the
[Chief
Factor's] joumals" (Ball I 992, pp. 64-66).

The work of Peter Scott (cited in Ball 1992) supports these fìndings. His results
showed " 1760 as pivotal in climate trends for that region [Churchill],They further show[ed]

that the period from 1760

to

I

820 was one of variability as the climate oscillated from

temperate to arctic condrtions" (p 70),At York Factory the weather conditions from l77O

to

lB00 were very wet and variable: "A notable feature of this period was winters with

either a great deal of snow or virtually none,This seriously reduced the wildlife population

with terrible impact on people dependent on these resources for food and economy".
Unfortunately climatic records forthe period IBOO to lBl0 are incomplete.The a1¡ention
previously given

to record keeping

gave way during

this period to other more

pressing

concerns "as the Company struggled with the changes created by the harsh conditions of

the l7B0s and

1790s" (Ball I 992,pp.70-71).
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The Lowlanders atYork Factory reported that many beaver had drowned as a result
of widespread flooding in the spring

of l792,An extended drought occurred in 1793, and

resulled in extensive fìres aroundYork Factory the following year: Once again, many animals

died'This drought continued for seven years, and massive fìres were reported aroundyork
Factory yet again

in l799.Then, in IBOó to

lBOTYork Factory experienced the mildest

winter anyone could remember: Another serious drought followed in I 808 and resulted

in

water levels which were the lowest anyone could remember (L¡wyn 1993, pp. 395-g).
Ray (1974) recognized

the importance of hunting pressures caused by the fur trade

in decimating fur populations, burt also attributed some of the reduction

"The historical record shows that natural disasters, primarity

to

disease, fìres,

natural causes:

and droughts,

often took heavy tolls" (p, 120), Brightman (1993) concurred wrth Ray's assessment, and
added "the boreal

foref

is a type case of a specialized ecosyfem, exhibrting shorl food

chains, low species diversity

with relatively large numbers of each species, and high entropy

rates manifested in extreme fluctuations in animal populations. Apart from the effects of
human predation, animal populations in the boreal forest are subjecl
cyclic fluctuation of varying duration and regional extent"

to both random and

(p.2ae.

The argument that the collapse of animal populations may have been partly due to

the synergistic effects of variable weather patterns, forest fires and disease is supported by
Holling's ( I 986) conceptual framework of ecosyfems which assumes that the element of
"surprise", such as discontinuous and abrupt changes in ecosystems, is actually"normal',,
and

that perceptions by contemporary resource managers that they can eliminate such perturbations are misguided, ln sum, there is ample evidence to support the argument that
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natural causes played a signifìcant part in the decline of beaver and caribou populations in
subarctic areas of the Hudson Bay bioregion.

2.3,2

The FurTrade Rivalry

A second major

cause of the decline in animal populations has been attributed

outcomes of the furtrade rivalry.The Charter

of l670 which

to

granted the HBC exclusive

trading rights in Rupert's Land did not specify its boundaries,While the HBC claimed that it
had been awarded trading rights for all of the Hudson Bay drainage basin,this claim was not

accepted by French traders who had already established trading posts in the interior from
Lake Superiorto the junclion of

the North and

Sor-rth Saskatchewan Rjvers,These French

traders formed the North-West Company (NWC) in the l78Os, and violent competition
between the HBC and the NWC followed (Payne I 989, pp. I 9-20),This period of competi-

tion coincided with the devastating decline in animal popurations,

With the commencement of their intense fur trade rivalry both the HBC and the

NWC directed the Cree living in the Lowlands to kill

as many furtearers as possible, and

especially beavenThis fìerce competition extended throughout the nor-chwestern interior

the continent, and continued for forty years. By the time the fur trade aclivrty
between I 790 and

I

B I 0,

peaked

furbearer populations had been much reduced in the St, Lawrence

Valley.To offset the decline in furs available for trade,
lndians

of

NWC traders employed hundreds of

to go to the borders of the Lowlands "to hunt up all the beaver" (Lytvryn

1

993, p,

382), effectively forcing open access conditions on these resources,

The implications of this shift were signifìcant, for it fundamentally altered land

use

behaviors in the area,Traditionally the Lowland Cree had shared the land and the animals
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with one another; and lived in accordance with the rules of nature-following the caribou
during their spring and fall migrations, travelling

to

prime fishing areas in summen and

dispersing along the coast and inland for the winten Population numbers remained fairly
stable over time, in large part because the land could not support larger numbers. Hunters

who were successful in bringing home bush food shared it with those who had not been
successful'

ln other words, they treated the land and

animals as "common-property

resources". Berkes ( 995) has characterized these common-property resources as tending
1

"to be indivisible,that

is,

not separable into commodities in time and space.,..these resources

require colleclive decision making, cooperation in resource use, and enforcement of agreed-

upon rules among group members" (p, 371).

When hundreds of other hunters moved into the Lowland, the cooperative
resource use practices which had dictated the behavior of Omushkego Cree hunters until

that time were no longer viable, and gave way

to

uncontrolled access, "Competition for

animals and shifts in populations and territorial boundaries could lead

boundaries and usufructuary rights, within

or between different

to

societies,

disregard for

Without

such

boundaries, the animals spared by one group might be taken by others, obviating the need

to harvef

selectively" (Brightman 1993,p.259),The Cree had lost control of

the land

base

and the result was overexploitation. Traditional rules concerning the rights and duties of
hunters and trappers to the land and animals were overrun,

Other important factors pertaining to the fur trade influenced the number of
animals being harvested as well. One of these was the HBC's inland expansion concomitant

with the increasing rivalry between the two trading companies. As a result, the Company's
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dependance on country provisions increased signifìcantly, and in order

to get additional food

forthe fort and its traders the Lowland Cree were encouraged to hunt more caribou, Over
the next few years four inland posts were set up to trade caribou meat. ln earlier times the
Cree had hunted caribou intensively in the spring for their own use, and in the fall for trading

purposes'The increased, year-round hunting pressures caused the caribou

to become less

prediaable by the turn of the century

It has been postulated that a desire for trade goods grew so strong among these
aboriginal hunters that they abandoned their traditional behaviors toward animals in order

to be able to take more

furs to the post. Brightman (1993), howeverî has concluded that

killing more animals than could be used was not motivated by such a desire:

First, their [the lndians] demand for [trade] goods remained largely
unchanged from the 1700s untir r82 r when the Hudson's Bay company
merged with its competitors and eslablished a monopoly..,.Second, competition kept the price of goods low As a result, it is likely that the Crees and
other lndians involved in the depletions could have satisfìed their desires for
trade goods without increasing rates of predation to a level that caused
population declines in animal resources,..,The animals were depleted,
presumably as a resull of the lndians'fur trade involvements, but the lndians'
motivation for depleting them remains obscure" (Brightman I 993, p. 245),
This argument is consistent with reports by James lsham, an experienced HBC traden who

wrote that paying higher prices for furs would in practice result in fewer furs being traded
because
by

the

the lndians had not acquired the desire to accumulate European goods, Attempts

English

considered

to

to create markets for goods beyond powder and shot

and what

the

lndians

be "necessarie5"-16þ¿ç6o, alcohol, cloth, beads, ice chisels, snowglasses and

hatchets-were

unsuccessful.

The Cree enjoyed toys, dolls, raisins and prunes, but only

accepted them as presents, not as items of trade, Even oatmeal, often important
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to

survival

in the lean winter months, was not considered an item
needed the Cree assumed it would be provided

to be traded. lf and when it was

to them if they returned to the fort

(Rich

1960, p,49).

lf more trade goods were not of much interest to the Cree, "two exceptionally
signifìcant incentives were alcohol and tobacco for which the Cree traded in sizable quanti-

ties".These items had acquired a status "coordinate with that of the most preferred meats,

Animal r€sources had prehistorically been the means through which good men and women
rorrtinely affìrmed the doxic axiom of generalized reciprocrty just as they were the means-

in larger or more continuous quantities-for eminent men to cultivate and exhibit their
leadership. All this became

true historically for rum and tobacco and they were routinely

shared at drinking parties with whomever was present" (Brightman 1993, pp, 263-264).The
desire for alcohol and brandy then, seems

to

have led

to an increase

in the number of furs

traded at the posts,

2,3.3

The lntroduction of New HuntingTechnologies

Another potentially important factor in the decline of animal populations was the
adoption of new and more effective hunting technologies by Cree hunters.

fu

a result of

their ease of use, guns and sceel traps, in other words, may have resulced in too many
animals being krlled. Callicott (1989) has argued that these new tools would have been a

major source of cultural slress,

for'to adopt a technology

is, insidiously

to adopt the world

view in which the technology is embedded...the adoption by lndians of Wefern technologies was accompanied by massive and aggressive disruption of

by Europeans and

theirtradrtional belief systems

Euro-Americans,,,,Technologies are never cognitively and axiologically
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neutral'They are embedded in an engendering and sustaining system of ideas,To buy guns,
motors, and mackinaw jackets is

to

buy, however unintentionally a

world view to boot"

(1989' pp. 205, 212).lf Callicott is correct in his perception that the worldview of Cree
hunters would have been altered by the introduction of these new technologies then it

would be reasonable to conclude their behaviors might also change, Peterson & Matsuyama
( I 99

l)

concluded similarly that the introduction of new technologies and commoditisation

sooner or later introduced fundamental changes into foraging societies:

Although all trade seems to have its origins in the exchange of luxuries,
sooner or later some or all of the luxuries take on the form of necessities.At
that point, or soon afterl the threat to a self-sustaining economy begins and a
compulsion enters the production for exchange since it is through the
exchange that the necessities for life come to be obtained. ln the i=ase of
foragers this compulsion can arise qurte rapidly since the production of
goods for exchange usually competes with the daily requirement, for at least
some part of the active work[orce to forage for food. Even if people can
remain self-sustaining in food they may become dependent on introduced
technology if they are to carry out both activities.Thus commodrtisation can
quickly become involved in activrties essential to survival and therefore integral to the nature of social life,
Freeman

(l98l)

howeven countered this position by observing that cultures are

continuously evolving, and that changes in "technology, social organization and economic
pursuits" do not necessarily imply a change in the essential nature of that cuhure,
Despite the adjustments occurring at that time
ffollowing the introduction of
rifles and fox trapping] in their contemporary culture inãluding, for example,
the concomitant loss of certain organizational features (sucñ as collective
caribou hunts) and the bow and arrow they still hunted intensively and
shared their hunting retums, used the same kinship system, spoke the same
language, and prepared their footwear and skin ciothing in 'traditional"
fashion using "traditional" materials, and travelled even greater distances with
even more dogs. lt is hard to evaluate whether the new and continuing
cultural assemblage has resulted in a "weakening" or otherwise signifìcant
change in the cuhure (Freeman I 9B I , p, 265),
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This view is shared by George &

Prefon

lgïn

who concluded that "until very recently the

Cree economy and culture have been at once resilient and adaptable in the face of European technology,They have readily incorporated both items of physical capital (for example,

tools and equipment) and economic and social institr-¡tions (for example,the furtrade, debt,
and transfer payments) into

their lifestyle"

(p. a52).

Brightman (1993) also considered

the influence European hunting technologies

might have had on the over-exploitation bLrt concluded that there was not reason to
suppose that

the introduction of these technologies would have caused the lndians to

kjll

animals unnecessarily:"lt appears that the trade and technology may have reduced rather

than intensifìed foraging labor", because the lndians were not inclined to unnecessary effort,

and if their needs were met more quickly through improved technology and/or higher
prices, there would be

no need to kill more animals (1993, p. 25|),The use of

guns,

however; did result in larger harvests with less effort than was possible with bows and
arrows, and guns were particularly effedive in hunting water[owl,Their use would have had

less impact on caribou hunting strategies, Nonetheless, guns, steel traps and the use of
animals

for trade

(Brightman I 987,

2.3.4

exacer^bated

the potential for overhunting which had always exited

p. I 29),

Aboriginal Ethos
Though some historical records indicate that the Cree wasted many animals, opinion

remains divided on whether such wastage actually occurred, Rich (1960)
seems

to think that the lndians killed

for oømple,

animals indiscriminately and were responsible for

wiping out beaver populations in the area inland from the Nelson River (p. 46), Brightman
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(1993) acknowledged that the Cree killed more animals than they could use, when
the
opPortunity presented itself. "The slaughter of big game animals in excess of what the
hunters could consume, transport, or trade has been documented in the eighteenth
century, carried on by the "Home Guard" Crees employed at the coastal forts..." (p, 255),
Failure on the part of the Cree

to reduce beaver

harvesting

to sustainable

levels has

been regarded critically as indicative of excessive behaviorwhich is diffìcult to reconcile with

the deep resPect for the land and animals often attributed to these societies, lt is possible,
however; that this deep respect could

co-exif with behaviors which appear

excessive by

other standards.The hunting ethos ofWaswanipi Cree hunters on the East side of
James Bay
for example, have been described thus:'The body of the animals the hunter receives
[that

is,

kills] nourishes him, but the soul returns to be reborn again, so that when men and
animals
are in balance, the animals are killed but not diminished and both men and animals survive,,

(Feit 1987, p.3)' Another native worldview was premised on the assumption that if more
animals were killed, even more would be provided, and so may actually have encouraged
excessive slaughter:

They fthe lndians] have no Dependance upon the Fruits of the Earth for
their Subsistence, living entirely on the Animals they take in Hunting orTrapping, at which they are very dexterous. They make prodigious slaughter
every Season among the Dee¡; from on unoccountob/e Nouoñ thot the-more
they destroy, the greoter Plenty will succeed; therefore sometimes they leave
three or four hundred dead on the Plain, takìng out of them only their
Tongues, and leaving their Carcasses either to rot, or be devoured 'by
the
wild Beasts. AJ other times, they attack them in the Water; and kill prodþious
numbers, which they bring down on Floats to the Faaories (Êllis i968,
pp, l B2-3) (ttatics added),

Brightman (1993) has also poslulated,that the lndians might have assumed
any shortages

they encountered were local and temporary,andlorthat large game and beaverwere
infì36

nrtely renewable resources whose numbers could neither be reduced by overkilling nor
managed by selective hunting, For this reason rt was thought

to be proper to

kill large

numbers of animals and retrieve only delicacies, and also to kill as many animals as possible,
Then, when new hunting technologies were combined with increasing market demands,

rates of predation rose

to

levels

that caused populations to decline. The Cree, however;

continued to hunt as before because they did not initially construe the two processes to be

related (Brightman 1993, p. 280), Failure to rrecognize that resources could be depleted, if
such there was, is not unique
( 199

to subsistence societies

in

the Hudson

Bay bioregion,Johannes

l) for example, ludied the behaviors and views of the islanders

of Torres Strait and

found no awareness among these fìshermen that fìsh stock could be e>fraufed, By maintaining small stable human populations over time they had never encountered a decline in

fìsh populations. Recentty, however; following the introduction of motorized fìshing boats,
one species of fìsh has been noticeably reduced,"But nothing in the lslanders'cuhural experience would logically lead them to suspect that their own actions might be a contributing

faclor" (p.205),
Whether the Cree would have realized that they were depleting animal populations
remains unclear: Animals were believed

to

reincarnate after death and so

"it cannot

be

assumed that Crees and others involved in game depletions initially understood their own

role as determinants. Ratherthan inhibiting overkill, religious defìnitions of the human-animal
relationship encouraged it insofar as they premised an environment of primordial abundance
in which game could not be destroyed but onlytemporarily displaced" (Brightman l9B7,p.
r

32).
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Finalty,

Callicott (1989) has argued, the apparent overkrlling must be viewed as

an

aberration caused by various cuhural stresses.
To point to examples of waslage---buffaloes rotting on the plains under high
cliffs or beaver all-bLrt-trapped-out during the fur trade-whìch are supposed
to deliverthe coup de grace to all romantic illusions of the American lndian's
reverence for nature is very much like pointing to examples of murder and
war in European history and concluding therefrom that Europeans were
altogether without a humanistic ethic of any sort,...,Examples of occasional
destruction of nature,,,and even the extirpation of species, especially during
periods of enormous cultural stress, as in the fur-trade era, do not, by themselves, refute the assertion that the American lndian lived not only by a tribal
ethic but by a land ethic as well,the overall and usual effect of which was to
establish a greater harmony between lndians and their environment than that
enjoyed by their European successors (Callicott I 989, pp. 194-lg5).

2.4

Summary and Conclusions
Beaver and caribou populations in subarctic regions of

the Hudson Bay bioregion

declined dramatically at the beginning of the nineteenth century This decline cannot be
attributed to a disintegration of the ethos of subsifence societies, even though hunters from
these societies played a role in precipitating the reduction in numbers,The decline appears

to

have resulted from the concursion of numerous factors which included unstable weather

patterns, extensive fires, direct and indirect outcomes

of the fur trade, more

effective

hunting technologies, and cultural and physical stresses on subsistence societies.

Erratic weather patterns which occurred throughout the eighteenth century no

doubt put a very great frain on subarctic animal populations,The northern environment

more susceptible to depletion due

to

is

lower levels of biological produdivþ than more

southerly environments, and the climatic conditions described may have combined with
other factors to tip the balance of natural limits.
The fur trade rivalry which commenced in earnest in the
3B

I

TBOs

was responsible for

an increase in the number of caribou and beaver being harvefed, and exacertated the
decline initiated by unstable weather patterns and forest fires, Addrtional animals were
sought

fortrade

PUrPoses and

to provision the traders with food. Cree hunters

also enjoyed

some benefìts by having the trading posts near at hand, and kjlled more animals than they
had prior to the fur trade in order to acquire "necessaries" as well as alcohol and tobacco.

They had little interest in acquiring other imported possessions since their transient life,1yle

would have been encumbered by a larger colleclion of goods. Just as beaver populations
were in decline, however; the Cree were forced to rely on them as an alternative source of
food to the caribou which were also in decline, and there were no beaver left to re-populate the colonies (Brightman 1993, pp. 268-269).

A

series of challenges

to the underlying ethos of subsistence societies also played

a

Part in the decline, since some of these challenges were tolerated less well than others.
Guns and steel traps had been in use since the l6O0s without the apparent occurrence of

reduced numbers of animals, and would not likely have been a major factor in declining
populations.To what extentthey affected the worldview and so ethos of these subsistence
societies is open to quefion,The creation of"open-access"to resources in the Lowlands

as

occurred when outsiders moved in and sought to maximize personal proflrls toward the end

of the fur trade, would, howeveç have forced the Lowlanders to abandon their cooperative
resource use Practices. They had lost control over the situation and there was little they
could do about it, but their response to this srtuation is not indicative of a breakdown

in

ethos,

A

similar decline in beaver populations during
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the

l92O's and early 1930's in the

Wæwanipi region of Quebec has been documented by Feit (l9}6a,p,5B).The elders there
attribuced the depletion "to over-hunting on their part.The reasons fortheir over-hunting
[were].,,'that ourlside non-Native trappers began

to enter the region during the period of

high fur prices in the late 1920's and that they depleted one hunting territory after
another

of fur bearers. Unable to stop the progressive depletion of the fur resources, the Waswanipi
aPPear

to

have over-hunted

the beaver and marten rather than let ourtside trappers take

them all" (Feit l9B6a,pp,58-59).

Finalty, at

their nequef,the provincial government closed

the region to beaver trapping and the Waswanipi set about re-establishing beaver populations.

There is not convincing evidence that the Lowland Cree were responsible for the
devastating decreæe in animals which occurned at the
had quite literally no reason

turn of the eighteen century-they

to destroy them, particularly

since they suffered greatly because

of the shortage of animals.There is also not convincing evidence that the ethos of Cree
subsistence societies as they pertain

to relations with one another and with the land were

Permanently altered by the changes forced upon them,The Waswanipi Cree, for example,

continue

to

have ritual feasts in honor of the fìrst beaver caught in a season, and senior

stewards who supervise the hunting territories, as well as hunters, continue
detailed knowledge about the beavers in as many as

I

OO

to have very

colonies.These behaviors are indic-

ative of a very close æsociation with the land, and there are many other examples that
the

ethos of subsistence societies have not fundamentally changed over time. Elders from
communities around the Hudson Bay, for example, continue

to

speak

wilh respect

and

humility about the animals they hunt, and are deeply concerned about passing
their tradi-
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tional values and knowledge on to the nexl generation, lt is likely that these hunters are for

the most part aware that their behavior may be a determining factor in animal population
numbers, but they have alr,vays known this at some level, as in the recognrlion that they had

obligations

to the animals who could choose not to be caught if these obligations were

transgressed.

This chapter has characterized the ethos of subsistence societies as being based on
respect, kinship and affedion,These same attitudes toward life and one another have shaped
subsistence societies' land use practices over time, Chapter 3 which follows examines the

relationship between these land use practices and the economies of subsistence societies
across

the Hudson Bay bioregion.
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Chapter 3
Subsifence Land Use and Economiesl

lntroduction and Context

3.r

Canada's arctic and subarctic subsistence societies have been

market economy since

the

1600s when

parl of the world

they fìrst began bdnging furs to the European

traders and helping the whalers hunt whales, They participated in the wage economy

as

couriers, store employees, by hauling freight and provisioning the HBC's forts.They experienced fìrst hand the effects of the I 929 disintegration of the world economy for it led to

the collapse of their fur markets.They felt the vicissitudes of international markets repeatedly
thereafter; and in the twentieth century have been caught up in the forces

of

industrial

development, often losing their land base and/or enduring extensive degradation of their
land,

water and food supplies,
During the last fìfty years these subsistence societies have moved off the land and

into settlements.Their populations have grown in

size, and

their social and political institu-

tions have become much more complex than was previously the case, Present day subsis-

tence societies are comprised of anywhere from several hundred

to

several thousand

people sharing a common language and culture. Members of these societies continue to
engage

to some extent in the subsistence

life-style of their forefathers, though they have

l, Much of the material

in this chapter has been developed into a technical report
for the Hudson Bay Programme, Canadian Arctic Resources Commitee (CARC),
Environmental Committee, Municipality of Sanikiluaq and Rawson Academy of
Aquatic Science. Co-aulhored by H. Fast and F. Berkes, it ¡s t¡tled Ncttve Lond Use,
Troditionol Knowledge ond the Subslstence Economy in the Hudson Boy Bioregion.
Funding forthis research was provided to the primary researcher by CARC,
'+1

come to depend on modern technologies such as snowmobiles, guns and rifles to conduct

the hunt.They have also come to depend on a cash income to supplement the income-inkind they derive from the bush, and even

to support the costs of hunting, Despite the

changes brought by this acculturation, Freeman ( I 993) has described these societies as ',a

grouP of people whose production, use and consumption of local resources occurs in ways

that are consistent with traditional patlerns maintained by kinship-based social structures"
@'

2a\,That

aftìnrry

is,

they have retained the characteristics of a subsistence society, and their

to subsistence values continues to the present time. lt continues, Freeman elaborates,

because "subsistence satisfìes parlicularly important non-economic needs" which cannot
be

met by other means, even when the acrivity cannot be justified economically (Freeman
1993,p.248).
This chapter provides a synthesis and analysis of the nature and extent of the subsis-

tence land use economy in arctic and subarctic areas of the Hudson Bay bioregion. A
description of the methods used
impacts of

to

develop this chapter is followed by analyses of the

the market economy, European settlers, and development prolects on

early

subsistence societies' Land use praciices and their economic signifìcance and ourtcomes
are
analyzed next, based on a synthesis of completed land use and harvest studies which have

been undertaken in the bioregion since the 1970s.

3.2

Methods
This chapter is bæed on an analysis and synthesis of literature and other documents

pertaining to subsifence land use in the Hudson Bay bioregion, An extensive
body of land
use and harvesc study reporls was reviewed, and the data, extracted were
synthesized and
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compiled

to

produce regional summaries of harvest data including the imputed value of

subsistence harvests and the relative importance of the bush

sectortothe overall economy.

As well, land use studies of the Hudson Bay bioregion were compiled for the first time

in

tabular and cartographic formats,
Maps of the Hudson Bay bioregion at a scale

digitized base map provided courtesy

of Natural

of l:7

5OO OOO

were produced using a

Resources Canada

in DXF (Drowing

Exchonge Formot) format,This vector format was converted and imported into the /dnsl
GIS
package using the ldrisi DXftdris function on a DOS operating sytem. Using a paper
map

the Hudson

Bay bioregion at

the same

scale,

of

the Hudson Bay bioregion was digitized using

the IOSCA (named after the Genoese geographer Paolo de Toscanelli) digitizing module
distributed with the /drisi package. The two images were displayed using the p/ot function,
and prepared for export using
files. By copying

the Ouþostfunction which creates

PostScript fìles

from vector

the images onto a 90 MB removable disk using a Bernoullibox, the

images

were transferred to a Macintosh computer and imported intoAdobe lllustroto¡ a desktop
publishing software package. Here

the

images

were registered using the bounding box

produced by ldrisi, enhanced, and color added to fìll the polygon represented by the
bioregion and other areas of interest. Using the layering capabilities of Adobe lllusüoton various
layers were placed over

the image, including one layer for the

legend, and one

for each of

the various titles, etc, ln some cases addrtional information was digitized on-screen with the
pencil tool' Using freedomofpress, a Postscript language interpreter printing
software package

for use with non-Postscript printers, the images were printed on a Canon Color Bubble
Jet
Printeç BJC-800.
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3,3

|rpacts of the Ma.ket Econory on Ea.ry subsistence Societies
Though Canada's subsistence societies have been parc of the market economy for

centuries, their life-style limited the extent

the larger

to which they would or could adopt the values of

society, For example, until recently possessions encumbered their nomadic life-

fyle, and traders were not

successful in instilling a desire

"necessarie5"-¿ word used at that time

to

for material goods beyond the

describe trade items regarded as essential to

survival'The notion of private ownership was not viable, for survival depended on reciprocal
sharing of food and other necessities of life with one's kjn. One's capacity for generosrty was

honored in band societies; not one's capacity for hoarding, Those individuals who had
demonstrated sound leadership abilities over time were the ones called "elders", and
accorded the greatest respect; not those who had the largest tent.
These subsistence societies posed problems

forthe Canadian government

nineteenth century, for the new government sought
prairies by fìlling it with settlers, Means had

to

establish claim

in

the late

to vast areas of the

to be found to constrain the movements of

these far-ranging subsilence hunters and gatherers, and ultimately a variety of methods
were used by the European "invaders" in their attempts to destroy the traditional institutions
and values of the subsistence societies they encountered in the Hudson Bay bioregion,

These methods included creating dependence on European hunting technologies; and
taking, altering and/or destroying the tradrtional hunting grounds of these societies, The
implications of these changes were fanreaching, howeveri for

the economic function is but one of many vital functions of land. lt invels
man's life with stabilÇ; it is the srte of his habitation; it is a condition of his
physical safety it is the landscape and the seasons,We might as well imagine
his being born without hands and feet as carrying on hii life without lãnd,
45

And yet to separate land from man and organize society in such a way as to
satisfy the requirements of a real-estate market was a vital part of the
utopian concept of a market economy.,..

Whetherthe colonif needs land as a site forthe sake of the wealth buried in
it, or whether he merely wishes to constrain the native to produce a surplus
of food and raw materials, is often irrelevant; nor does it make much difference whether the native work under the direct supervision of the colonist
or only under some form of indirect compulsion, for in every and any case
the social and cultural system of native life must be first shattered
[in order
to subordinate land as a commodrty to the market mechanism] (polanyi
1944,p.178).

The tragic consequences which have occurred to Canada's subsilcence societies

as

they became victims of the market economy through the introduction of European hunting
technologies are illustrated by the Naskapi of Labrador: just ot-rtside the bioregion, prior to

the traders' arrival, the Naskapi had depended on the caribou for survival. Great skill and
endurance were required to move through the very deep snow typical of Labrador winters

in order

to

conduct a successful hunt, Very soon after being given guns and gunpowder:

howeve[ the Naskapi lost their traditional hunting
( I 99 l), also marked

skills,

That loss, wrote Peter Newman

the end of their independence:

Because the HBC controlled the supply of ammunition, the Naskapis were
obliged to spend part of their time trapping furs, mainly marten, whether or
not they preferred to hunt caribou,When they abandoned their traditional
techniques of hunting caribou for the new technology of guns and ammunition,they gave themselves into the traders hands,There was no return (4,
Cooke cited in Newman l99l,p.2B).

the lndians were caught in a vicious circle: they could hunt cariboutheir sustaining food supply-with guns and ammunition that the traders
,',so

would provide only if they turned in good marten skins, But they couldn't
keep themselves alive long enough to trap the pets because that diverted
them from pursuing the caribou (Newman 1991, p.2B).

ln

1843 three Naskapi families starved

to

death within sight of Fort Nascopie.
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ln l846 36

more died, and "in the winter

of

I

B4B there was mass starvation in

the area. Most of this

was caused by Henderson's [the HBC Manager at Fort Nascopie] denial of enough ammuni-

tion to the local hunters" (Newman 1991, p.29).Wrthin six years the number of Naskapi
hadbeenreduced {rom276 personsto l66,Faminesoccurredagain inthe lB50s.Responsibility for this devastation was again linked to the HBC manager who refused
ammunrtion for the lndians

to

use

to hunt caribou (Newman

1991,

to

provide

pp.29-30),The profit

motive born of the lndufrial Revolution in Europe quickly wreaked havoc in this remote
arctic society a continent away

Limiting access to and/or destroying a community's land base wæ another very
effective means used to achieve the disintegration of shared community values. Such loss of

a land base has special signifìcance for subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion
who signed a total of ten land use treaties with the Canadian Government between lBTl
and I 930 (Figure 3' l)' During this time the Government sought to confìne subsistence societies

to reserves in order to free up land for agricultural development by the

colonisls, So

began the beginning of the end of unconstrained and wide-ranging movement across thousands of miles of wilderness, tundra and ice by generations of Cree and lnuit,
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3.4

Subsistence Land Use in theTwentieth Century
Since

the

1970's,

at lealc 20 subsistence land use studies have been undertaken

Canada, Seventeen of these studies include parts of

covered, and Table 3.1 summarizes these studies

the

basin. Figure 3,2 depicts

by location, time period,

the

in

areas

objective,

coverage and method(s).These studies include Freeman's land (and water/ice) use maps

from l976,and Riewe's recent Nunavt¡t maps,theTASO study of Northern Ontario, and a
number of land use studies of more limited geographical coverage, including Weinstein's
map for Fort George (Chisasibi), and studies in Manitoba by researchers at the Natural
Resources lnstitute at

the University of Manitoba and Manitoba Keewatinowi okimakanak

(MKO). Some areas, particularly the Mushkegowuk Region and the West Hudson Bay have
been covered by more than one study,

Objectives of the sludies were mainly
Freeman 1976; Riewe 1992); some

to

to

document aboriginal land claims

(e.g,

assess environmental impacts (e,g, Kayahna l9B5);

and one for regional planning and resource co-management (Berkes et ol. 1995), but many
aboriginal land use studies go beyond the merely utilitarian function of documenting aboriginal occupanry of land, or the impact of development (Nakashima I 99 I Feit 199 l), They
;
also document the meaning of land for groups of aboriginal people, and help record
aborig-

inal cultures and traditional ecological knowledge for the benefìt of firture generations,
For
example, Brody's (l98 l) work showed the feasibilrry of using maps to record the worldview

or mental "maps" of relationships of people to
very important for cultural identÇ as in the

places,

other people and animals.,,places" are

-rniutgroups

(the people of

-)

of the lnurt,

Most, if not all, aboriginal groups define their identity, as the lnuit do, in terms
of the places in

which they hunt, gather; live, and travelthrough the annual cycle.
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Table 3.1: Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued),
Location

Year(s)

Coverage

Method

Reference

Northwest

Period

to record lnuit land use

land use and occupanry

Territories

Pre- I 925-35

M"p

and occupancy in the

overtime, including

Period l[:

NorthwestTerritories
ofCanada

hunting, trapping, fìshi ng,
fowling trails, berry harvests, habitation sites and
travel routes

were collected from 1600 respondents of lnuit parentage (or those
similarly acceptable as a member of

l:

r

e2s(3s)-

r

ess(64

Period lll:

tess6n-1e74

I

Objective

biographies

and

interviews

one of the 33 communities) and
including every male head of household, some of their older sons, and a
few widows who support their families by hunting and trapping.
Base map scale used was l:500 000
( I :250 000 for the Mackenzie Deha);

scale

of published maps is l:2

000

000. A comprehensive, systematic
land use database was established
using

the UTM grid system.

Freeman (ed.) 1976

Table 3,I : Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued),

Nunavut
Settlement

Based on maps
produced in

Area

the lnurt Land
Use and Occupancy Project,
supplemented

to

assist the lnuit in preparing for land claim
negotiations with the
federal govemment

.
.

with current
land use

.

information

index map of the
Nunavut Settlement
area

geographical extent
and intensþ ofcurrent
lnurt land use in each of
the communities
details of lnuit land use
intensþ and wildlife distnbution in the Nunavt¡t
Settlement Area including campsites; domestic
and commercial fishing

outpost camps;

('l

sites;

l..J

major travel routes; can

ibou calving grounds,

watefowl

nesting and
staging areas and distri-

'

bution, seasonal ranges
and migration routes of
various species of animals harvested by the
lnuit
regional maps depicting
lands retained by the
lnuit after ratifìcation of
the Nunavut Final

Agreement

supplementing previously published information and interview
data (Freeman 197 6),interviews
were conducted with harvesters
in each Nunavut community in
I 986 and I 987; coverage ranged
from 40 to 80%.

the map scale used forthe interviews was l:500 000, published
maps are reduced to a scale of

l: I 000 000.

Riewe (ed.) 1992

Table
Location
Tadoule Lake

Year(s)

t990-9t

and
Lac Brochet

3,1 :

Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued).

Objective

to map land use ofthe
Manitoba Denesuline
over time (1920- I 99 l)
for use in negotiations
relating to settlement

Coverage
land use including travel
routes and habitation

Method

Reference

M"p biographies were collected
from a stratifìed r¿ndom sampling of
male residents 18 years of age or

MKO t993

older; respondents were classifìed as:
intensVe, active, partially active, and
inactive. Female heads of households

and the boundary dis-

pute between Dene-

were also interviewed. Maps

suline Nene and the

scales

used were I :250 000 and l:50 000.

Nunavut Settlement
Area, and for negotiations conceming future
land management
Processes

(,
L¡t

Use of NorthwestTerritones by the

1989-t990

to document current

Fond du Lac,

and recent land use and
occupancy for purposes
of establishing abongi-

Black Lake

nal title

and Hatchet
Lake Bands

land use including travel
routes and habrtation

Ninety-one map biographies depicting current and recent land use were

collected from presently and fon

merly active hunters and trappers
using

a

stratifìed random sampling

method. Map scale was

l:l

000 000.

Usher I 990.

Table

lnurt
communities

1973-t980

3.1 :

Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued).

to determine present

land use based on distance

in Northem

levels of Native land
use subsequent to

from the community"near" or"away"

Quebec:

implementation ofthe

Chisasibi;
Kuujjuarapik;

1975 James Bay and

Akulivik

selÊcollected

Agreement (JBNQA)

with

Kangirsuk;

Kuujuaq;
Kangiqsualujjuaq; and

1974-t979

to determine the

Nofthern

present level of native
land use as a result of

Quebec:

the

GreatWhale,

Northern Quebec
Agreement (BNQA)

Paint Hills,
Eastmain,

Rupert
House, Nemaska, Mis-

tassini and

Waswanipi

be

harvests.

Killiniq

Forl George,

to

and able

Tasiujaq;

Cree Com-

hunters

any males lB years of age or older
to hunt during the study
period. Statistical sampling methods
werc used to collect data on current
harvel levels and to estimate total

Aupalu(

munities in

by providing

resource calendars

updated weekly (1976-1980), wth
year-end collection of data by field
workers. Potential hunters included

Quaqtac;

-È

JB&NQNHRC I9B8

species and geographical zones were

Northem Quebec

lvujivik; Salluit;
Kangiqsujuaq;

L¡

Hunters' recall of harvels over a
previous one or two-year period
(1973-1975) were collected using a
questionnaire. Actual harvests by

1975 James Bay and

harvests of 32 species
were reported for

Hunters' recall of harvests from
D7)f73 and 1978179 were collected

defìned geographical
areas and periods of time.

using diary/calendars and questionnaires/interviews at the communþ
level. The study population included
all resident adult Cree men lB years
of age and olden ln Phase I of the

project

a

one-third sample was

sought, and 3lo/o was achieved.ln
Phase ll full coverage was sought, and

75% was achieved. A total of 4,524
interviews were conducted, all in
Cree.

IB&NQNHRC te82

Table 3, l: Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued),
Location
Grande
riviére de la

Yearþ)

Objective

completed in

to predict the project's

1993

environmental impacts
and describe the measures to be taken to
reduce the negative

Baleine, Quebec

Coverage

.

1972-t974

to document occupancy,the extent of
dependence on subsistence resources, and

Ln
(¡t

adaptations made to
recent otrtside intrusions in orderto assess
the impacts of the
James Bay Hydroelectric Project on the subistence economy

cumulative impacts on
land use by the Cree of

Technical/economic

Whapmagootui&

Québec.

Chisasibi, and

and

Reference

environ-

mental studies conducted by Hydro-

Hydro-Quebec
1993

the lnurt

of Kuujjuarapik and

repercussions and
increase positive
spinoffs
Chisasibi

Method

Umiujaq

.

harvests and

.

locations
family and household

harvef

composition including

.

tncomes
costs of living and costs
of subsistence activities

lnterviews were conducted with 307
hunters. Scale of maps used was
l:250 000.

Weinlein

1976

Table 3.1: Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued),
Location
Mushkeg-

Year(s)

l98t-t983

owuk Region,
Hudson Bay

Objective

to determine the

.

amount and location of
native and non-native
resource use in the
Ontario Hudson Bay
Lowland

Lowland,

Ontario

.

Coverage

Method

effort and extent of
participation in

A "How Much" Quelionnaire was
used to collect data conceming the

resource use activities
distnbution and intensity of resource use by
the communities

A 'Where" Questionnaire was used to collect

Reference

Thompson &
Hutchison 1989

quantitative harvest of food and fuel-

wood gathered.

information conceming major areas

of food and

fuelwood collection,
Questionnaires were stratifìed using
the criteria of native and non-native.
Coverage of 100% of male hunters

l8

years

of

age

or older was

attempted in all communities north
of Moose Fadory and Moosonee.
(,t

o\

Mushkeg-

owuk Region

1989-1991

to compile land

use and

wildlife harvesti ng information

distribution and intensity
of land use by community;
by huntertype; and by
species

A detailed questionnaire was administered

to 716 hunters,

i.e., males
over I I years of age. The data collected were used to create a computenzed relational database for use
wrth a digitized basemap. Scale of
maps is l:250 000.

Berkes et ol.1995c

Table
Location

Norlh Centr¿l Ontano:
Wunnummin

Yea($
1920-t975
I

925-8

3.1 :

Land use studies in the Hudson Bay bioregion (continued),

Objective

to demonstrate from

Coverage
a

.

social perspective the

I

logic of land utilization

Lake;Kingfìsher Lake;

and tenure of the Nish-

BigTnout Lake

Fort Severn,

response to the Reed
Pulp and Paper devel-

Kasabonika

opment proposal to

Lake; Long

clear-cut

--,1

to

1990

to document

land-use

activities overtime

toba

KayahnaTribal Area

land use, both pre-and

Personal interviews were conducted

with 47 respondents, and 36 map
biographies were gathered from

Hrenchuk l99l

.
.
.

Pre- I 946

full

post-fl ooding, including

.

Wapekeka

South lndian
Lake, Mani-

Map biographies showng the

e{ent of an

Council 1985

Dog Lake;

L¡

Reference

individual's land-use
activities over hilher lifetime were
collected from almost all the households at a scale of l:250 000. Questionnaires were used to record
quantitative data and general discussions with interviewees were taped.
Genealogies were gathered from key
individuals in the community.

nawbe-Aski in

Lake

land use overtime,
including travel routes

Method

and habtation

distnbution of different
types of land among diÊ
ferent groups
maintenance of stability
ofuse and control
transfer over generations of customary
rights to use lands
genealogies

travel routes and habita-

tion

trappers, hunters and fìshermen representative of the community, using

an open-ended questionnaire. Prepost-flooding effects were
recorded. Various scales were used
for the maps: l: 250 000; l:l 000
000; l:50 000; l:750 000; t:t 250

and

000; I :350 000: l: I 25 000.
Fox Lake First

Nation

I 957 to the
present

to document land use

land use overtime includ-

activities overtime

lndividuals with knowledge of specifìc

ing travel routes and habi-

resource use areas were inten
viewed, and map biographies col-

tation

lected. Map scales used

000 and l:50 000.

were l:250

H¡il t993

Table 3.1 : Land use studies in
Location

The Churchill
and Reindeer
Rivers: Des-

Year(s)
1977

rows, Sand
Ba¡ Southern
and Stanley

Waterhen

Bay

bioregion (concluded).

Coverage
land use including travel
routes and habitation

Method

Twenty-eight trappers, fìshermen

Reference

Begrand I 978

and hunters in the dinectly affected
areas plotted current land use on
maps.The map scale used was l:250
000. lnterviews recording the opinions of 195 people regarding the
Wintego proposal were also gath-

of Saskatchewan

Mission

æ

to identifr tradrtional
and current land use
areas of Metis and nonstatus lndians in the fìve
communities potentially affected by a reservoir included as part

chambault,
Pelican Nan

(tì

Objective

the Hudson

ered.

Power's proposal to
build a hydro-electric
generating slation at
Wintego rapids on the
Churchill River

t99t-t992

to document land use

land use

actiWies overtime

M"p biographies and interviews
were used to collect land use infor

Stock I 996

mation.

Hudson/
James Bay

communities

1992-t994

to collect information
concerning tradrtional
ecological knowledge
management systems

sea ice, currents, rivers,
polar bears, whales, Can-

Workshops were held with community wor*ing groups, program per-

ada geese, snow geese and

sonnel and advisors

settlements

McDonald et o/. in
Press

3.4,1

Changes in West Hudson Bay

The massive cultural changes precipitated by the influence of southern instrtutions,
values and technologies on the lnurt of Arctic Canada over the last fìfty years have been
described by Stenbaek (1987) and Duffy ( I 988).The north was made much more accessible

to

southern influences following the Second World War when a number of northern air

bases were converted into commercial airports,The political issue of ardcic sovereignty arose

during this time, and the federal government responded in part by relocating lnuit from the

west coasi of northern Quebec (especially from the area of lnukjuak)

to

Resolute Bay and

Grise Fjord. A famine in the Keewatin and Ungava districts in the late I 940s and early I 95Os
contribr-rted to the development of centralized communities in these regions, and centralized
heahh, educational and social services were extended
settlements, as central

ad m in istrative

to the residents of these

growing

structu res were establ ished.

The trend of diminishing land use which arose during the period of sedentarization
which followed in the late 1960s and early lgTOs,howeverl has not continued, Usher (1990)
in his study of the traditional harvefing activities of the Chipewyan-Denesuline Bands in
the

NWT noted that land use activities

have continued

to be an important aspect of life in

aboriginal communities,This fìnding is consistent with MKO's report ( I 993) which concluded

that the current land use patterns of the Denesuline, in large measure, reflected the land use
patterns of many generations of Denesuline harvesters (as they pertain

to

sites, areas and

resources).The earlier nomadic exislence which had been based on the search for
caribou,
howeverî was modified with

the establishment of permanent settlements in the southern

area of their territory near former funtrading posts to which the Denesuline typically
trav-
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elled in the summerto trade and collect treaty monies.

The etent of lnuit land use in Northern parts of the Hudson Bay bioregion over
time

is documented in Freeman

(1976) and Riewe (1992),Freeman (1976) soughtto iden-

tify land use patterns of the lnuit residents of 33 communities in the NorthwestTerritories
forthree specifìc periods in living memory: l) the years priorto the local arrival of traders
(pre-1925

to 1935); 2) the fur trade period (t925-35 to

t955_6f; and 3) the period of

sedentarization (post 1955-67). (Figures 3.3,3,4 and 3.5), Riewe. (t992) mapped lnuit tand
use

in

1986-87, using Freeman's

use maps show a good deal

work as a basemap, (Figures 3,6,3,7 and 3,8),These

land

of overlap in land use between neighboring communities,

and

very little land (mainly in the far north, outside the Hudson Bay bioregion) on which
harvesting does not take place.

Though extensive subsistence land use is still the case in the far north, this area has
also been impacted by development projects over the last twenty-five years, For example,

the residents of Baker Lake began expressing concern in lg69 concerning the effects of
uranium exploration when prospecting permits were issued for about one-third of a 7B,0OO

sq'km.area of land around Baker Lake,While little exploration activity had occurred up to
that time, some diamond drilling was underway. Lateç in 1977,Polar Gas fìled an application

to construct a pipeline to transport

natural gas from the Arctic

to southern markets.The

proposed pipeline would cross over this same area, and the lnuit believed that pipeline
activities and mining developments posed a serious threat

to caribou populations

in the region,

While coastal lnuit depended on sea mammals for most of their diet, the lnuit of Baker Lake,
the only inland lnuit communþ in Canada, depended on
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Figure 3.5: Legend fOI" settlement land use maps in the Inuit Land Use and
Occupancy Project. Source: Freeman 1976.
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Figure 3.6: Rankin lnlet land use oveday. Source: Riewe 1992.

cl.
(¡

Figure 3,7: Rankin lnlet wildlife overlay. Source: Riewe 1992.
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caribou for over 30% of the 1977 real income of households, and over 477o of the 1977 real
income of heads of households (Musk-Ox I 978),The lnurt believed that caribou population
declines were linked

to uranium

exploration activities, citing the use of low-flying aircraft,

drilling and blasting as a source of severe disturbance to the caribou,

To protect their main source of food and their way of life, in 1974 the lnuit peti-

tioned both the federal and territorial governments to stop exploration,The following year
they demanded a development freeze around Baker Lake pending resolurtion of land claims.

ln February 1977 the Minisler of DIAND declared a one-year moratorium on

mineral

exploration and ordered a study on the effects of exploration in the

ensuing

area,

The

rePort supported the lnuit position that the area contained important calving grounds for
caribou, and that they used the area intensively for hunting and fishing.An interim injunction

was invoked at the expiration of the moratorium.At that time the lnurt sought an injunction
prohibrting the issuance of prospecting permits, the granting of mining leases, the recording

of claims and the issuance of mining exploration permits in the area,
This injunction was lifted in November l97B in a êderal court decision, ln its place,

the judge imposed protective measures restricLing land use by

requirin

g a 4,8 km buffer

around the four critical areas identifìed by the authors of the report:
migration corridors

to

l)

major caribou

calving grounds; 2) calving grounds; 3) areas of post-calving aggrega-

tions; and 4) caribou water crossings. Despite losing the cæe, the defendants noted that this

was the fìrst time the courts had recognized aboriginal title

to lnuit occupied land

in the

NWT (Musk-Ox l978;Thompson l9B0), Shortly after the Baker Lake decision uranium
ceased

to be an issue because of a market downturn.
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The Manitoba Cree also experienced fìrf-hand the impacts of southern influences
with the start up of major resource development projects beginning in the I 96Os.This event
marked the fìrst phase of hydro-eleciric development on the Nelson River (Lithman er
1992), Subsequent hydro electric development led

o/.

to diversion of the Churchill River and

the impoundment of South lndian Lake in l976.As a result,the mean lake level rose 3 m, in
that community. Prior to impoundment, South lndian Lake had largely been a self-sufiìcient
community, with

the largest commercial fìshery in Northern Manitoba. Since impoundment

this fìshery has remained the largef single source of gross income forthe community but its
value has declined $y'/agner l9B4). Signifìcant effects were observed on fìshing activities, and

post-flood catches dropped dramatically from those which had been the norm prior to
flooding (Bodaly et ol, l9B4),The hunting of geese and duck was directly altered by the
flooding, since the shooting and retrieval of waterfowl was hampered by higher water levels.
Moose were more diffìcult

to

see as well, and therefore harder

to hunt, lt was

also observed

that habitat for these species was reduced following impoundment.The majority of those
community harvesters interviewed by Hrenchuk ( I 99

l) indicated

they spent less time in the

bush than they had at a younger age, and it was apparent that social and wage-earning

opportunities afforded by town life had reduced the family component of bush life in this
community He concluded, however; that resource harvefing continued to be an important
part of community life in South lndian Lake.

The Fox Lake FN in Northern Manitoba is another communÇ whose traditional
land use area north of Gillam was flooded in the early l97Os, in this case bythe
Kettle Dam

reservoir (part of the Nelson River hydro-electric development prolect), ln subsequent
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years

two additional

dams were built further downstream.The impacts of these develop-

ments on the Fox Lake Cree were identifìed by Hill (1993) and included the following:the
loss of wildlife habitat; reduced hunting, fìshing and trapping opportunities; disruption of

travel routes; disturbed environmental and social conditions; and displacement from traditional settlement areas, lt was further noted that the Fox Lake Cree had not experienced a
higher standard of living as a result of the development, nor had they enjoyed the long-term

employment opportunities available to non-aboriginal residents of the region,The construc-

tion of major hydro projects in Manitoba continued with the Limestone Dam, commissioned

in l990,but construction of the

massive Conawapa Dam scheduled

forthe

l99Os has been

put on hold.

Although fewer studies have been conducted on the impact

of

development

projects in Saskatchewan on subsistence land use,Waldram (l9BB) has documented some

major social and cultural changes. As well, the traditional and current land use areas of the
Metis and non fatus lndians on the Churchill River in northern Saskatchewan were studied
by Begrand ( I 978) as part of a background study for hydroelectric development at Wintego
Rapids on the Churchill Riven He concluded that traditional land use activities continued
play an important role in

3.4.2

the lives of the aboriginal people of this

to

area,

Changes in East James Bay
Changes in land use e>perienced by the James Bay Cree have been described by

Scott (l9BB) and Feit (1979,1986b). Sixty years ago beaver and marten stocta throughogt
much of Northeastern Canada were depleted as a result of the combined behaviors of both
aboriginal and non-aboriginal hunters. Non-aboriginal trappers were lured north by high fur
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prices and overfiunted the area, Realizing that stock would be cleaned out by the white
hunters, lndian hunters responded by trapping the animals oLrt firfi. As a result, those groups

of lndians which depended on beaver for food faced starvation.

The provincial government concluded that retoration of the indigenous tenure
system of trapping was desirable, both for the aboriginal people and for purposes of
conserving the provinces' fur resources, Beaver preserves were subsequently established,

and aboriginal hunting territories were recognized as "regifered traplines",The federal
government assumed the perspeccive that it retained ownership of these lands, howeven
and only allowed aboriginals the right

to hunt on Crown

lands, Nothing more.

As beaver

populations regenerated, traplines were mapped jointly by êderal and provincial government representatives in the communities, and formaltraplines eslablished, based on existing

territorial systems.The government also recognized Cree stewards, called tallymen, and paid

them an annual honorarium

to

count the number of active beaver lodges in a terri-

tory,These stewards were responsible for allocating the harvef among the hunters each
allowed to use the trapline assigned to him,

The concept of registered traplines with exclusionary and rigid boundaries conflicted

with Cree land use patterns, lt was cuslomary for Cree to allow one another movement
from one territory to anotheri in order to ensure that all families obtained their basic food
requirements and that resources were equitably distribr¡ted, lnitially, howeverî since adherence

to

registered traplines was not enforced,the policy did not interlere with Cree hunting

practices.

The government also eslablished band governments in each community

and

began issuing rations and eventually social assistance for band members. ln the late l93Os
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and early 1940s, lndian agents were sent to each community by the Department of lndian
Affairs

to

establish an official band membership list and

to elect a chief and

council. ln this

manne[ the locus of "home" for the Cree gradually changed from the bush to village settle-

ment (Preston,l986),
ln

the

1950s and '60s, the govemment moved

to "open the north" by making the

region more accessible for purposes of resource exploitation, Rail network which had been

ocended into the James Bay area (Ontario and Quebec) initially in the 1920s were
extended in the 1950s and 1960s. Several mining towns were incorporated, each disrupting

one or more Cree hunting territories (Feit 1986b), As a resuh, the Cree reported, land
animals were disturbed by

the noise, and fell ill from chemical

sprays and pollution from

mine wastes' Fish and aquatic animals were frequently found dead, and many animals tasted
different.

ln 1965 a pulp and Paper mill went into operation in Lebel-sur-Quevillon,

and

released significant quantities of mercury into the streams leading into the Bell River and into

airborne emissions.Then, in
advised the Cree

the

to stop eating

1970s,

the Federal Department of Health and Welfare

fìsh from the region, Because fìsh was an important part

the Cree diet this recommendation led to

a demand

of

for research which could provide more

specifìc advice regarding safe consumption levels, The unhappy situation was exacertated

some years later by evidence that acid rain might be increasing the amount of mercury
leached from
(Feit I 9B6b),

the bedrock into the water

systems and hence into

the food

chain

A similar story was being played out in the meantime in Northwetern Ontario

where mercury from a pulp mill north of Kenora was contaminating the English-Wabigoon

7t

river system heavily used by the local Ojibwa people for fishing and hunting (Hutchison &
Wallace I 977; Shkilnyk I 985).

ln l97l the Quebec government announced

rts proposed James Bay Hydro-Electric

Development Project,The fìrst of three phases of the proposed pro1ect included a 7OO km,
road across the hunting lands of six Cree communities; airports; communication infrastructures; construction camps; a new town; mines and forestry operations; the diversion of

three major rivers;the construction of four main dams, l30 km. of dikes; eight main reseÊ
voirs flooding8,722 sq.km.(fìve percent of the land sur[ace);and the contruction of power
transmission corridors 960 km, long. ln early I 972 the
James Bay Cree and the Northern

Quebec lnuit used legal means to force the Province of Quebec to discuss the implications
of this project fortheir communities. ln 1973, Mr:Justice Malouf ruled that

the Cree and lnuit people did appear to have an lndian title to the land;that
they had been occupying and using the land to a full extent;that hunting was
slill of great importance, constituted a way of life, and provided a portión of
their diet and incomes; that they had a unique concept of the land;that they
wished to continue their way of life; and that any inter-ference with their use
compromisefd] their very existence as a people; and that the project was
already causing much inter^ference, He ruled that the province was trespassing (Feit I 9B6b).

Ultimately the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (B&NQA) was signed

in

1975

following negotiations for aboriginal rights impacted by the proposed development,
Ten years after implementation of the JB&NQA, Fert ( I 9B6b) reported four general
fìndings about the Agreement: l) it wæ beneficial

to the Cree hunting economy because it

specifìed and stren$hened hunters' rights; 2) it had positive economic, social and political
effects on the Cree community because it decentralized decision-makìng powers

to

local

and regional governments; 3) the records of both federal and provincial governments
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in

suppor-r of

the agreement were mixed; and 4) the Cree became polrtically more autono_

mous after the signing of JB&NQA, but threats to their self-government and self-determina-

tion remained

because expropriation clauses

in the agreement allowed the euebec

government to build additional hydro projects.
George et ol. (1995) conducted a historical and contemporary analysis of Cree land
use and harvesting in

the Moose River Basin in westem James Bay in northern Ontario,They

reported that non-aboriginal incursions into the upperAbrtibi and Mattagami Rivers
became
exlensive early in this century, and extended as far north as the lower Moose River
soon
thereafter: Spearlreading these incursions were three railway lines, all of which affected
tradi-

tional Cree hunting areas by 1915. Of these three,theTNO
fl-emiskaming and Northern
Ontario) Railway also known

as

the "colonization railway", paved the way for development

of the Ontario northland.The local Cree were rarely hired for otherthan seasonal railway

work
Another major development thrust which affected the region at this time was the
building of extensive hydroelectric capacity by private companies along both the Abitibi
and

the Mattagami rivers.TheAbitibi development began at lroquois
extended to Abkibi

by

Falls

in 19l4

and had been

1930. Mattagami hydroelectric development was associated with

mining development and began as early as

l9l l; other hydro developments were

associ-

ated with pulp and paper operations (George et ol. 1995, pp, 75_76).

Some impacts of these projecls included:flooding lndian hunting lands;disruption
of
aboriginal fìsheries; downstream pollution by pulp and paper effluent; and social problems
resuhing from

the displacement of the Cree from their hunting, trapping and fìshing
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areas.

Following the Second World War; hydroelectric development on both rivers was resumed

by Ontario Hydro (established in the 1930s as Hydro Electric Power Commission), and
continued into the I 960s, Additional hydroelectric projects for the Moose River bæin were

proposed in the I 9B0s and hearings were held in I 990- | 99 I but no construction hæ yet
taken place.The extensive resource development projects undertaken in this area hafened
the setllement of Cree in villages and increased their reliance on wage employment or social
support incomes. Despite signifìcant disruption to hunting and trapping lands and resources,
traditional harvesting pursuits continued to be highly valued. For example, in Moose Factory
(a predominantly aboriginal community) 89% of all adult males par-cicipated in some kind

of

hunt;64% did so in nearby Moosonee (a non-aboriginaltown) in l99O (George et o/., 1995),
Exlensive use of the land by

North Central Ontario Ojibwa lndians

is described in

the Kayahna Region Land Utilization and Occupancy Study (1985).The authors reported,

a primary

fìnding, that

the social organization of the Nishnawbe-Aski in Ontario

as

was

enduring desprte the influence of strong external forces.Traditional social organization wæ
evident in their communal hunting lands, the areas used by families related through the male
line, and

the shared living areas of two or three households (called a co-residential

unrt)

which continued to be the land controlling group.The Study reported that the NishnawbeAskj continued to hunt in adjacent parts of Quebec and Manitoba, as was typical of earlier
land activities, and served as further evidence that traditional harvefing patterns continued

to be used to the present time.

3.5

Relative lmportance of the Subsistence Economy

Despite widespread skepticism abotfc the efiìcacy and economic viabilrty of subsis74

tence harvefing, Usher (1989) observed that wildlife harvesting and processing provided
food, fuel and other material needs for northern villagers, and provided adequate protein
intakes for many northerners.'This", he wrote "is of consider¿ble importance in a region
in

which there is virtually no agricultural production,...Wildlife is thus the nr,rtritional basis of
health and well-being for most Native northerners, and remains today the foundation
of a
distinctive Native economy.." (Usher lgBT).

This section synthesizes the harvest data collected in regional harvesl studies and
analyzes the economic significance

3.5.1

of reported subsistence land

use.

Potential Edible Meat Harvested per Capita
Studies which have been undertaken

to

establish

the extent and intensity of wildlife

harvesting activities in the Hudson Bay bioregion are summarized by region inTable 3,2 lndi-

cations are that in most regions the value of wild meat, fìsh and water-fowl caught ranges

from 50

kg'

to 350

kg,

of potential edible meat per capita per yean whereas more northerly

lnurt communities seem

to range between 200

and 350 kg, per capi.ra per yean ln most areas

lnuit wildlife harvests represent not only very high values compared to the quantity
of meat

and fìsh eaten by Canadians in the south,

meat is thought

to be healthier food

bLrc

also a higher quality of nutrition since wild

SÁ/aldram I 985, p, 4l ; Schaefer and Steckle I 9BO),

even though there have been problems

with arctic food chain contamination (Kinloch

and

Kuhnlein l988; CameronandWeiss 1993).Aharvestofsome3OOkg,of meatperyearfor
every man,woman and child correspondsto a potentially available food weight of
about

1.2

kg' (2.5 lb.) meat, and 300 g, of protein per adult-equivalent per day (explanations
and
conversions may be found in Berkes eto!.1994 p,354).The protein value of
3OOg.per
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Table 3,2:Wildlife harvest studies by region.

Region

Yea¡

Potential
EdibleWeight

Population

(ke)l
Baffìn Region2

1984

924,635

2,689

Per capita

(kglyear)

Reference

344

Pattimore 1985

98 t-82

829í40

43,769

982-83
I 984-85

793,003

3,882
3,999

220
704
224

Gamble 1984,1987 a,b
Gamble 1984,1987 a,b
Gamble 1984,1987 a,b

Arviat

1977

t43,864

834

t72

McEachem 1978

Reso[¡te &

t976

34,856

t79

t95

Kemp et

Northem Quebec

976

t,403,846

62,+27

lnuits

9n

4t0

l,t8t,t59

335

978
979

852,437
t,096,408

234
293

980

1,1

00, r 79

3,530
3,636
3,745
3,857

JB&NQNHRC
JB&NQNHRC
JB&NQNHRC
JB&NQNHRC
JB&NQNHRC

Keewatin3

I
I

895,298

Kwinaluk

Northem Quebec

285

9t8,t82

6 267

47

6,462

7l

6,626
6,870

32
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JB&NQNHRC 982
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Ber*es et ol. 1994

Wagner

1985

Caiculated by converting the number of animals harvested into food weights.
Does not include
berries, wild nce or waterfowl eggs.

2,
3'

Foxe Basin only. lncludes Cape Dorset, Hall Beach, lglooli( Lake Harbour and
Sanikrluaq.
lncludes Baker Lake' Chesterfìeld lnlet, Corai Harboun Eskimo Point, Rankin
lnlet, Repulse Ba¡
andWhale Cove.

4'
5.

Population given only

6,

for

1983, Other years estimated on the basis of 3% peryear adjustments,
lncludes Great Whde [Kuujjuarapik] lnukJuak Akulivik Salluit, Kangiqsujuaq
euagtaq, Kangirsu(
Aupalu(Tasiujaq, Kuujjuaq, Kangiqsuarujjuaq, Kiiliniq, and Fort George
fchisasibi].
Population given only for 1976. Subsequent years are estimated on
the basis of 30Á per year

increase.

7'

lncludes Great Whale fKuujjuarapik], Fort George
fChisasibi], Pajnt Hills, Eastmain, Rupert
House, Nemaska, Mistassini, and Wasvanipi.
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8.

lncludes Moose Factory Moosonee, Winisk (Peawanuck),

Fort

Sevem, Attawapiskat,

Kashechewan, Fort Albany, and Moose River Crossing. Some communities did not participate in
the study and their harvests were estimated on the basis of adjacent communities.

9'

Beavenmuskrat and stu¡geon (considered commercial species) were not included inthe questionnaire.

10. Resident native population (lndian
I

I

.

status), OMNR Moosonee District

(OMNR l9g5).

lncludes Moose Factory Moosonee, New Pol, Fort Albany, Attawapiskat, Kashechewan, peawanuck and Fort Sevem,

12. lncludes the communrties of Berens Rive¡ Cross Lake, Hollow Wateri Mathias Colomb (at
Pukatawagan), Split Lake andThe Pas. Excludes agricultural communities,Wagner's harvest num-

bers were converted into potential edible weights using conversions in Berkes

77

et

al.,

1994.

adult-equivalent per day compares very favorably
adequate standard of 49 g. protein per day for

a70

with Nr¡trition Canada's minimum
kg. person (Berkes

& Farkas l97B,p.

50).These harvest levels also compare favorably with wildlife harvest estimates for other

norlhern native people (non-lnuit), which have ranged mostly between 50 and 150 kg, per
caprta per yean

Values

year (in

the

for Quebec Cree communities fell between I OO and l50

1970s). These numbers are consistent

region. The Keewatin lnuit have been reported

kg,

per capita per

with meat intakes elsewhere in the

to have a per capita value of 224

(in I 984-85), and northem Quebec lnuit are reported to have

kg, per year

a per capita value of meat

of

285 kg' Peryear (in l9B0),The Ontario Cree (Mushkegowuk region) averaged l06 kg. per
capita per year (in 1990), or the equivalent of 97 g, protein per adult per day

in lgg0

(Berkes et ol, 1994, p. 354).

The fìgure of 52 kg, per capita per year for Northern Manitoba Cree appears low

in

comparison to these fìgures.There are no detailed regional studies for Saskatchewan groups

or for the Dene of Manitoba and

Saskatchewan though there are some sludies

on

fìsh

harvests in Saskatchewan,These have been summarized in a synthesis of aboriginal subsistence fìshery studies by Berkes (1990),While the hunters"'homes" have changed from bush

to settlement, and patterns of harvesting activÇ

have changed (Usher 1976,p,l06), based

onTable 3.2 there is not evidence to suggest that wildlife harvests are in decline.

3.5.2

lmputedValue of Subsistence Harvetc

wildlife harvesting is socially and cuhurally important for the lnuit (Usher 1976 and
l9B7; Berkes

&

Freeman l986; wenzel

l99l; Müller-wille 1992; Freeman
7B

1993), but

cultural values are diffìcult

terms

is

or

impossible

to

quantify.

What

con

be quantified in economic

the income-in-kind orthe "imputed value" of wild meat which

is based on

the

co51

of an equivalent amount of store-bought meat that would otherwise be needed if wild meat
were not available (Berger 1977;Quigley and McBride lgTn.lf store prices are known,
data
in the form of harvested weights can be converled into imputed food
values.

Usher (1987,1989) estimated that wildlife was a main source of food for

BO%

of

native households in the NWT in l987.This percentage equates to 40OO households,
55OO
active harvesters and several thousand women who prepared the meat for consumption,

He further estimated that a harvester's average kill amounted to between
kg.

of meat and fish

annually,

I

OOO

and l50O

with an impurted value of $ I O,OO0 to g I 5,OOO,This estimate

is

consistent with the $ I I - 12,000 ( I 9B l-85) impr-rted value of harvests for households
in the
Keewatin Region (Gamble 1987a, l9ï7b) shown inTable 3.3, a summary ofthe
imputed

value of subsistence bush meat in various parts of the Hudson Bay bioregion, lt
shows a
range of values from almof $ I 8,000 per household per year (in constant I 99

the Keewatin

Region,

I

dollars) in

to a low of $ l,600 for Manitoba communities. Ontario and euebec

Cree communities are in the $7,500 to $9,000 range. Should available values for fuelwood,
berries and fur be included for the Mushkegowuk Cree, the annual value per household

would be increased by $ 1,000 (Berkes et o/. 1994, p.356), Any conclusions drawn
on the
basis

of imputed values per household, however; must be tempered with the realization
that

norlhern costs are much higher than are comparable items in the south. As well,
assumptions made in the calculation of these varues must be kept in mind,
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Table 3.3: lmputed value of subsistence bush meat,
Total Cash Economy perYear

Region

Year

Current $
ffn of Study)

Constant $
( ree r)

lmputed Value of Native Tradrtional Activrtiesl

Current g
(Yn of Study)

Cash

Constant $
( ree t)

Economy

to

Reference

Tradrtional

Economy
Mushkegowuk2

1990

25,370,880

26,893, t33

8,372,400

8,874,744

l:0.33

Berkes

ol.1994:

e¿

Farley 1997.
N, Manitoba
Waswanipia

985

236,052,430

25 t,3 t5
t,e t+,+s t

774,050
7,739,87t

209,665

1975-76
1978-77

625,000
I, t84,000

t,687,500
2,960,000

53 t,000
732,000

983-84

7,t0t,289

2,878,766

l968-70
1987

Wemindji
co

O

Pinehouse

3.

3zz,rg,soo

178,877,600

I

I

s

684,667

6r,t¡s,zgI

29,525,I 00

l:0.1 3

NMEDC I992

645,768
l,033,847

l:0.83
l:0.38

Feit l99l
Feit 199 I

t,433,700
1,830,000

l:0.85
l:0.62

Scott I 982;
Scott l9B2

t,55s,33s

l:0 .54

Tobias & Kay 1994

;

lncludes all bush products for which data are available.These include
meat, fu¡ fuelwood, berries, and wild nce.
lncludes Moose Factory Moosonee, New Pol, Fort Albany Attawapiskat,
Kashechewan, and peawanuck. Excludes Fort
severn which was not included in the Mushkegowuk Regron cash economy
data"
Edible meat only comparable data for fìsh, fur and fuer not avairabre.

4.

Excludes fuelwood, berries; incl udes fu¡ hand icraft s, sales_tourism.

5.

lncludes payments of $91 5,85 I under the lncome Security Programme
(lSp).There was no lSp in I 96g-70.
Of this value,945 I ,307 is for bush meat, g 10g,307 is for other income_in_kind,
and $575,667 is for commercial fìsheries, fur; wild rice and other
commodities.

6.

Despite these cadcions, the calculations provided in Table 3.3 are a useful
and prac-

tical way of quantifing the value of the subsistence economy, For example, the average
household cash income in the Mushkegowuk region is estimated at g25,5OO

for l99)l9l.

This includes $ 10,000 in wages (formal employment), $ l3,OOO in income support (including

transfer payments), and 92,500 ',other" (Farley l9g2).The average imputed value of
the
subsislence economy for households in this region is $7,500.
Table 3.4 represents imputed values of the

These ratios range from a high

of

harvef

as a ratio of

l:0.85 in Wemindji (Quebec)

the cash economy.

to a low of l:0.l3 in

Norlhern Manitoba (for which information is not adequate).The table includes commercial
fìsheries only in Pinehouse,and excludes a range of bush commodities and
incomes such as

handicrafts (except in Waswanipi), tourism and recreation including aboriginal-run
outfìtting
camps, and medicinal producls, Fert (1991,

p.25n

lists several other products

of

bush

camps which are not accounted for in cash values and are not included in his
calculations
in Table 3.4:

moccasins

or

the value of housing and fuel while in bush camps; clothing such as mitts and

for own

use; and camp equipment made

from bush producls such as snow-

shovels, snowshoes and net floats.

3,5.3

Cash Costs Associated wrth Harvefing

The aaivlty of harvesting incurs direct costs, particularly those related to transporta-

tion which today includes snowmobiles, canoes with outboard motors, charter

truck where roads are available, and all-terrain

vehicles.The move

aircraft,

to centralized communi-

ties has increased the travel involved in harvesting and so also the cosls,Aclual
cash or,rtlays
have been estimated, with Usher ( I 989) estimating the annual caprtal
and operating costs

8t

Table 3,4:The bush sector in the overall economy,
Total Cash Economy perYear

Region

Year

Current g
ffn of Study)

Conslant $

(reet)

lmputed Value of Native Traditional Activrtiesl
Cash

Current g
(Yr: of Study)

Constant $

Economy to

(teet)

Tr¿drtional

Reference

Economy
Mushkegowuk2

I

990

25,370,880

26,893, t33

8377,400

8,874,744

l:0.33

Berkes et ol.1994;

Farley 1992.
N. Manrtoba

I

985

178,827,600

236,052,430

3zz,zel,soo

Waswanipía

t968-70

t982

251,3 t5
s
t,g t+,+s

774,050
2,739,82t

t975-76

625,000

t,687,500

53 t,000

1,433,700

r84,000

2,960,000

732,000

2,t01,289

2,878,766

,l¡s,zg

Wemindji

1978-77

æ

I

I,

NJ

Pinehouse
t.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

I

983-84

6

r

29,525, t00

l:0.l3

NMEDC I992

709,665

645,768

684,667

1,033,847

l:0.83
l:0.38

Feit l99l;
Feit 199

I,830,000

l:0.85
l:0.62

Scott I 982;
Scott 1982

r,555,335

l:0 .54

Tobias & Kay 1994

t

I

lncludes all bush products for which data are available.These include
meat, furì fuelwood, berries, and wld rice,
lncludes Moose Factory Moosonee, New Post, Fort Albany,Attawapiskat,
Kashechewan, and peawanuck. Excludes Fort
sevem which was not included in the Mushkegowuk Region cash economy
data.
Edible meat only. Comparable data for fish, fur and fuel not available.
Excludes fuehvood, berries; includes fuç handicraft s, sales_tourism.

lncludes payments of $9 15,85

I under the lncome Securþ Programme (lSP).There was no lSp in I 96g-70.
this value, $451 ,307 is for bush meat, $ 108,307 is for other income-in-kind,
and $575,667 is for commercial fisheries, fur: wild rice and other
commodities.

of

for a harvester in the range of

to offset these

costs

to

$5,OOO

to

$

I

O,0OO.

enable the harvesting

Some source of cash income is required

activþ to occun Quigley and McBride (l 987,

p' 210) have recommended cæh supplements for this purpose,The
JB&NeA established an
ISP (lncome Security Program)

forthis purpose (Scott 1982,p.54). George et ol.(1995)

have concluded that some financial support, coupled wrth rotational
employment oppor-tu-

nities and flexible work periods would result in more self-reliance for
those Cree in the
Mushkegowuk Region of ontario who choose to continue to hunt.

Quigley & McBride (1987, p,2lO) concluded that support for the continuation of

the harvefing sector was critical to the fu¡ture well-being of the community Hunting was
important not only for food procurement, but also for employment of Sanikiluaq's
rapidly
growing population, assuming sustainable levels of harvesting,They maintained
that access to
credrt would not satisfy the need for capital

to oulfìt a hunter

repaid' Cash support which allowed households

since loans must ullimately be

to remain predominantly

sectorl howevet, would result in an increase in the harvefing

in the traditional

of bush food and could help

develop the community's overall economy. Cox ( 1987, p,260-261) observed
that fìnancial
supports were necessary to the survival of an aboriginal mixed economy,
despite increasing
populations,

lt was his conclusion that the overall health and well-being of northerners

depended to a large extent on bush food.
It has been argued that the costs associated with harvesting exceed
the value of the

food taken, but further complicating this issue

is

the fact that not alltransportation cofs can

be attributed to harvesting,This argument is supported by a comparison
of the communities

of Fort Albany and Kæhechewan.These communities had similar populations

B3

burt

in

l99O

Kæhechewan rePorted a total

of I I ,386 person-days of harvefing

(one of the highest

in

the Mushkegowuk region), while Fort Albany (one of the lowest) repor'ced l,7BO persondays. Means

of transportation for heads of households in the form of motoncanoes and

snowmobiles in the two communrties, however; wæ almost identical (Berkes
et o/. I 994, p.
358)' lt is therefore not possible to conclude defìntively that harvesting activity
is not costeffective,

3.6

Summary and Conclusions

fu

data summarized in Tables 3-3 and 3_4 show there are very few studies on
the

value of the bush economy and its importance in overall community economies,The
studies

that do exisl do not allow for comparisons over time in any one area, nor do they allow
comparisons of different communities for a given period of time.This makes it
very diftìcult

to study quantitatively the

loss of subsistence resources on

the local economy, Even though

the evidence which does exist might indicate subsistence economies have declined

in

cerlain areas, such as in many parts of Nofchern Manitoba, the compilation of
data from
several dozen studies has produced a substantial body of evidence documenting
the extent
and vigor with which hunting and trapping continue

to be practiced

across

the Hudson

Bay

bioregion'There has not been a significant decline in interest in pursuing this
lifestyle, despite

the changing world in which subsistence societies

live, and subsistence continues

to be prac-

ticed in all the arctic and subarctic societies studied,
Though local economies have a greater cash flow than in earlier times,
the socio-

economic problems of development and social change have been very co51ly,
Despite
government policies to that effecl in the l95Os, l96Os and the early
l97Os, the Nofthern
B4

economy has not been converted into a "modern" one. lnstead, local and regional
economies everywhere in the arctic and subarctic regions of the Hudson Bay
bioregion may be
characterized as mixed economies (George
subsistence continues

to

& Preston

have economic importance

1987,

to these

p.458),

societies,

lt is apparent

that

for it provides food

which would otherwise have to be purchased using the meagre cash resources
available.
Harvesting activities continue to be practiced for reasons other than
their economic
value, howeven for they also provide an opportunity for the community
subsistence ethos of their ancestors. By providing an oppoñrunity

to

practice the

for harvesters to live to

some extent as their forefathers did, i.e,, in close relationship with the land and
animals,
members of the society are able

to

all

reap emotional, spirrtual, mental and physical benefìts:

bush harvests provide opportunities for traditional patterns of social interaclion
within the

community Sharing the harvest, for example, entails building kinship relations,
exchanging
information and sharing oral tradrtions,thereby strengthening the whole
community,
The following three chapters provide case fudies which examine in more
depth the

subsifence ethos and land use economics of subsistence societies in the Hudson
Bay bioregion.

The fìrgi two studies exemplify the relationship between subsifence ethos

and

economics over time, and from a contemporary perspective.The third case
study examines

the viabilrty of subsistence in the future,
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Chapter 4
Subsistence OverTime:TheYork Factory Cree of Northern Manrtobal,2

4.1 lntroduction and Context
This chapter provides the first of three in-depth anal¡ses of subsistence societies
in

the Hudson Bay bioregion, and examines the historical and contemporary land use practices
of theYork Factory Cree inYork Landing, a subarctic region in North Central Manitoba
(Figure 4' l)'This case study encompasses more than three centuries, and provides
confìrmation

of the enduring nature of subsifence for a small society in Northern Manitoba.This
Band,s
land use practices over the centuries serve

to

characterize the subsistence ethos of this

small society.

Once the methods used to develop this chapter have been described, an analysis
of

the historical land use patterns of mobile hunting and gathering societies along the Manitoba
coast of the Hudson Bay is provided, followed by a study of theirtransition

to the twentieth

century' This period is not well documented for the York Factory Cree,
so this section

is

based on oral histories.This chapter provides further depth

in

the Hudson Bay bioregion begun earlier; and concludes by

to the study of subsistence

assessing this society,s

bility against a historical backdrop which has proven this society's capacity

future

via_

to endure and

adapt despite the massive cultural, social, economic and environmental changes
which have

occurred over the last several centuries.

I' The material

in this chapter has been developed

into a book for use in the school
curriculum in York Landing, Co-authored by H. Fast and D, Saunders from york
Landing, it is titled From KhciwoskohikonihktoYork LondingA lond
use history of the
People ofYork Foctory Flrst Notion.The project *.r .ornileted
at no cost toyork
Factory FN as par-c of the researcher's responsibilrly to ti-re community
^ Appendix I provides a list of cree technical
2'
words ãnd species names.
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4.2

Methods
This chapter is based on a historical review; fìeldwork involving informal interviews

and map biographies in York Landing andThompson; map verification at the offìces of MKO;

comparative studies at

the communities of Cross Lake and Churchill; participation

in

cARC's (canadian Arctic Resources Committee) Hudson Bay programme;and the produc-

tion of maps to illustrate fìndings,

4.2,1

Conducting Historical Research

Mosl literature pertainingtotheYork Factory Cree is based directly or indirectly on
records kept by the Hudson Bay Company (HBC), or on journals kept by HBC employees,
Consequently,

the historical research reviewed existing scholarly materials of the Hudson

Bay archives during

the fur trade period and various journals of fur traders and explorers,

Very little has been written about the period following the furtrade to the present time, and

for this reason oral histories figure largely in documenting this time period since numerous
members ofYork Factory FN still have vivid memories of life on the coast and of their move

toYork Landing, Gathering oral histories involves documenting land use in living memory by
producing map biographies

of active land users and

elders, These biographies, marked

directly on maps and annotated, summarize the respondent's recolleclions of activities on

the land, such as hunting, fìshing and gathering, as well

as

travel areas, camping locations, and

burial and other culturally important sites. Composite maps are then created from individual
biographies

to

summarize collective land use for the group, Some interviews were con-

ducted in Cree with the assislance of a local Cree interpreten and some were conducted
English.

BB

in

4.2,2

Conducting Fieldwork

Four fìeldwork visits were made to York Landing: September

2l to 28,

I

993;

November 121023, 1993;Vay I to 6, 1994 and August 3 to 5, l994,The first visrt was
made in conjunction with the Hudson Bay Programme, and the

firfr day was spent in a

meeting with representatives fromYork Landing, Fort Severn and Shamattawa,The purpose

of the meeting was to document the knowledge of elders and harvesters concerning the
wildlife and environmental conditions along the Hudson Bay coasl of northern Manitoba and

Ontario, and to identify patlerns and changes relative to theirtradÉional knowledge of this
area.The remainder of the visit was spent in getting

to know members of the

community.

During the second visit in November of that year a second Hudson Bay programme
meeting was held with the same participants. ln addition

to

attending the meeting, nine

informal interviews and map biographies, as appropriate, were conducted with various
members of the community including elders, harvesters and women. During this visit the
researcher was apProached by Donald Saunders

to collaborate with him in the preparation

of a land use history of theYork Factory Band foruse bythe community ltwæ agreed that
seven Cree oral history interviews previously collected and translated by D, Saunders,

would be provided to the researcher to supplement the interviews already gathered,
During the May I 994 visit two days were spent

in

Thompson, During this time Bert

Brown, a former school teacher from York Factory, was interviewed. As well, half
a day was
sPent in the offìces of MKO reviewing map biographies of members ofYork Factory FN
pre-

viously collected by MKO staftThis visrl gave the researcher an opportunity

to verify the

maps being collecled independentlyThe remainder of the time was spent inyork
Landing,

89

Two additional interviews were conducted, and time was spent collaborating on the joint
pro1ecl with D, Saunders,

The fìnal visit inAugust of 1994 focused on a lengthy interviewwith Fred Beardy,an
elder from York Landing, who provided additional information concerning the map biographies, and provided

FN members,

fu

e{ensive information on the current land use practices ofYork Factory

well,

two other interviews were conducted, and time was spent collabo-

rating with D. Saunders on the research project.

ln addition, a field trip to the aboriginal community of Cross Lake FN from July 5 to

B, 1994 was undertaken for comparative experience, in the company of NRI (Natural
Resource lnstitute) researchers planning a harvelc and land use studyThis community is sit-

uated along the Nelson River system to the south ofYork Landing and is also a signatory to

the Norlhern Flood Agreement,Two days were spent in meetings with various members of

the community and local harvef study staff The

vis'rt also provided

an opportunity to

observe a second subsistence community heavily impacted by hydro-eleccric development,

ln February of

1993,

the researcher undertook a week-long trip to Churchill,

km, northwest ofYork FactoryThis

the climate on the Hudson

150

trip provided the opportunity to experience fìrst-hand

Bay Coast at

the coldel time of the yeaç and so to gain another

perspective on the survival skills which must have been required of theYork Faclory Cree

who had lived alongthis coast forcenturies.fu well,a colleclion of archival items fromYork
Factory were on display at the Churchill tourism offìce and a documentary on life at York
Faclory was available for viewing. Howeveri the focus of the material largely overlooked the

role of aboriginal people in the fur trade.This matter is now being addressed by Park Can-

90

ada (Bob Coutts Yar, l994,pers, comm.).

4.2.3

Working with the Hudson Bay Programme

The Hudson Bay Programme was created to consolidate the traditional knowledge
of elders, harvesters and others from communities around the Hudson Bay in orderto document what is known by these "aboriginal scientists" concerning the wildlife, land, and envi-

ronment in which they live, Specific objectives included the intent
changes over

to

identify trends and

time by qynthesizing this knowledge;to provide a means for aboriginal people

to become involved in decision-making;and to

influence policy makers concerning decisions

related to the northern environment,The researcher participated in three Hudson Bay programme meetings and two workhops, and produced the proceedings for both workhops.

The fìrst workhop was held in Econiche, Quebec, from February 3

to 5, 1994.lt

was attended by aboriginal representatives from York Landing; Chisasibi; Sanikiluaq; Fort Sev-

ern; Peawanuck; Moose Factory;Whapmagoostui/Great Whale River; Repulse Bay; Arviat;
lnukjua( Salluit; Lake Har^bour;Thompson; Moose Factory; Chesterfield lnlet;Saskatoon; and
Edmonton. Three days were spent listening

relationship with

to

aboriginal representatives describing their

the environment, their distaste for the word "management", and their

observations concerning rivers, whales, geese, and polar bears, Considerable attention was
also given

to how the document

detailing the material which was being collected would be

used, and what media should be used

Econiche is similar

to distribute it, and to whom it should be distributed,

to a fìeld station, and all those attending the meeting lived

building. Consequently when
evening. During one of

not in meetings,

in the same

less formal interactions continued into the

the break an informal interview was conducted with Fred Beardy
9t

from York Landing to leam more about the strategies he has adopted to travel up the Nel-

son River to York Factory since the dams built along this river have severely altered water
flows,

The second workhop was held in Winnipeg from April 29
objective of this meeting was
social scientists in order

to

to

to May I , I 994. The

bring aboriginal "scientists" together with biological and

begin developing cross-linkages of knowledge between the

fudy's findings and scientifìc research.The

issues

on which these linkages were attempted

included current flows, changes to and loss of habrtat, effeccs on animal populations, migra-

tion

changes, land use, traditional economies, changing values, contamination of

the human

food web,changes in human health and life-fyle,and the cumulative effecls of socio-cultural
changes.This meeting was attended by aboriginal representatives from York Landing, Fort
Chisasibi, Sanikìluaq, and Peawanuck and by biological and social

scientifs from Winnipeg,

Oftawa, Edmonton, Montreal,Waterloo, Ottawa and Hamihon,

4.2.4

Map Production

The maps produced in this chapter included the PRSO maps described earlier;

as

well as a digitized basemap of Northern Manrtoba provided by CEOS (Centre for Earth
Observation Science) at the University of Manitoba.This map was provided in ¡drisiformat,
and imported intoAdobe lllustrotor where text and other layers were digitized as appropriate
using

the pen tool'The graphic provided by lsaiah Saunders was scanned into Adobe photo-

shop, and

imported into Adobe lllustrator where text was added,The map ofyork Factory

was provided by PHackett in digitized format inAdobe illustrotorformat,All maps
and figures

were printed using a Canon Color Bubble Jet printeç BJC_820,
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4,3

The Hudson Bay Lowland Cree:Coasters and lnlanders
The Mushkego (Swampy Cree) have occupied parts of the Hudson Bay Lowland for

at leas

1,500 years (Pilon after

L¡wyn

1993,

p. 105), Describing this coastline

in

1906,

Owen O'Sullivan (1906) wrote that "from a geological point of view there is nothing very
interesting
Factory

to be seen

along that par-c of

the Hudson

Bay coast which we traversed

to Severn River]. Nothing but mud flats and boulders looking

fyork

seaward, and marshes,

dunes, ponds and muskeg, bordered by stunted evergreen woods, chiefly small
spruce, look-

ing landward" (p, 75).The Cree who lived along this "uninteresting" coast dispersed
into various bush settlements during the winter; but congregated for the summer months
at Marsh

Point,the confluence of the Hayes and the Nelson Rivers,
European furtraders fìrst arrived on the shores of the Hudson Bay in the late l6OOs.

The first European fur trading post was established on
James Bay at Rupert River in

1668.

Two years later; Charles ll signed a British Royal Charter granting exclusive trading rights
and
limited government over a vast territory known as "Rupert's Land" to the HBC,This
Char-

ter gave the private trading company "soleTrade and Commerce of

all those Seas Streightes

Bayes Rivers Lakes Creekes and Soundes in whatsoever Latitude they shall bee

that

lye

within the entrance of the Streightes commonly called Hudsons Streightes" (Slattery 1 979,
p'379)' One of the HBC's key furtrading posts,York Factorywas first built on this
flat strip

of land in l682 (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4,2' Marsh Point and York Factory in the eighteenth century, Source: Robson 1757, digitized version courtesy of P. Hackett.

European furtraders called the indigenous people of the swampy Hudson Bay Lowlands Lor¡lond lndions,or Low Country Notrves because
also

to

the land they occupied was flat, bL¡t

distinguish them from the Uplond lndions who lived further inland,The Lowland lndi-

ans included both thelnlonders and the Coosters.The lnlanders lived alongthe rivers of the

interiori while the Coasters lived along the coastal region, Coasters used canoes less than

the lnlanders did because their land use activities led them across the coastal plain, rather
than along rivers and Íreams, and because they lacked the materials needed

to

build

canoes' For them, travel on foot, and later by dog-team, was more important than travel by

canoe (Lytuq,n I 993, p, 4l),

British explorer Henry Ellis (1968), writing in

the

l7OOs, described

the

Lowland

Cree he encountered in this area in his journal:

The Natives of this Land are of a middle Size, Copper Colourî with black
Eyes, and long lank Hair of the same colou[ but their Features vary as in
Europe.They are of a chear[ul Disposition, good natured, affable, friendly and
honef in their Dealings,They live inTents covered with Moose, and Deen
Skins sewed together; as theirTime is spent chiefly in Hunting, Fishing, and
Fowling, they change their Habitations, according, as they fìnd the Game
plenty or scarce, They do not live in any great Numbers togetheç for the
same Reason; because it would be more diffìcult to provide Necessaries to
feed and clothe them,-. (Ellis I 968, p,

I

B

l).

Their social and polrtical organizations were informal, with experience and wisdom being the
characteristics sought in their leaders. Edward Umfreville ( I 954), a writer for the HBC in the

late 1700s wrote that "personal courage, patience under hardships, and a knowledge of the
maners and country of their adversaries, are the qualifìcations sought after in the choice of a

leader" (p'23), lndividuals were free

to

make their own decisions, but in practice decisions

wene usually made by consensus, and were generally consistent with the advice of the lead-
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ers, Ellis ( I 968) described how they governed themselves:

they fthe Native people] have no Body of Laws to regulate their Conduct;
but are influenced in their Behaviour; by a natural Recttude of Disposition,
that refrains them from allActs ofViolence and lnjustice to one anothen as
effectually as the most rigid Laws could.The Chiefs in every Family orTribe,
who generally speaking are chose from amongst the most ancient of the
People, burt chiefly for their Skjll in Hunting and E>perience in Trade,
Domestic Affairs, orValour in War; which they often wage with the Eskmoux;
direct those who reside with them in their differènt Employments of
Hunting, Fowling, Fishing, etc, yet their Advice is followed rather through
Deference than obligation, fo[ in point of Exemption from powe[ they may
be truly called a free People" (Ellis 968, pp,l B l - l g2),
1

From l682 untilthe fort was fìnally closed in 1957,European furtraders atyork Fac-

tory relied

heavily on

the Coasters for provisions,They called them "Homeguard

lndians",

with the first written reference to "home lndians" made in l690 by British explorer Henry
Kelsey (1929) when he described

Homeguard Cree

the lndians living nearYork Fadory (p.2),Theyork Factory

forthe most part

stayed within about l0O miles of

the post, and

called

York Factory Khciwoskohikonihk,place of the great house
Cl-ough l9g7,p.l).
Over the next three centuries these Homeguards wene often employed by the HBC
in capacities such as hunters, couriers and boat crews, bu¡c most maintained a seasonal pat-

tern of harvesting. During the winter they lived in small kinship groups in their winter hunting
grounds'Those who lived near the Fort visited it several times during the winter in
order to
sell furs and food provisions

to the post.Wrth the arrival of spring they all moved closer to

the coasl in order to trade

furs, visit

with other Coasters and the European traders,

and

most important of all, to take advantage of the return of migratory birds and caribou.
Toward summer the Homeguard began to hunt game, fìsh and gather wild plants
along the
coast' ln fallthey returned

to the large rivers and river morrth marshes to hunt caribou
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and

geese before dispersing once again to their winter trapping grounds
I

(L¡wyn

1993, pp. 62 &

eB).

4.4 Early Lowland Cree Land Use
The Lowland Cree depended on caribou, waterfowl, small game, fìsh, furbearers and
plant life for their existence,To a much lesser extent they also used marine mammals. Caribou was the staple food for both Coasters and lnlanders untilthe early lB00s when the car-

ibou (otuk)l *ere no longer available in large numbers,

The annual rycle of hunting farted toward the end of March, when caribou from

the upland forest crossed the Nelson, Hayes and Severn Rivers on their way to

spring

breeding grounds as far away as Atcmiski lsland, ln fall the caribou returned to the upland
foresls bythe same route. Reports of these migrations eslimated numbers of caribou at up

to 800

in a herd, with over 10,000 caribou said

(L¡wyn

1993, pp' 200-204). During

to

the Hayes River in two

days

the summer the Lowland Cree followed them

back

have crossed

down the coast to Fort Severn,240 miles from York Factory.Andrew Graham (1969) who
was employed in the Bay-side posts of Churchill,York Factory and Severn from 1767-9l
described the caribou travel routes in his journals:"They fthe caribou] go along the coast

paslYork Fort and Severn settlements in large herds in the months of May and September;
but contrary to the birds of passage and other migratory birds they go to the southward

I' The English orthography of Cree words is taken from two sources,The first is
based on Rev, E.A,Watkjns I 865 Dictionory of the Cree Longuoge os spoke n by the
lndions in the Provinces of Quebec, Ontorio, Monitobo, Soskotchewon ond Albeno,
using the Swampy Cree dialecl spoken in Northem Manrtoba when possible,The
second source is Fred Beardy (Aug,1994, pers, comm,), Note that spelling varies
with the authon
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in

the beginning of summerî and to the northward at the approach of winter" (p, I a), Caribou
continued to travel along the coast late into the nineteenth century and George ponask a

formerYork Factory Homeguard Cree confìrmed that Graham's description was accurate
into the twentieth century. The caribou did indeed follow the rorlce he described, When
asked why they would go along the coast rather than move the shorter distance from the
bush

to the coast and back he replied that

his grandfather had explained it

to him by saying

that "they lthe caribou] were put there to look after the people" (Aug. I 994, pers.comm,).

Caribou passed over frozen rivers easily during their spring migration, crossing the
Hayes and Nelson Rivers about 20

to 60 miles south ofYork Factory and some

large herds

wer€ even observed from York Factory Group effort was needed to hunt caribou and large
communal camps were set uP near migration routes prior to the annual spring hunt, Here

the Cree built fences or hedges one to two miles in length to stop the herd, ln fall caribou
were killed with spears, bayonets, knives, arrows or pointed sticl<s as they swam back across

the rivers (Graham 1969,pp.14-16).

Fall caribou

were very desirable for food, having grown

fat on coalal grasses over the summe[ and having recovered from spring fly infestations. Fur
traders wanted the lndians to hunt caribou only at this time, when their

pel,cs

were in prime

condition' but the lndians hunted them year-round because they needed food and clothing
year round (Lytuq,n 1993, pp,209-210),
During the winter caribou were hunted in the river valleys at a considerable distance

from the forc' Before lB05 sleds were mofc often hauled by men, and so venison was
too
hearry

to be i¡egged from the

inland wintering areas

roulinely used for transporting supplies, howeve[
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toYork

Factory. Once dog sleds were

a number of

significant adaptations

became possible,

ln the late lB00s, the pattern of frequent residential movement during
winter began to be modifìed by the conScruccion of log cabins buih in
imi'cation of those used by white trappers; these replaced the conical lodge
as the usual winter dwelling. This increasing sedentarization was made
possible by the introduction of dog traction and thus greater winter mobility,
greater commitment to food preservation, and the availabilrty of flour and
some other foods from the white traders. Log cabin hamlets contained
between two and eight houses, typicalry occupied by members of one or
two winter hunting groups, ln winten men sometimes moved between the
hamlet and the bush on extended hunting and trapping trips while women
and children remained behind. ln other cases, the entire family spent periods
of the winter at hunting and trapping camps away from the hamlet, Families
often built and occupied two or more cabins at different sites in theirterritories, one site sometimes being used as a fìshing camp in summer (Brightman
I

993, p, I 4)

ln addition to their dependance on caribou, Coasters relied heavily on waterfowl in

the spring' Migratory birds were hunted even before shotguns were introduced by Europeans;they were taken during the moult using snares, nets, bows and arrows, or a club on the
head,

A report from the fur trade

describes lndians killing three

duck at once with

a single

arrow, Large numbers of lesser snow geese (wowoo), canada geese (nlsku), mallard duck,
(e'yinesip seseþ)

other duck, brants (oyowo'þoowoo) and shore birds were common. Snow

buntings (woþonukoses) were caught with nets and considered a delicacy. Mallard duck
(e'yinesip seseþ) were also used for food and trade, wrth the duck hunt commencing
after

the fall caribou hunt, Graham (1969) described in considerable detail how willow ptarmigan
(wo'piuoo or ku'skunuches) were captured using nets and oatmeal (pp. 40-41). Large num-

bers of grouse (puspuskew) were caught by hand with a noose attached to the end of a

lcick Over 200 years later; Fred Beardy an elder from York Factory FN can still capture
grouse with a stick a noose and a quick hand (Aug, I 994,pers,comm.),
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Fishing was done at

the spring and fall spawning grounds, and it was customary to

catch fìsh while waiting for the caribou

to arrive, Coasters fished close to the

mourths of riv-

ers and so depended mosl on the fall season when whitefìsh (ua kumok)
spawned in these
areas' Pickerel and suckers were sometimes caught by hand, and
sometimes by clubbing

them at rapids'The Lowland Cree used nets, spears, hook and weirs (traps
or baskets) to
catch them by the hundreds. Gill nets were used throughout the year in
many locations, with

drag nets being used only when there was no ice, During the winter
the lndians set gill nets
under the ice, much to the amazement of the Europeans, Burbot spawned
in the winter and

were caught with a hook and line using caribou meat as bait, Weirs were set
up in several
places along

the Nelson River; both in ice and free flowing water conditions (Graham

1969,

pp.294-5; Lytvq,n 1993, pp. 223-6),
Thousands of white suckers and longnose suckers were routinely
caught at weirs,
Though they were too bony to be desirable eating, they were used for
dog food, and served
as a reliable subsifence food when other fìsh were

not available,These weirs too, were

still

being used byYork Factory Cree in the fìrst half of the twentieth century,
lsaiah Saunders

(Aug' 1994, pers. comm.) described how he and his father built a 30
metre weir across
French Creek in about

two

days using

over

I

OO

poles for each weinThe trap itself was built

about a foot deep, three feet wide and three feet long. ln the later years
three inch wire
mesh was used

to build fall weirs instead of

poles. staked onto the shore, the sixty

foot long

mesh wire was extended across the river by men in a canoe pulling
it on a long line, Mostly

they caught whrlefìsh, jackfish, mariahs and suckers. lsaiah built his last
weir around 1944.
Furbearing animals were hunted year-round

r00

(L¡wyn

I

993, p, 253), and following the

decline of caribou in

the lBth century the beaver (u' mlsk) became an impor-cant

food

source for the Lowland Cree, Other furbearing animals were eaten, and included
otter
(nikik)' marten (wo'þiston), mink (so'kwosew), wolverine (kwelcwuhakao),
lynx (pi'sew), red

fox

(osowukosew), arctic

fox

(wopu'kosew). beaver; muskrat, and lynx. porcupines (kok or

kol*vu), black bears (mu'sl*vo),and polar bears (oso'wusk) were also
used for food and other

products' Snowshoe hares (woþoos), another important source of food
and clothing, were
caught by laying snares across their paths,They were normally abundant, but
every nine or

ten years their population crashed, Furbearers which were eaten only when other foods
were not available included the fìsher (ochok), badgers (wehusk, mrstunusk), marmots,
and
wolves (muhe'kun) (Lytwyn t993, pp,253-60).

Whrte whales or belugas (wo'pumok) were plentiful and often damaged fìsh nets

in

the Nelson and Hayes River estuaries in the summers, just after ice break-up,The Coafers
hunted some marine mammals for use as dog food and oil, Seals were hunted
for dog food,

for leather and for purposes of trade. Marine mammals were caught wrth hand-woven
nets,
a weaving skill

4.5

which lsaiah saunders still possesses (Aug, 1994, pers, comm.),

Coasters and the FurTrade: 1670 to l90O

4.5,1

York Factory Cree and the HBC
During the fìrst year of operation afterYork Factory was built in I 682,
trade totalled

4,000 MB'Within forty yearsYork Factory had become the HBC's most important
trading
post and in I 730 York Factory trade peaked at about 40,000 made
beaver (payne I 989,

l5)'At that time

Posts were being established inland, and

p.

the fur trade was becoming more

competitive, Large-scale commercialtrade in caribou tongues began
to develop inyork Fac-

t0r

tory

in the late 1740s, partly in response

to

increased competition from these inland posls.

Once inland pofs had been efablished few Upland lndians continued to make
the trip
norlh to trade atYork Factory (Lytuuyn I 993, pp.333 & 377),andtrade atyork Factory
had
dropped

to 26,000 MB by

1760,and

to

lo,ooo MB by 1775,¡.s lowesr level in fifry years

(Payne I 989, p. I 5).

Bythe mid-l8th century a large number of Homeguard Cree had become increasingly involved in provisioning the Forl with geese, caribou, fish, ptarmigan
and snowshoe
hare, as well as with snowshoes, sleds and shoe leather; and other country
food,The Euro_

peans depended heavily on these supplies, not only because the quantities
of food they

could import were limrted, but also because local country food was healthier and
tated
better:The Homeguard Cree also hunted and sold belugas, or white whales, as
well as seals,

to the traders for oil to

light

their lamps (Lytwyn

1993, pp. 347-349).

Homeguard Cree regularly travelled between posts to visit friends and relatives,
and

were soon employed by traders to carry packages from one trading po51 to anothen
Over
time the fur traders came to rely heavily on these means to exchange important information

with each othen

as

the growing fur trade compettion in the late

I

TOOs increased

the impor-

tance of the courier as a means of communication between posls, Edward Umfreville,
a

writer forYork Factory from I 771-1782, commented with some amazement on their
work
that "after a trial of fifteen years, it is a well-known fact, that not an instance has
transpired of
any embezlement being made;on the contrarx the whole of these little
cargoes are deliv-

ered up with æ much punctualrty, as if their future welfare depended on
their honesty,,
(Umfreville 1954, p' 95)' Umfreville had little reason to be amazed,
for honesty is a cultural

r02

trait of the Cree and also typical of subsislence
one's unmet needs are provided
ln addition

forbygroup effort,there

to provisioning the fort

Cree were being employed

societies.

When everything is shared, and
is

no reason fortheft.

and working as couriers,

by lT13the Homeguard

to run boat brigades to the HBC's inland posts.These

efforts

provided the labour needed to develop a transportation network
between york Factory and
Lake

Winnipeg (Lytwyn I 993, p,3a\,

4.5.2

Responses

to

Loss of Animal Resources

ln l82l the NWC merged with the HBC, and ended forty

of intense rivalry.

years

Recognizing that animal populations had been severely reduced
as a result

trading practices, the HBC prohibited the hunting of beaver in order
replenish.The Lowland Cree needed food, howeveç and continued

to

of competitive

let the population

to hunt them for

this

PurPose' Due to the shortage of both large game and funbearing animals, the trade in geese
increased at this time, Previously a "good year" had been one in

which

I

geese were shot' By 1850 a good yearwas one in which 2O,OO0

3O,OOO

birds were taken.

to

O,OOO

to

l5,OOO

ln response to the drop in activity at the fort and the decline in animal populations,
some
Lowland cree chose

to

depend almost entirely on fishing, hunting, and trapping, often

requiring few supplies from the fort,The Homeguard Cree continued
to supply the fort with

country provisions, but since more effort was required to subsist as
a result of the shortage
of animals, they had

less

time to be involved in the fur trade,

Still the best ror¡te

to the inland posts,York Factory at this time became the

capital

of the furtrade in western Canada. New buildings, including the "Depot,,warehouse
were
built (Payne I 989, pp, 2l -22)'The Cree enjoyed more regular
employment and as a result
t03

built clusters of cabins at traditional hunting and fìshing sites nearyork FactoryThe
increasing
numbers of Homeguard employed

to hunt geese to

provision the Fort resulted in more

Homeguard staying in the area ofyork Factory during the spring and fall.

ln lB3B the HBC was granted a new 2l-year

license

for Ruperts Land, By the time it

expired in lB59 there was less activity and less demand for manufactured
goods atyork Factory, because the southern trading route was proving to be a more
effìcient supply route to
inland posts.After its licence expired

in lB59,the Company continued to operate underthe

authority of the Royal Chafter until 1870,fu American settlers pushed north
and westward,

the new Canadian government which had been created under the
moved
/

to

annex Rupert's Land.

8óB which empowered the HBC

ln l868 British Parliament

passed

Consat utjon Act" t Bó7

the Ruperr's Lond

AcE

to surrender Rupert's Land to the eueen.

At that point negotiations were undertaken regarding the terms of such a surrender

(McNeil

1982, pp' 2-5).The Rupert's Lond ond North-Western Territory
Order was signed in

1870, and Rupert's Land

wæ admitted into Canada on July l5th of that year: Underterms of

the transfer the HBC was relieved of all responsibilrty for any claims by lndians
to compensa-

tion for lands; responsibilrty for the well-being of lndian tribes was transferred
to the Canadian Government (McNeil 1982, p. I l),The British government's expectations
regarding
Canada's obligations

to

lndian tribes were described in a letter from Lord Granville,
the

Colonial Secretary, to the Governor General of Canada:
I am sure that your Government

wiil not forget the care which is due to
those lndian tribes] who must soon be expòsed to new dangers,
and, in
the course of settlement, be dispossessed of the lands which they are
used to enjoy as their own or be confìned within unwontedly
nurro*
limits (cited in McNeil 1982,p.23),

t04

Rupert's Land was admitted to Canada at a time whenYork Factory
was increasingly
being by-passed as a transportation route, and the HBC had to take
serious cost-c¡rfting
measures

to offset revenues

losses,

ln

1874

the Depot was emptied, and the remaining sup-

plies sent to Winnipeg.ln lBT6York Factory incurred a g lO,OO0
loss, and by the early I gBOs

Cree labour was being used much less than had been the case since
the

to the

loss of wage employment, food supplies continued

lBOOs,

to be inadequate.

ln addition

Fur bearing ani-

mal populations still had not recovered, and caribou, parlridges,
and rabbits were scarce,
Tough (198D wrote "there can be no doubt thatYork Factory's
decline as a major establish-

ment coincided with a crisis in the resource base of the native
economy, The enduring
nature of this crisis suggests that it was not a standard cyclical shortage"
(p,9),Theyork Fac-

tory Homeguard lndians were in dire

straits, but

the HBC was not prepared to support

them' ln lBB3 22 Cree died, and "by August
[of lBBa] it was apparent that there was no

work and the choice was starvation or a return to the bush,,
flough

1987,

p, lo),

By lBB9 most of theYork Factory Homeguard lndians had returned
to bush life, or
had moved

to Splrt

Lake'

others crossed the I 875 treaty boundary to Cross Lake and Nor-

way House'Attempts to re-settle around Lake Winnipeg were prevented
by the combined
efforts of the Methodist Church, the HBC and the Department of lndian
Affairs, howeverî

for"it would be unjust to the HBC and a serious

disadvantage

to the furtrade,,if they lost

their pool of surplus labour Clough l9B7,p,l7),

4.6 lmpacts of the Declining FurTrade
The Government of Canada was able to negotiate treaties with
aboriginal people
quite readily in the late IBOOs and early 1900s because food
shor-cages caused by depleted
t05

animal populations left the aboriginal groups hungry and vulnerable,Treaty
Five (see Figure

3'l) to the south of the Hudson

Bay Lowlands was signed by Her Majestythe
eueen and

the Saulteaux and Swampy Cree Tribes of lndians at Berens River and Norway House
I

875'

An adhesion to this treaty was signed in

I

in

9OB by Split Lake and Nelson House.

The York Factory Homeguard Cree sought for some time

to be included

under

Treaty Five in order to get some relief from their very harsh circumslances.
Kickee-ke-sick

fromYork Factory argued for atreaty fortheYork Factory Band who were
becoming more
deslitute with every year fl-ough 1987, p. I 6),The Government of Canada
did not want the
Lowland for setilement Purposes, howeveç and for this reason did not
wish
costs of signing another treaty

fu

an alternative

to incur the

to extending the benefìts ofTreaty

Five

to

these people, then, the Department of lndian Affairs transferred some funds
to the HBC,s
"sick and destitute account" instead,This account had been set
up by the HBC in order to

provide some relief to Lowland Cree who turned to them for help
CTough l9B7,p. l7).1ï
was not until Augusl I 0, I 9 I 0, that York Factory Band signed an adhesion
to Treaty Five in

York Factory'Terms of this treaty included the allocation of reserve lands
up to a maximum

of I 60 acres for each family of five, and the right to hunt and fish in unoccupied

areas, sub-

ject to Sovernment regulations. No request for a land
transfer was made at the time of signing (Hilderman et ot.1986, p.5).
Beginning in the early 1920s supplies were sent toYork Factory
annually on the Fort

Severn schoonen Supplies were also transported on a gasoline motoròoat
which travelled

fromYork Factory up the Nelson Riverto Mile 352 on the rail line,Toward
the end of the
decade an airplane was used

to bring supplies to the Fort.
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From there supplies were moved

to the outposts of

Kaskatamagan and Shamattawa by scows which

were usually pulled by

Homeguard Cree.

ln
to the

1930

the Natural ResourcesTransferAct transferred all lands, mines and minerals

Province of Manitoba,This meant that any furlure negotiations concerning
unresolved

treaty land entitlement between the federal government and the lndian Band would
now
require the involvement of a third parly the Province of Manitoba, ln I
933 york Factory lost

the status of a customs port of entry, and an out-migration of Homeguard Cree to
Lake, Shamattawa and new sites

alongthe railways occurred,

ln

1947

two different

Split

groups

of York Factory Band members formed the Shamattawa and Fox Lake Bands,
Some york
Factory Homeguard Cree chose to stay on the coaf, continuing to follow
the subsilence
life-style of their ancestors,

Land Use in theTwentieth

This section describes the changrng lives of the Homeguard Cree who remained
on

the coast until their re-settlement in l957,This period is not well documented in wrrtten
records, but the events and circumslances that transpired are retained
in the collective
memories and oral culture of the Band, First-hand accounts are used
also to describe their

move inland and their adaptation

to liê

in the second half of the twentieth century,The

material in this section is based primarily on interviews with elders and
others from the
community ofYork Landing, and the writing style changes to a more informal
style because
of this shift,
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4.7.1 From t900 to t957
During the fìrst half of the twentieth century, the five groups of people which
represented the York Factory Band continued to spend their summers in York Factory,
and their

winters on the trapline in theYork Factory RTL (Figure 4.3),These five groups
were from

Port Nelson, where about ten families spent the winter trapping; Fishing lsland (Wonotowokou) where four families wintered;Ten Shilling Creek, where another four families
spent

the winter; Kaska where twelve families lived;and Shamattawa where there were
a number

of families (lsaiah Saunders, May l994,pers.comm.).This sub-section describes the lives
of
the people from

Kaska, Fishing lsland,

andyork Factory,

Life inThe Kaska Settlement
Joseph Saunders (Aug. l994,pers. comm,) was

born in

Kaska

in

1907. His grand-

mother was from Attawapiskat, and his wife's family wæ from BigTrourt Lake and later
Fort
Severn' Joseph's wife,

born in l9lO, died in

1993,

When he speaks of life in Kaska

he

describes a family living in harmony with the seasons and the cyclical food supplyTheir
only
means of survival was daily hunting and trapping,The caribou was still their mo5¡
important

source of food, but they also ate ptarmigan, rabbrt and beavenThere were no lakes
in the
immediate area for fìsh, but he knew where to catch fìsh in the river when they
were in season. Joseph hunted seals

make ropes and

to

with a harpoon and used them for dog food. Sealskin was used to

patch boots and moccasins, His family travelled together to their main

trapline on the Mistgogan River; and while trapping they met other families from
as far away
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Figure4.3:YortFactorylandusepnortorelocation'So,..",.
Mapping' These maps are generalized at the request
of Chief Eric Saunders

(May 1g94, pers.comm.).

as Fort severn, His eight children were born on the trapline,

Usually

Life was peaceful, and the children were more settled than they seem

to be today.

two families travelled together and they took

to the other

half the food they caught

family's teepee. People lived by sharing, Before they could afford

to buy canoes and dogs

they carried supplies on their back,After they got sleds they often pulled them
themselves.

The people liked this life-style, travelling to York Factory for Christmas, Easter
and for the
summer when the school was open.
During the summers Joseph supplied wood fuel and food to York Factory
and did
freighting up the Hayes River to Cross Lake, Shamattawa, God's River
and Fort Severn, He
also delivered mail by dog team as far as Split Lake. joseph remembers that
the people were

much healthier when they lived off the land, and when the environment
was healthy (Aug,
1994, pers, comm.).

***
Fred Beardy (Aug.1994, pers, comm.) and his brothers lsaiah andThompson
lived in
Kaska as well.Today

that it

is still as he

when Fred Beardy gets reports from people who visit the area he hears

remembers

rt,

and that

trout still fìll the creek,When he and

his brother

lived there as children and young men they survived by hunting, fìshing,
trapping, and gathering any edible food they could find,They worked all week
days everyone stopped

to feed their

families

b't

on Sun-

workto attend church services,At the end of June Fred,s family left

Kaska and travelled along

the coast to York

Factory, hunting, trapping and fìshing as they

needed food.Toward the end of August they began the return journey
to Kaska where they

spent the winter:This settlement had twelve cabins plus the Hudson's
Bay Store. Fred
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remembers that in those days children followed their elders, even when or-rl in the wilderness living in tents'

No malcer where they were, they were at peace with themselves.Trav-

elling back and forth along the coast was how he lived from when he was born until after he

was a grown man with his own family He too recalls that people were much healthier then,
and that there were no major illnesses such as there are today When his family needed
medicine they got it from the land, lt seems that when they started buying canned food

from the Hudson's Bay store they began to notice people becoming sick

***
George Ponasks family also lived in the settlement on the Kaskattama River: George

(Nov

1993, pers. comm,) was bom

tory for the summen sometimes

there in

1936, and his family travelled

backtoyork

Fac-

in their boat (his father had the fìrst out-board motor), and

sometimes walking along the coaf. During the rest of the year they lived in tents and cabins,
using out-camps when they worked their trapline about 40 miles from the settlement

toward Foñ Severn.They harvested snow geese, which were gúlled and salted for the winter; and toward freeze-up, and when the snow was strong enough to travel on, they
went

after moose.This they froze for later use. Berries were also preserved or frozen, Carrots,
onions and other basic vegetables were grown as far north as Kaska and Fort Severn in
the
earlier years' George's father died when he was only seven or eight years old, and his grand-

father moved the family back to York Factory, After that they spent their winters on
a trapline along the Nelson River; living in a cabin at the mouth of Angling River and in
cabins on
the Weir River: Caribou and moose were plentiful in this area, and dog teams were
used to
pick up supplies from nearby York Factory

fu

before, summers were spent in york Factory,

It

When he was a young man George moved away to fìnd work He found it on the railway
line from Churchillto Lynn Lake,
Life in theYork Factory Settlement
lsaiah Saunders (May 1994,pers. comm,) was

born inYork Factory in 1925.fu

a

small boy he sometimes went trapping with his father, George Saunders. He remembers
his

father using whale nets to catch whales which he used to feed the dogs, lsaiah learned
how

to

make whale,

furgeon and other fìshnets from

and sealskin which is very strong, was used

to

him. Seals were also hunted

for dog food,

make dog harnesses. After he was I 6 years

old he went trapping with his brother-in-law.They trapped one-half of the trapping

area

each yea¡ and used the other half the following year: He spent one winter at the portage

of

the Michachi and Kaskatama Rjver;and he remembersthatthere were a lot of moose in
that
area.

Band members reachedYork Factory in early spring,to meet the schooner
and earn

some moneY by unloading its cargo into the warehouse (lsaiah Saunders Nov, 1993, pers,
comm').They were also able to earn money by hauling freight to Shamattawa on
scows, and
lsaiah Saunders describes how he hauled freight

to Shamattawa from york Factory:

It took four nights and fìve days, Each man pulled a scow with ten IOO
pound weights along the shore. I made three trips each summer: we
started early in the morning and camped late at night when the sun went
down. We walked all day, with two meals. We walked across creeks that
entered the river and we walked through the rain.There were not very
many bugs to bother us, But it was often hot and hard work at the
rapids. Food was paid for and I was paid $25 a tri¡1ood money in
those days'There were rapids on the way two miles ionglbut we walked
along the shore, My father [George saunders] used to build scows, we
used sails when the wind was from the north. A scow had long
oars
which four men pulled and we came back using oars, Sometimes ir. .,rt
down spruce trees which we lashed onto each side of the scow and this
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way we could float down the middle of the river: My father was the
captain and my father-in-law sat at the rean We set rabbit snares
sometimes so we could eat rabbits.There were lots of rabbrts all over
the place. There was no time to catch fish, We couldn't take a canoe
which you needed to set the net (lsaiah saunders Nov. 1993, pers.
comm,).

This method of moving freight was used into

the

l95Os, and George Saunders buih scows

until the year the Band was relocated,

When not hauling freight during the summer; the Homeguard Cree fìshed

and

hunted duck and geese,They left York Factory in late fall, but took no meat back
to their

winter settlements. Sometimes they returned to York Faclory by dog sled in the winter;
and
on those occasions they sometimes took flour back with them. Othen¡¡ise they were
selÊ
suffìcient and able

to fìnd enough food fortheir needs,An

abundance of wildlife in this area

was reported by O'Sullivan who wrote that "speckled trout and white fìsh are plentiful
at

the moLrths of allthe rivers entering the bayWhen at the mouth of the Kaskattamagan, we
set the net at low tide and at the following low tide had over a hundred

overtwo pounds

trout and white

fìsh,

each' Caribou and red deer [sic] are also plentiful, Ptarmigan and duck
are

also numerous there. Foxes and worves were seen all along the coasc"( 1906,p.76).

After he was married, lsaiah and his wife lived with her parents at

Fishing lsland

(Wonotowokou) which was fìve miles fromYork Factory. People had lived
onWonotowokou

for as long as he could rememben and he has heard that a lot of people lived there once,
including a trader who bought furs. Lots of fish were caught in the fall and frozen
for winter

food.The area had plenty of moose, but they often went across to Port Nelson
and beyond

to get caribou'There were plenty of caribou there, and lsaiah and
barren-land caribou right after freeze-up.The hides were used
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his father-in-law hunted

to make ground sheets, His

father-in-law decided where they would go hunting and trapping since it was the cuslom for

the oldef Person to decide these things,They stayed out about three week to work the
trapline, and then returned to their families in order to take them food. Often lsaiah took his
family with him on the trapline, but he preferred that they stay in York Factory where his
children could go to school.

The area he trapped had plenty of mink otters, beavers, and also caribou and
moose, lsaiah believes there is still plenty of wildlife in this area, but that no one traps there
now. lsaiah left York Factory with his wife and four children
longer make a living from the fur market. On April

2l

in

1956, because he could no

of that year he went up the Nelson

River by dog team. He started working in May at Mile 39ó, living in a house that the railway

provided to him, He retired in lgBT,Today he lives in an apartment inYork Landing,
t(ì(*
Maria Saunders (Nov. 1993, pers, comm.) was born in Fort Severn
she and her father paddled from Fort Severn

in 1916, ln

1935

to Kettle Rapids from where they travelled to

York Faclory to join her married sisier: Here she was married to Tommy Beardy, her fìrst
husband. He fìshed, snared rabbits and hunted geese in the fall,When he went trapping
he

was gone for about ten days at a time, and during his absence Maria and her mother-in-law

set up nets in the Hayes River to catch fìsh.They caught whitefìsh, jackfish and trout, Other
daily

task included hauling water

and chopping wood,

***
Mary Saunders (Nov, 1993, pers. comm.) was born in l93O in Shamattawa. As

a

young girl she travelled with her family as they hunted and trapped around
Shamattawa,

lt4

They lived in a cabin in the winter; and in the summer they lived in tents which were large
teepees made of poles covered with skins and moss around the base. Spruce boughs were
spread on the floon She learned
and

to stretch

the

grease.

and tan

the

to

skjn and clean the animals her parents brought home,

hides. Sometimes they smoked

the meat and made lard out of

Their trapping was very successful and she remembers skins hanging every-

where. She moved to York Factory by boat in 1947 where she was married by arrangement

to

Horace Saunders,They had twelve children.While her husband went

our.r

hunting and

trapping she looked after the children, chopped wood and hauled water: Before they had
their own house they lived with her husband,s parents,
**ìÉ

A young school teacher named Bert Brown (May

1994, pers. comm.) shared the

fìnal years of life in York Factory with the Homeguard Cree, He remembers that the people

lived mainly on what they hunted and trapped, wrth the Bay store carrying provisions of
fìouç lard and tea.The store carried no fresh meat and the only canned meat it focked was

KlikThere were still some caribou and moose in the area, but if the caribou did not come
down to the fort, the hunters went further inland to get them, Geese hunted in the fall and
spring were another very imporlant source of food, and when possible waterlowl were pre-

served for winter use by salting them in pork barrels and by smoking them. Hunters
search

in

of geese travelled up the coast from York Factory leaving on one tide and coming

backtwo tides later: lf they were seriously intent on hunting they went to Fourteen's Creek
otherwise they went

to Marsh Point, Ptarmigan were plentiful around the Factory and pro-

vided another food staple, Bert recalls shooting a half dozen ptarmigan from his kjtchen
win-
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dow one morning before school, and during his first winter at York Factory
in I 952- I 953 he

ate ptarmigan at least four days out of seven. Fishing also was not too
bad.Trapping was
down, buit this was the case in other regions as well,
Times were hard but people did not go hungryThey were self-suffìcient.The
men

treated the women well, and they in turn respected their husbands.The
people were for the
most part very healthy. A medical doctor travelled to York Factory
twice a year from The
Pas,

though he mofcly just pulled teeth, lnfant mortality was very high, Bert
recalls, and if

babies got sick they generaily died. But there was no incidence
of cancen diabetes

or heart

attack, and he remembers that the people also had great endurance,
By way of example
Beft told the story of Horace Saunders who went out hunting with fìve
shells one morning.

He found the track of two moose and started to chase them down,
He ran all day and
toward evening he fired three shells. He missed. He ran another half hour
and shot both
moose' ln another story Bert described how George Spence
used

to move freight by dog

team from York Factory to Upper Fort Garry at the Forks in the City
ofWinnipeg. He usually needed only

l6

days

to travel the

l0OO mile return

trip (Bert Brown May 1994, pers,

comm.),

4.7.2

Re-location toYork Landing

The decline in fur trade activities continued steadily and by
the mid I 95Os the HBC

was employing only two people: the manager and a clerk (Emie
Scott July 1994, pers.
comm')'The Fort Garry supply ship came in twice a yean if possible.
lf not, a plane might
bring in supplies. lf neither the ship nor the plane came in, people
made do with what they
had. During the 1956-57 fìscal year; sales

atyork Factory fell to $34,000, Low fur prices cou_
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pled with low returns caused the HBC
assumed that the lndians living on the

its closing it would be necessary

close its operations. The federal government

coal depended on the fort for survival,

to move these people.

Affairs went toYork Factory in the fall
son's Bay Store

to

of l956.They

Five representatives

so that with

from

lndian

called a general meeting in the Hud-

to tell the communÇ of the government's

plans

to move them inland.Will-

iam Beardy Chief of theYork Factory Band, had left the
community a year earlierto search
for work and so only the two Councillors were left to act
on behalf of the Band (Mary Saun-

ders Nov' 1993, pers' comm.). Douglas Chapman (July 1992, pers,
comm,) remembers that

"it was
here

said at this time that there would

no longer be any sales of

furs,,..,There,s nothing

to suPport your livelihood once everything else is closed down,, this is what
the

Manager

told

Bay

us",

Joseph Saunders (Aug' I 994,pers,comm.) remembers that another reason given for

moving the people was related

to housing,They were told that they would not be able to

get housing in ftrture if they remained inYork Fadory, because
of a shoftage of timber: He
points out also that people were leaving the community
to look for work along the Hudson
Bay Line and their numbers were declining. Nonetheless,
the

food harvest was plentiful and

the lndian Agents were aware of this.when reminded of this the
Agents said that there was
an abundance of food in the new location also.
Still not convinced, the people were taken aback by the idea
of being relocated, and
asked why they should move when they had everything
they

needed-the store, the church

and the school,The lndian Agents promised that if they moved
a store, school and church

would be provided to them, and that their trapping and other
equipment would be picked
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uP later and flown out to them' Regarding their new home the people
were told only that

theywould get a settlement on spl[ Lake, and not in the village of split

Lake.

Fred Beardy (Mar: 1991, pers. comm.) remembers that they
were directed

to

leave

behind their personal belongings, trapping equipment, sled dogs,
and mo5¡ of their dogs
which had been their only means of transportation in those days,The
agent informed them

that all their personal belongings and equipment would be replaced. At
least one hundred
children under ten years of age, and another hundred young people
and aduhs travelled the
250 km' inland from York Factory to York Landing. Some left
by dog sled in early spring. Oth-

ers left by boat in JulyThey left with no idea of what the new location
would be like,They

took with them what they could pack on their sleds or in their canoes (Ma¡
1991, pers.
comm.),
Travelling by way of the Nelson and Weir Rivers,
reached the railway' From there they took a train

to

or by way of the Hayes

Gillam, and then

Rrver they

to llford,The women

and children remained here while the men travelled by boat to
the mouth of theAiken River

where it spills into Splrt Lake.The men began clearing trees and brush
by hand in order to
be able to start building log cabins for their families. Plywood was flown
in by plane. By the

time winter set in they had completed twelve l6'

x

but no payment for their rabors (Fred Beard y var. r 99

lB' cabins,They received food rations
r

,

pers, comm,),

Many found the fìrst years atYork Landing very diffìcult, Everything
seemed and

êlt

different'They had been moved from a high subarctic coasral region
with forest and tundra,

to a location 250

km. inland

to

a high boreal region covered with coniferous forest, bog
and

swamp'The climate here was milden but there was also significantly
more rainfall (Hilderman

IB

et ol', 1986, pp' 50-51). For a people who had depended on a detailed
and intimate knowledge of their environment to survive, the unfamiliar surroundings were
very disorienting

(E.

scott July 1994, pers. comm.). Fred Beardy (March 1991, pers. comm.) wrote ,,we
live on
land which has such lrttle potential for land development, land
which is

and clay'There are no resources

to continue our

fthat we used to survive on the coast],

life styles

of hunting,

mofly

muskeg, bog,

fìshing, and trapping

.

The water at their new home was different from what they were
used to, and the
fish tasted different too.The new environment was so different,
says Joseph Saunders, that

"it was like changing our way of thinking and looking at things in
a different perspective.All
our

lives,

we [had known] exactly where to go to continue living and supporting
our families

under our traditional life style" (Aug.l9g4, pers. comm.).Their in-depth
knowledge of the
environment which they had relied on for survival all their lives was
often not relevant in the

new location (Fred Beardy nfar. 1991, pers, comm,),
The Band had been promised that they would be given everything
they needed to
suPport their families,They had been promised that their equipment
would be delivered to

them or replaced' lt was not. lt is true that during the fìrst summer in york
Landing they
were given boats,and thatthe followingwintertheywere given six
sleds. ln place of the l9

foot canoe Fred Beardy had left behind, howeverî he was given a boat
so poorly constructed

that it lasted only one season. Most of the dogs that had been used for hauling
fuel

and

wood, for fishing, hunting and trapping had been left behind.The few
that had made the
journey were in poor health because they had problems
adjusting to the new diet of lake
fish'

As a result they were not heathy enough to use for wor( and transporting
goods
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became a major problem, even in the winter (Fred Beard

y var,I

99

I,

pers. comm.)

The lndianAgent had promised them an abundance of food inthe new location.The
caribou, moose, waterlowl, fìsh and berries which had been so plentiful
along the coaf

werc less so here.They had left behind an extensive trapline section, but
at Splrt Lake they
were not given a land use area of their own, Families on the coast had
been able to stock a
winter's supply of fìsh for themselves and their dogs. On the coast they had
fìshed by seining
(pulling the net) in the mouths of the Nelson and Hayes Rivers
in earty fall. Fred Beardy
recalled times when pulling in one net would fìll a twenty-foot long
boat.Those quantities
fìsh were not available here. lnstead, monthly food rations
were given

of

to the band members,

but even getting the groceries from llford posed a diffìcult problem (Fred

Beard

y Var. 1991,

pers, comm.).

Fred Beardy (May I 994, pers. comm,) went out

to fìnd a trapping

area that fìrst win-

ten He learned later that the area he had chosen already belonged to a
trapper from Split
Lake,This trapper allowed him

to continue trapping that

area howeveri and this is the same

land that Fred has used since then.Though the York Registered Trapline
existed
access

to this area was no longer viable on a continuing

basis.

until

I

973,

On September lB, l95B four

men returned to York Factory to trap their old traplines.
John Beardy and his son Simon,

Albert Beardy and Horace Saunders paddled up the Nelson Rjver to york

Factory They

spent the winter there, but after that year the Split Lake Band gave
them Trapline No. I 3, lt

was not abundant with food, and could not be depended on as
a source of octra money.

For a few years York Factory trappers also borrowed trapline nos,
59, 58, 62,74 and 6l

.

They were subsequently returned to the Spl[ Lake trappers.At present
only Split Lake Sec-
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tion Line No, l3

is still being used

byyork Factory trappers.
*xx

Obediah Wastesicoot (Nov, 1993, pers. comm,) trapped for three years
after he
moved toYork Landing in 1957' He used dogs in the winter and
boats after spring break-up,
going oLrt twice a month from November

to

May.

ing to York Landing, something he had not done in

He also starled fishing shortty after mov-

york Factory

Maria Saunders (Nov. 1993, pers. comm,) remembers that she and her
husband
lived much as they had along the coast after they moved to York
Landing. Her husband went
fìshing, snaring, trapping and hunting caribou and moose. ln

the years following their arrival,

however; she noticed a lot of changes after the flooding caused
by hydro-eleclric develop-

ment,The changes destroyed habitat for duck, geese and other wild
birds,

**x
Roderick ouskun (May 1991, pers. comm,) says that when he fìrst
came to york
Landing there were lots of wild animals, fìsh and waterfowl in
lakes were

fable. Once Kelsey was completed in

the

area, and

the rivers

and

1961, however; floating debris became a

problem.This debris included big square timbers full of spikes
which often damaged nets and
made travel diffìcult' Flooding also became a big problem, par-cicularly
in the fall after the
dam was shut at Kelsey, when the water rose right to the treeline
around the lakes and rivers' As a result, beavers, muskats and other animals

after freeze up,

t2t

that lived in the water died each

fall

***
Joan Godé (Nov' I 993, pers, comm.) moved to York Landing from york Factory as a

young girl. At that time, she remembers, life was more diffìcult in
some ways because they
had no running water; but the log houses they lived in were warmer
than the bungalows

they live in nowThey used oil lamps for light, and if they ran out of oilthey used
candles.lf
no candles were available they twisted a cloth around four buftons and used
this as a wick
which they secured on a saucer by pouring melted lard around it, Once hardened,
they lit

the wick She recollects that her father had been unhappy about leaving all
the trapping and
fishing he had done around York Factory. Her mother too, had longed
for the coast, and
craved the wild food she had enjoyed there, and

the ready

access

to furs from which

she

made clothing' After they moved to York Landing her father did some
fishing but not much,

Donald Saunders (Nov, 1993, pers. comm.), lsaiah Saunders' son, moved
to york
Landing

in 1973. He remembers that at that time there

was good hunting, fìshing, and trap-

ping. "Everybody was doing it.', Twenty years later; howeven
there are
resources needed

to support the traditional

no longer the

life-style of hunting, fìshing and trapping, An

inadequate resource base coupled with the impacts of extensive hydro-electric
develop-

ment on the river systems and a growing population have played a signifìcant
role in this
decline' Country food is still generally the preferred diet, bL¡t

it is diffìcult to get country

food and so store food has to be purchased, There is still a core
of hunters who do the
hunting and share it with others in the communrty,As a result,the
elderly who are no longer
able

to hunt

still very often eat country food which includes moose, caribou,
fish, water^fowl,
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ptarmigan, rabbits, and beavers.fu well,there is an
annual spring hunt forgeese and

duck

in

the area around York Landing, and a group of hunters travels to york
Fadory for goose and
moose hunting in the fall' ln 1993 acaribou was seen on the
opposite shore of Splrt Lake for

the fìrst time' Usually hunters have to travel 30 to 40 miles south
of llford to get caribou.

4.7.3

lmpacts of Hydro Electric Development
Kelsey Generating Station was

the fìrst major hydro-electric development to utilize

part of the 2,200,000 kilowatts of hydro electric power potential
of the Nelson

Rjver: lt

commenced operation in 1960, only 20 kilometres from York
Landing.This prolect marked

the beginning of anotherchapter in the lives of theYork Factory Band.
Much of the next 35
years would be spent attempting

to negotiate compensation for damages suffered

as a result

of these proleas' Six years later construction began on the Kettle
Rapids Generating Station,

approximately 120 kilometres down the Nelson River from York
Landing.The Nelson River
waterway was further affected by the regulation of Lake Winnipeg
outflow and diversion of

the Churchill

River;

completed in 1976.ln all, 9,000 Cree and l,5OO nonstatus lndians
were

affected' About 2 I 3,680 ha were flooded, of which 4,730 ha
belonged

to

lndian bands (Day

& Quinn 1992,p.101.

No
lected

baseline data on

the plants, animals, birds

and fìsh around Split Lake was col-

priorto construclion of the proJect,and no attempt to conduct impact
assessments

has been undertaken since the project was completed. The
dewatering of the Churchill
River and estuary or the effects of changed water regimes

to the Nelson River and on the

Hudson Bay were not studied, No pre- and pof-diversion
studies were undertaken to
monitor wildlife habitat changes due to a lack of funds for
such research, No plan to com-
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pensate communities and individuals

to be affected by the diversion had been considered

when the licence to proceed wrth the Churchill River Diversion was granted
on December
|

,

1972' Manitoba Hydro

took responsibility for replacing facilities directty affected by the

diversion, but argued that compensation for loss of subsistence
was the province,s responsi-

bility (Day & Quinn t992,pp, I tO-t t9),

ln

1973 an attempt

to

have a restraining injunction imposed

to stop the

Churchill

diversion project was denied on the grounds that there was not
enough evidence

to

sup-

port the claim that people's livelihoods would be affeded by the
diversion. ln response, fìve
indigenous communities which would be impacred formed legal
a
corporation in April of
1974 called the Northern Flood Committee lnc. (NFC), During
1974 and 1975 the NFC
negotiated with the federal and provincial governments concerning
compensation, Nerther

the provincial government nor Manitoba Hydro admrtted that indigenous

lands would be

flooded $l/aldram l9BB, pp, t4O-t4t),
ln February

of

1976

the province fìnally recognized the NFC and appointed a medi-

ator to work out a settlement and the agreement ultimately signed
was dated june I g77,lt
provided compensation for flooded lands; project related
training and employment; that
local communities would get first priority
vested;

to wildlife resources in the

areas traditionally har-

that Manitoba would continue to encourage subsistence activities for the
current

and future generations Ol/aldram I 9BB, pp, l58- I 6o),This agreement
was called the North-

ern Flood Agreement (NFA). On December l, 1995 York Factory FN
negotiated final settlement of this claim (Ritchie 1995),
Waldram (1985) found a signifìcant shift in the diets of the native people
of north-
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ern Manitoba following completion of the Churchifl-Nelson River hydro
project. ln the preprolect period food had come primarily from the bush; 87%
of 45 female respondents indi_
cated that the bush had been their main source of food prior
to the Churchill-Nelson hydro
proJect' By contrast,B2To suggested that "the store"
was their main source of food following
ProJect completion (1985, P.43).Usher andWeinstein (1991) also studied the loss of subsistence values and commercial incomes in the Churchill-Nelson project
area, but were not
able

to derive solid conclusions for

lack

of baseline

(i.e,,

pre-projea) data. ln addition to the

loss of subsistence resources which occurred as a result
of flooding, bush food sources were

lost through contamination, and elevated mercury levels
due

to

increased mobilization of

mercury in reservoir sediments affected subsistence fìsheries in
Northern Manitoba (Bodaly
et ol,l9B4),
George Ponask (Nov' 1993, pers. comm,) made some fìrst hand
observations of the
impacts of the Churchill-Nelson River hydro project, He noted
that some Crown lands were

ruined by water fluctuations causing slush, and travel became much
more diffìcult, Equipment was lost as were animals; fìsh lacked oxygen and died, He
also noticed, however; that
animals had a capacity

to adapt to

changes. Even in

the l99Os animals were movin g

away

from the main river system as a result of changes to the water
systems. Following construc-

tion of the

Kelsey Generating Station, water levels around York Landing
fluctuated every

year: Slush on

the shoreline caused a problem for transportation, and both water
and

ice

conditions became very poori One death in the mid l97Os
wæ attributed to these condi-

tions' Lifting fishing nets became a problem due to the ice
condrtions and the fìsh did not
taste as good after the flooding,
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Roderick Ouskun (May 1991, pers, comm.) observed that following
diversion of the

Churchill River the flooding that had occurred after Kelsey was constructed
was reversed,

and Split Lake went dry-there was hardly any water in it during
the summer:

Fishing

improved, he said, and the fìsh tasted better as well.
Jackfìsh, whitefìsh, pickerel and even

lcurgeon continue

to be caught near York Landing. On the other

hand, Donald Saunders

(Nov' I 993, pers' comm') commented that the spring run of pickerel in
nearôy Ripple River
was reduced to being only a week long, much shorter than it used
to be, Roderick Ouskun

(May 1991, pers. comm,) noticed that the duck and geese don't
siay very long in the spring.

When he fìrst arrived at York Landing they stayed for quite a while, he

said,

both in the

spring and in the fall, Now they don't even stop on their way south.

4.8

Analysis of Present Land Use

Despite the loss of a resource base, and the difiìculties associated
with pursuing land
use activhies today members ofYork Factory FN are still very much
aware of the presence

of wildlife around Split Lake,as well æ in the area aroundYork Factory
and even alongthe
coast'

fu

adapted

changes have occurred, people have adapted, Fred Beardy,

to

for example

changes in the flow of the Nelson River and is once again able

has

to traveltoyork

Factory by way of this Rìver all summer long, One year he made
the trip eleven times, He
and several others fly

to Gillam from York Landing, From there they travel the 2g miles to

the Limestone Generating Station where Fred Beardy has left his lB foot
35 horsepower
outboard aluminum canoe.Water is released daily at B:00 a.m, at Long
Spruce, and by

ll:OO

a'm'the water at Limeslone is high enough to allow them to launch
their canoes and paddle

to Gillam

lsland'This stretch of the journey takes eight hours
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to complete.When they reach

Gillam lsland they waic for the Hudson Bay tide, which comes in
as far as the island, to carry

them toYork Factory'This parc of the trip takes aboLrt two hours,
and they arrive atyork
Factory about 2:00 a'm., a day and a half afterthey started.Along
the way and once atyork

Fadory,they hunt and sometimes collecl material for Park
Canada (see Figure 4.4),
Going home, they ride the tide oLrt of York Factory at 3:OO
a.m,, and reach Gillam
lsland

two hours latenThe surge of water from Long Spruce is fill frong enough
when they

arrive

to

let them continue southward,The trip from Gillam lsland

hours, and they arrive at 2:00 p,m, Alternatively, as

of l992the

to Limefone takes nine

Band has permission

to

use

the road from the Conawapa site.This means they can go by barge to
Split Lake and then by
road to Conawapa (Feb. I 994, pers, comm.).
Fred Beardy says that today the lesser snow geese (wowoo)
still arrive in great num-

bers in one main large flock atYork FactoryThey are nice and fat
and have been a main food

for

Fred since he was a boy'There are also plenty

of canada geese (nisku), Snow buntings

(woÞonukoses) are still hunted today and though there
are some aroundyork Landing,there

are lots on the bayline, ln the winter ptarmigans (wo'þiuoo or ku'skunuches)
can be caught
using nets, and Fred can still catch grouse (mlstikopeyoo) and"prairie
chickens,,(oksko) by

hand using a noose attached to a stickThese birds were always plentiful
along the Hudson
Bay coast when he travelled there,

Duck

(seseþ) are a good food an¡ime, but especially in

spring (Aug. I 994, pers.comm,),
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LEGEI"lD
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Figure 4.4: Fred Beardy rides the dam tide to York Factory.

There are many lake whitefìsh (uti'kumok) in Splrt Lake
though they are not

or

nicely textured in

as

taty

the summe[ when they are also fewer in number because they

are

moving to the lakes and rivers.They are good in the spring
and fall. Suckers þumo,pin) are
also caught in Splrt Lake'Their heads are considered
a delicacy but the rest of the fish is used

for dog food' Fred Beardy caught some sturgeon (numob) in I
992 below Limestone. They
were good' He remembers when they used to dry them for later
use.There are lots of pike
('krnoioo) in Split Lake and Fred likes
has been
aboLrt

to

eat them burt they have a high mercury content, He

told that the mercury levels are safe for human consumption
but he

it (Aug.

is still uneasy

1994, pers. comm.).

Though the population of beaver (u'misk) has declined,
because they moved or

were drowned,there are still some to be trapped,The price for
a beaver pelt is not good
however: Some fairly large beaverl 70 rnches long, were
caught in the summer

of l994.The

otter (n/<k) population has declined, and the price of an otter shn (nikrk-wuyon)
has also
dropped, but they are still being trapped, Marten (wo'þiston)
are trapped and their fur gets a

good price, Mink (so'kwosew) are still trapped, though the price
for a mink fur is less than for
marten, and their population is low. Wolverines (tcwekwuhokoo)
are trapped bul not eaten,

Lynx þi'sew) were plentiful when he fìrst moved to York Landing
but their numbers have
really declined since then. They are still hunted and eaten.
Red Foxes (osowukosew) are
trapped, even though they don't bring a good price.They are
not eaten.There is the odd

Arctic Fox around theYork Landing area bul they are more plentiful
at the coast, Some can
be found around Gillam and norlh of Split Lake.There are
very few skunk (sikokk) in the
area' Fred only recalls hearing of one skunk that was found
around york Factory three years
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ago, He saw some black bears (mu'st<uo) last year; and
shot two. Aboriginal people are not

allowed

to kill polar bears (osowusk) in Manitoba and so he has not killed any, Rabbits

(wo'poos) are snared by hunters in York Landing and eaten.
The population has been in
decline for the last four or fìve years. Fishers (ochok) are still in
the area and are trapped,

wolves (muhe'kun) are trapped using snares (Fred BeardyAug . lgg4,pers,
comm,),
The preference for wild food is still very prevalent, and especially
so among middle
and older generations (Fred Beardy Aug, 1994, pers. comm.; joseph
Saunders yay, 1994,
pers, comm.; lsaiah Saunders Aug. I 994, pers. comm.;
Joan Godé Nov. I 993, pers, comm;

Donald Saunders Aug. I 9g4, pers. comm,; Obediah Wastesicoot, Nov,
1993, pers, comm.),

It is customary for

lsaiah Saunders, now retired

from hunting and gathering, to have wild

meat or fowl in his refrigeratoç provided by some of the younger
hunters in the community

(Aug' 1994, pers. comm')' Harvesting wild meat continues

to

be problematic, howeveç

especiallywhen undertaken in the traditional lands nearYork FactoryWhile
moose or caribou are killed regularlyby hunters on their annual fall hunt atYork
Factory rt is necessaryto

charter a plane at a co$ of about $700 to have the meat brought
back to the communrty,
Sometimes the Band Council covers these costs since the meat
is shared when rt arrives
floan Godé Nov. 1993, pers, comm.).
Travel by

rivertoYork Factory

is extremely diffìcult, as a result of

developments along the Nelson, and hunters usually fly to York
Fadory

the hydro-electric

to hunt geese and

big game. All their equipment, including ski-doos for winter hunting
must also be flown up,

and left there unprotected when they return home. fu a result
of vandalism to their skidoos, these have

to be replaced frequentlyThe
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costs associated with hunting on the coast

are Prohibltive, but costs of hunting around York Landing are also high. ln November;
I 993,
gas cost $l.O8ilitre

or $25.00 for 5 gallons,whereas ln Split Lake the price was $,61/litre.

ln

Oxlord House it sold for $.59/litre yet it had to be transported much further (George
Ponask Nov. 1993, pers, comm.),

A few members of the band still move to

oLrtpost camps for e{ended periods,

George Ponask and his wife lrene have a trapline which is about 30 miles square,
and they
have built an ourtpost camp at La Preuse and a log cabin on theirtrapline,Access
is by winter

road, small plane

George

or ski-doo, and they prefer to

work forthe

live there year-round, During

the summers

provincial park doing maintenance, carpentry and fìre fìghting,Win-

ters are spent on the trap line whenever possible, George Ponask is typically ouit trapping
from 5

a.m,

to

B

P't., and the day ends about I I p.m.The amount of wild meat that they

will be able to catch is hard to predict, though beaver catches can be etimated more
accurately'They trap about one-third of theirtrapline every yean rotating rt so
that no area

trapped

ourt, and use all

is

parts of the animals they harvef (Nov, 1993, pers, comm,),

While George Ponask work the trapline, lrene is at home skinning, fleshing

and

stretching hides. Good hides are taken to the furtrade table,Those that are not
marketable
lrene tans and uses herself, lf the meat

is

to be used for food lrene cleans it and cans or oth-

erwise Preserves it' She sets snares, chops wood for kìndling, gets water or ice for
cooking,
washing and so on, Fish nets need

to be checked and the fìsh canned, smoked or frozen.

They eat jackfish (northern pike), pickerel (walleye) and whitefìsh, Mercury
levels were

a

serious problem for lrene in 1986, as a resuh of eating fìsh, Since then
she has cut down on

the amount of fish she eats' Fish bones are used for makrng jewelry and beads,
and inedible
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carcasses are left out for scavengers.The lrnle garbage they have they
bury,An addrtional and

important source of food is a greenhouse and a large vegetable garden. lrene
grows turnips,
potatoes, brussel sprouts, lettuce, strawberries, cauliflowe[ snow peas,
bean and turnips.
Food is stored in the root cellar in cardboard boxes lined wrlh plastic
and alternating layers

of peat moss and vegetables.They use fìsh as fertilizer and bury it at
pests are not attracted

foot deep so

to the smell. Candles, coal oil and kerosene lanterns are used for

light, and cooking is done on

wood and propane stoves,They fìnd that it

live in the bush than in York Landing
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least a

(Nov

I

is much cheaper

to

993, pers. comm.),

Summary and Conclusions
ln

the I 600s theYork

Factory Cree adapted to the intrusion on their lands of a large,

foreign, commercial enterprise, Since that time they have endured
epidemics, what has been
called the "lrttle ice age",the loss of animal populations on which they
depended for survival,

and crashing fur markets'They adapted
against

to forced re-settlement by a remote

government

their better judgement, and came to terms with life in a totally different region wrth

no land base'They have coped wrth degradation of the lakes and lands around
their community caused by southern developers, adjufed to a market economy and continue

to

hope

for wage employment for their

or

ferry,

children, They travel by snowmobile, truck, plane

and depend on western medicine to diagnose and treat their ills,They eat white
bread and
domestic beel as well as bush food when they can get it, and watch a lot
of television,
Despite the processes of assrmilation and integration with the larger
society which
have undeniably occurred, this First Nation's survival continues

to

depend, as it always has,

on the practice of subsislence. No one understands this relationship
more clearly than the
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elders and other leaders who are in the process of developing a fìnancial
basis for future
community development projects.York Factory leaders are in the process
of regaining con-

trol over some of their traditional

lands in order that their children will be able

time on the land as their forefathers did, should they choose to do
Northern Flood Agreement on December

l,

to

spend

so. Settlement

of the

1995 was a large step in this direction,The

settlement totalled $24 million over twenty years and l9,0OO acres of land
selected by the
elders and other members of the communrty. lt is intended to compensate
the community

for impacts it suffered

regarding "lost

areas being granted are in

or delayed economic and social development,,. The

the area of the old York Fadory regitered trapline along the

Hudson Bay coast (Rrtchie 1995),Additional land is being sought through
treary land entitle-

ment negotiations,
Once a land base has been re-efablished,the development of economic opportunities for present and firture generations can commence in areas such as commercial
fishing,
forestry, and agriculture,The acquisition of this land base in their
traditional hunting grounds
is seen as vital

to re-establishing

a physical and symbolic connection with their past, and is an

important aspect of cultural renewal,
Subsistence hunters inYork Landing require cash and use of the latesttechnology
in
guns and transportation.The inherent nature of subsistence ethos,
howeve[ persists in this
small society Bush harvests continue

to be shared with other band members,

and feafs are

held in the band council oftìces to celebrate holidays as a communrty.
Rather than declining,

there appears to be a growing interest in hunting, trapping and fìshing
activities by the peo-

ple of York Factory FN, particularly in their tradrtional hunting grounds.They
are well on
their way toward re-establishing a resource bæe to accommodate
this growing interest.
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Chapter 5

A

Spatial Analysis of Contemp orcry Subsistence;

The Omushkego Cree of Northern Ontario

5.1

lntroduction and Context
The second case fudy area

is

the Moosonee Administrative District of the Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources.This area coincides closely wrth the Hudson
Bay Lowland

in

that province' ln l98 I the estimated resident native population of West Main Cree

in

Northern Ontario's HudsoniJames Bay Lowland area was 5,397
ffhompson & Hutchison
1989,

p.

ll), By t990 this number had risen to 6,500 (Berkes et ol, 1995c,p.g4), of

eight settlements in the region (Figure 5, l), Moose Factory historically
a fur trade post,
largest

with a 1990 population estimated at

settlement, had

a

population

of

1250.

is

the
the

1750. Moosonee, pre-dominantly a non-native

The other communities are: Fort

Kashechewan;Attawapiskat; New Post; Peawanuck (built

Albany;

in l986 afterWinisk was destroyed

by flood);and Fort Severn (Berkes et ol. 1995c,p,84).Apart from serviced
airports at six of

the communities, regular rail freight and passenger service is provided from Cochrane
to
Moosonee,with only localized roadways usable year-round, and a winter road
reaching from
Moosonee to Fort Albany, Kashechewan and Attawapiskat, As in previous
eras, the river sys-

tems continue

to

provide major rolrtes of access

fl-hompson & Hurchison 1989,

p

I l).
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to

hunting areas for native harvesters

(¡J
Lrl

Figure 5.1: Hudson{ames Bay Lowland communities.

This chapter presents evidence of the enduring nature and extent of subsislence
land use among the Omushkego Cree of Northern Ontario into the present
time. Relatively

little research had been conducted in this geographical area prior

to

I

98 I , but since that

time the Mushkegowuk Region has been the subject of two land/harvest studies:
the fìrst
was conducted

in l98l byThompson and Hutchison (1989) and the second was conducted

ten years later by Berkes et

o/.

(1994 and 1995c), Using the results of these two studies it

was possible to complete a comparative analysis of the land use patterns and
spatial extent

of harvesting conducted in the area over a ten year period, Such an analysis has not been
attempted elsewhere in the bioregion, apart from Riewe's (1992) use of Freeman's
1976
maps as basemaps for his own

work

The outcome of such a comparative analysis of land use practices over time

is

important, for it can serve to validate not only the two studies being analyzed,
but also the
methods used. Confìrmation of the validity of the results of these studies
will lend credence

to the many other harvest and land

use srudies conducted using similar methods elsewhere

in the bioregion described in Chapter 3.This chapter is based on a detailed
comparative
analysis of the spatial extent and intensity of waterlowl harvests

A

reported in the two studies.

comparative synthesis of efimates of the harvests of waterfowl, big game
and fìsh for

I98l182, 9BAæ and I 990 is also provided in order to document the quantity
of bush harvests in these particular communities, and

to supplement the written

analysis of

the relative

importance of the subsistence economy to the overall economy and
to the food requirements of band members,
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5.2 Methods
This chapter is based on a comparative analysis of the land use patterns
of the
Omushkego Cree of Ontario over a ten year time span, i.e., from l98 I

and Hutchison (1989) conducled a land use study
I

to

l999.Thompson

in l98l, and Berkes et ol. (1994

and

995c) conducted a scudy in the same area in I 990. Land use patterns
for a variety of spe-

cies

were provided in the studies, bul water[owl was the harvesting activity practiced

extensively, and so rt

wæ selected for

analysis, Results
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of the two studies were not directly

comparable and some fandardization had to be undertaken regarding
the species reported,

the size and shape of areas used to define a harvesting area, and hunting intensity
levels.

5.2.1

Standardizing the Harvesr Study Dara

The 1989 study land use maps did not distinguish between waterfowl
whereas

the

species,

1992 study provided seasonal goose hunting intensity maps. For
purposes

of

this analysis water[owl and geese were assumed to be comparable, since geese
are by far
the major species of waterfowl harvested,To that end, the maps of waterfowl
hunting areæ
provided inThompson & Hutchison (1989) were compared to
the goose maps provided
Berkes et

ol'

1995c, and

both are referred to

result of this discrepancy was

to

"water[owl" for purposes of simplicity,The

as

underslate the waterfowl harvef ing areas used

in

I

gg0.

Actual harvest data was based on comparable species, howeve¡
because the tables
Thompson

&

in

in

Hr¡tchison (1989) provided specifìc data for geese, Regarding
the different

shapes of areas used

to defìne harvesting

thetwo studies,the

areas in

the l9B9 study fl-hompson & Hutchison) were converted to the
patlern used in the 1995 study (Berkes et

o/.),

polygons produced in

lO km

x

lO km, UTM grid

The different levels of hunting intensities
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rePorted in the two studies were standardized and

classifìed.

Thompson and Hutchison

(1989) used four cateSories based on the percentage of hunters
using a certain area:
5% of hunters; 6

to

70% hunters:

2l to 50% of hunters and 5 I to

et ol' (l 995c) produced maps based on the number of hunters by

to proceed with the comparative

son' ln order

analysis,

100%
O km.

I

<l to

of hunters, Berkes

grid square by sea-

the percentages used in the l989

study were made comparable to the classification sytem used in Berkes
et ot. (1995c),This
was accomplished by grouping the

two series into three categories: low; moderate and

high.

Next the data from the two studies were liandardized into these three
categories based on

the criteria of a) a qualitative analysis of best fìt and b) minimal aheration to
the study data.
The resuhs are presented inTable 5.1,
ln total, three data sources were needed

to

conduct this research:the two studies

already described, and basemaps for the actual analysis, Following discussions
with represen-

Figure 5. I : Standardization and crassifìcation of hunting intensities.
Season

Fall

Classifìcation

Berkes et o/.
(1994, I 995c)

Thompson &
Hutchison ( I 989)

no. of hunters

% of hunters

r-5

t-5

6 -25

6-20

high

26-60

2t - t00

low

t-5

moderate

r-3
4- t5

high

t6-74

low
moderate

Spring
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6-20

)t

r00

tatives of the Provincial Remote Sensing Offìce (PRSO) in the Ontario Ministry
of Natural
Resources,

that offìce provided digitized LGSOWG (a digtal format used mainly by interna-

tional organizations to distribute satellite image data) land cover maps of the
Hudson
Lowlands

5.2,2

to be used as basemaps for the comparative

Bay

analysis.

Preparing the Basemap

The PRSO ra-sler data included eight fìles, or mapsheets covering the
Ontario section of the coafi. Each of the fìles
line, and is

is 6000 lines (rows)

of data, andT2OO pixels (columns) per

42 MB in size. Each pixel (cell) size is 30 m,The LGSOWG files were provided
on

a low-density

I

mm Exob,¡.e cassette,The files which were required to provide a basemap

forthe study areas were identifìed by determiningthe

to be analyzed.The PRSO

longrtudes and latitudes of the areas

data were identified by Northing and Eafing, and in order to

determine their longitudes and latitudes the computer program Geoconverter
wæ used to
convert the Northings and Eastings into longitudes and latitudes.The appropriate
fìles, nos,

6,7 and B,were then downloaded To anAmbro IBM compatible 486 DLC 66 into /mogeMote, a visualization program capable of manipulating the LondsotThemottc
Mappersensor

data' Here they were saved as B-bû uncompressed I/FF files (Tog lmoge
File Formot, a
machine-independent image format useful for encoding raster image data),
with each pixel
of the image stored on a continuum of

The

O

lfdfls function of ldrisi wæ

them to /DR/si files' ln order

to 255 grey levels,
used

to import

to reduce the size of the

these fìles into /dnsi and convert
images

to a size which could

be

viewed on screen, their resolulion was changed from 30 m, to 90 m,
using the Controct func-

tion which generalizes an lmage by reducing the number of rows and
columns while increas-
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ing

the cell resolution, ln order to achieve the 90 m, resolurtion, the contraction factor was

setto 3,and everythird pixel was retained,This operation

also reducedthe size of the files

and made them more manageable to work with,

Once the three fìles had been treated in this mannen it was necessary to paste them

together and cLrt away the unnecessary portions
area' Because the fìles were so large,their size had

to

produce the basemap for the study

to be minimized.The

Concotfunction was

to

paste them togetheç using the column and row references, i.e,, the Northings
and

Eastings

were used to ensure the desired basemap was produced, File nos, 6 and 7 were

used

combined for the Fort Albany/Kashechewan basemap. File B was used for the Moose Fac-

tory/Moosonee basemap.Areas not relevant to the study were deleted,
The Rec/oss function was used to reclassify the data which was still stored on a con-

tinuum of 0 to 255 levels of grey into fourteen classes by applying user-defìned limits.

ln

other words, all pixels stored as 0- | 4.999 were reclassed to O;all pixels store d as 30-44.999

were reclassed

l4 classes

to I and so on.When this operation was completed,there

were a total of

representing the landcover classes.

The next steP was to create an Attribute Volues File, a simple data table which classifìed each grid cell or pixel according

to its landcover

class using a numeric code, For exam-

ple water was classifìed as l, coastal mudflats as 2, and so on.The Assrgn funclion
was used

to

create this fìle.The number of classes in the original dataset

reduced

to

seven

for several reasons: the requirements of this

wæ l6.This number

analysis did

the level of detail contained in sixteen classes;the reduced number of

was

not necessitate

classes reduced the

complexity of the image;and because the image would be produced in shades of grey,the
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information would be easier

to

convey if the number of shades of grey used were mini-

mized'This image was then converted to a multi-color using the Color function, and the legend captions created,
It was necessary next to create a vector fìle of the UTM grid squares which represented the unit used

to

defìne hunting areas.This vector fìle was created by digitizing the

grid on-screen again, using the Northings and Eastings as guides.This vector fìle wæ subsequently converted into a rafer fìle because the study data had been collected as raster data,
and the entire grid square would need

to be classifìed

according

to hunting intensity

levels.

ln order to make this conversion, it was necessary to create a basemap in raster format
which would be used as the bounds of the new raser gridsquare map to be created,This
was achieved by using the lnitjol funaion which creates new images with a constant value,
i'e.,

it was used in this case to produce an essentially blank piece of paper with bounding

lines, using

the landcover map as [s source of information, Using the

Polyros

function next,

the grid vector polygons, or UTM grid squares, were converted to a raster representation,

At this point, two

layers had been created:

the landcover

classifìcation map and

the grid

square map of the same area.

5.2,3

lntegrating the Data Sources

Once the basemap had been prepared the study waterfowl data were transferred to

a Paper representation of the study area marked with grid squares.This facilitated the onscreen process of digitizing study data, and each UTM grid square with water[owl harvesting
activity was classifìed as to intensity by study.The resul'c was three more vector layers,
one
representing

the

I

98

I

study data and the other two represent¡ng

t4t

the I 990 spring and fall

study data.These layers were converted

to raster representations

using

the same functions

described above: Initiol and pot,¡os.The Overloy function using the Cover operation was
used

to create new images by combining the study data raster fìles with the grid raster file,The
result was that the UTM squares wich hunting activity had been assigned different
numbers
and appeared as different colors,

ln order to produce a map showing which areas were used by both study areas, it
was necessary

to

combine the spring and fall goose hunting maps representing

the l99O

study by using the Cover operation. Next, all grid squares with hunting activrty were
assigned

a value

of I

using the Assþn function. Similarly,

íntensities by grid square for

the map representing the various hunting

the IgBl study data was assigned a value of 2,The Crosstob

function was used to cross-classif all combinations of the two single value maps, For pun
Poses

of simplicrty the number of values had been reduced to 2, and the resulting

image

showsthe locations of all combinations of the categories in the original map,that is in which
grid squares hunting activity had occurred only in l9B l, only in 1990, and in both years,
These maps were saved as aflfìles using the Tiftdris function, and downloaded
elec-

tronically over the ethernet

to a Macintosh 2CX with a Pinnacle

where they were saved on a CD ROM.This CD was moved to

a

RCD CD ROM writer
640 Quodro Macintosh,

where the fìles were oPened in an image processing software called Adobe photoshop, Here

the images were rotated, thematic colors applied and the maps saved as EpS (Encopsuloted
Post5crþt, a language supported by most
ímages were copied

to Adobe

llìustrotor,

illufration and page layorrt programs) files.These

an art production and illustration tool, where they

formed the fìrst layer of a series of layers, Subsequent layers were created
for text, legends
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and bounding boxes, and small graphic details were applied.These images
were saved in the

oi (Adobe lllustroto) format, a

PostScript

fìle (the industry fandard language for high quality

printing), and the images printed using
feedornoþress, a postscript language interpreteç on a

Canon

BJ

820 color printer:

Two areas were fìnally selecled for spatial analysis:the southerly Moosonee/Moose
Factory area and the more northerly KashechewaniForc Albany
area. Digrtized basemaps

(PRSO 1993) were used for the analysis and the feps taken to integrate
and process the
various data in orderto produce fìnal maps are detailed in Figure 5,2
andTable 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Process used

to

integrate, analyze and print study data.
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Table

StudyVariable

Bertes

e¿

5,2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).

ol. 1994a,1995c

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

Hudson Bay-James Bay Coast
Habitat-Based Wildlife

Assessment Pnoject (PRSO)

Time Period

one year between l9B9

Purpose

to document traditional

- l99l
activities and

determine the actual harvest of
wildlife and fìsh resources in the
Mushkegowuk region

"How much" was harveted: 198 I - l9B3
"Where"was it harvefed: lgBl - l9B2

to provide information concerning natur¿l resources
used by Native and non-Native residents in the Ontario
Hudson Bay Lowland to help produce a background
information document and to establish a data base for
the Lands, Fish and Wildlife programs in Moosonee

various, produced in early 1990s

landcover classifìcation maps
produced as part ofa habrtat
based wildlife assessment study
of the Hudson Bay - James Bay
coast

Distria
Area Covered
-N
(.n

Mushkegowuk Region
. 250,000 sq.km.
. extends from theWest coast of
James Bay

to the Eastern bound-

ary of Manitoba and ranges 200300 km. inland from the Hudson
Bay coast

Moosonee District
. approximately 221,164 sq. km

.

most lies within the Hudson Bay
Lowlands of Ontario

cover¿ge of a 100 km wide strip
along Ontario's maritime
coastline, total area covered
excluding waters is approxi-

mately 130 000 sq.km.

Table

StudyVariable

5.2: Comparison of three data sources (continued),

Berkes et ol. 1994a 1995c

Hudson Bay-james Bay Coast
Thompson & Hutchison 1989

Hab itat- Based Wil

d

life

Assessment Project (PRSO)

Methods

.
.
.

.
-È

c¡.

.
.
.

quantitative and qualitative data

the study population involved in land use activrties

on hunting practices collected.

was sampled using two questionnaires
7 communities surveyed
Moosonee Distria selected interviewers with the
cooperation of community Chief and Band Council.
Attempted to interview 100% of the male hunters
lB years of age or older in Moose River Crossing;
Fort Albany; Kashechewan; Attawapiskat, and Winisk ln Moosonee and Moose Factory a4Oo/o random
sample was established for Native and non-Native
user groups based on band and voter lists. Less than
100% coverage was achieved and Statifics Canada
data were used to estimate potential numbers of
harvesters and households.
fìve maps used to record the food and fuelwood
gathenng areas: watedowl, moose, caribou hunting,
trapping fìshing and fuelwood collecting areas with
each linked to questionnaire using local place nalrres.
I434 "How Much" Questionnaires were completed
690 "Where" Questionnaires were completed

seven communities surveyed
sampling of community mem-

bers in reserves conducted by
selecting from band lists of resident males lB years of age or
older and any female heads of
households
Moosonee is not a reserve and
was sampled by generating a list
of native households potential
hunters were str¿tified into four
groups: intensive, active, occasional and non-hunter
aboriginal residents only were
surveyed

Cummins 199 I study of
Attawapiskat was used
a total of 925 hunters were
interviewed îor 56% coverage

Moose Factory

population: 1750

population: 1200

estimated no. of hunters: 444
no. of hunters interviewed: 235

efimated no. of hunters; 33 I
no. of hunters interviewed:

"How Much" Quetionnaire

l98l187:9ll
l982lB3:222

"Where" Questionnaire

l9Bl/82

144

based on LandsatTM data,
a fìeld survey between

- l5/1990;a previous field survey ( I 978l9B0); ancillary aerial photographs ( I 953- | 9 67); and
Aug.9

image analysis

Table

StudyVariable

Moosonee

5,2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).

Berkes et ol. 1994a, 1995c

.
.
.

Thompson & Hutchison l9B9

population: 1250

population: 1564

estimated no. of hunters: 297
no. of hunters interviewed: I 37

estimated no. of hunters: 474
no. of hunters interviewed:
"How Much" Questionnaire

l98l/87:87
l98AB3:87
"Where" Questionnaire

l98l/82:
New

PosU

Moose River
Crossing

.
.
.

population; 72
estimated no. of hunters: 20
no. of hunters interviewed: l3

-N
--J

lll

population: 35
estimated no, of hunters: 30
no. of hunters interviewed:
"How Much" Quedonnaire

l98l/82:20
l9BUB3:20

"Where" Questionnaire

l99ll87:
Fort Albany

.
.
.

population: 625
estimated no. of hunters: I 73
r'ìo. of hunters interviewed; 90

17

population:477
estimated no. of hunters: 175
no, of hunters interviewed:
"How M uch" Questionnaire

l98l/82:

100

1982183:99

"Where" Questionnaire

l99l/82:125

Hudson Bay-.James Bay Coast
Habitat-Based Wildlife
Assessment Pnoject (PRSO)

Table

StudyVariable

5.2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).

Berkes et ol. 1994a, 1995c

Thompson & Hutchison l9B9

Hudson BayJames Bay Coast
Habitat-Based Wildlife

Assessment Prolect (PRSO)
Kashechewan

.
.
.

population: 1000

population;750

estimated no. of hunters: 273
no, of hunters interviewed: I 68

estimated no. of hunters: 2l I
no. of hunters interviewed:
"How Much" Questionnaire

l98l/82:

190

l98UB3:206
"Where" Questionnaire
l98l/82:91
Peawanuclc/

Winisk

.
.
.

population:227
estimated no. of hunters: 70
no. of hunters interviewed: 44

-N

æ

population: l7l
estimated no. of hunters: 63
no. of hunters interviewed:
"How Much" Quelionnaire

l98l/82:21
198A83:25

"Where" Questionnaire

l98ll82:28
Fort Sevem

.
.
.

population:332
estimated no. of hunters: 92
no. of hunters interviewed: 29

population:2003
estimated no. of hunters: 70
no. of hunters interviewed:
"How Much" Questionnaire
I

98 I /82:0

l9B2l83:0

"Where" Questionnaire

l98l/82:0

Table 5.2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).
StudyVariable

Hudson Bay-Jarnes Bay

Berkes et ol.1994a 1995c

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

Coat

Habrtat-Based Wildlife

Assessment Project (PRSO)
Attawapiskat

.
.
.

population:

elimated

l2l4

no.

of hunters: 275

no. of hunters interviewed: 209

population: 1000

efimated no. of hunters: 332
no. of hunters interviewed:

"How Much" Questionnaire

l98l/82:162
l9Ðl83:304
"Where" Questionnaire

l9Bl/82

-N

\o

174

population:6470

population:5397

estimated no. of hunters: I 644
no, of hunters interviewed: 925
percent of hunters interviewed:

efimated no. of hunters: I 693

56%

no. of hunters interviewed:

"How Much" Questionnaire
l98ll82 671 or40%
1982183:763 or 45%

"Where" Questionnaire

l98l/82:690 or4l%
Questionnaire

.
.
.

waterfowl: spring; summer/fall
fìsh: winter; spring; summer/fall
furbearers:trappingseason

.
.
.

big game: winter; summer/fall
Small game: winter; summer/fall

(Oct-Mar)

questions asked re: size of har,
vest; location of harvest; hunting
success rates; number ofdays of
harvesting; management technrques

"How Much": quantitative harvest of
birds, small game, moose, caribou, black bea¡
marine mammal, fish and trees

'Where": Major areas of food and fuelwood activities

Þble 5,2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).
StudyVariable

Data Analysis

Berkes et ol. 1994a, 1995c

.

summary values produced re
counts of each species/season/

community used to produce

.

reþorted nos.
estimates for whole community
are þrojected nos.

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

"How Much": data entered intoApple lll andVsicalc spreadsheets;total harvest by communþ was
estimated based on households and a formula

"Where": data summarized using spreadsheets; land
use activrty data was based on the number of hunt_
ers per community that reported hunting at a spe_
cifìc location or in a specifìc area; each activity was

counted separately; areas, percent oftotal harvel_
ers and sample sizes were mapped separately for
each land use activity

G
O

Hudson Bay-.James Bay Coast
Hab itat- Based Wil d life
Assessment Project (PRSO)

Table

Berkes et

5,2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).

ol.l994¿ 1995c

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

Hudson Bay-James Bay Coast
Habitat-Based Wildlife
Assessment Prolect (PRSO)

.
.
.

Maps:

Scale/Projection/

Grid System

NTS l:250 00
UTM l0 [<rn gnd square
study area falls into UTM Zones

l5 (96-900w); l6 (90-84"W);

.
.

and 17 (84-78144
converted to Lambert Confon
mal and a point dataset
digrtal basemap of study area
used (coastline, a selection of
streams and polrtical bound-

aries);world map series from
Hungarian National Ofrìce of

Ltt

.

Lands and Mapping
standard parallels at 32 and

.

64 degrees north
.vtx format converted to.dxf for

.
.

export to Corel Draw
produced difribr¡tion maps by
community by species by season
and by huntertype
intensitymaplcommunrty/species/season/hu nter type

Attawapiskat data
. recorded as polygons on myla¡
at a scale ofl: I 000 000

.

converted to grid square form

hand-drawn maps
I inch is slightly less than 20 miles
study area falls into UTM Zones l6 and

NTS l:250 000 mapsheets
resampled to a 30 m. UTM
grid
study area falls into UTM

zones

l6andlT

available in LGSOWG digi-

tal format

Table

StudyVariable

Waterfowl

5.2: Comparison of three data sources (continued),

Berkes et al. 1994a 1995c

areas and intensÇ mapped by

community;

.
.
.
.
.
.
'
OtherWater

spring goose hunting
fall goose hunting
Canada geese

snow geese
blue geese
br¿nt

Thompson & Hutchison l9B9

time spenUnumber of hunters/numbers killed/areas; all
seven communities mapped incl. intensrty
Canada geese
small Canada geese

.
.
.
.
.

see waterfowl above

G
IJ

time spenUnumber of hu nters/numbers killed/areas
(Moose River Crossing; Moose Factory; Attawapiskat;
Winisk - mapped incl. intensrty)

.
.
.
.
.

Other

Fauna./

hunting areas and intensity mapped:
. willow ptarmigan
. sharp-tailed grouse
. ruffed grouse
. snowshoe hare

.

see other water birds below
ducks

ducks

Birds

Small Game

snow geese

sPruce grouse

brant

common loon
pacifìc loon

red-throated loon
swans

number of hunters/numbers killed/areas
. willow ptarmigan
. sharp-tailed grouse

.
.
o
.
.
'

ruflbd grouse
crane

owls

hawls
snowshoe hare

shorebids

Hudson BayJames Bay Coast
Habitat-Based Wild life
Assessment Pro¡ect (PRSO)

Table 5.2: Comparison of three data sources (continued).
StudyVanable

Hudson Bay-James Bay Coast

Berkes et ol.1994a 1995c

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

Habitat-Based Wildlife

Assessment Project (PRSO)
Moose

areas and intensþ mapped;

.
.

Caribou

Fish

;t^J

Small game

Trapping

areas and intensrty mapped:

.
.

winter caribou hunting areas
fall caribou hunting areas

areas and intensity mapped:
winter fìshing

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
o
.

spring/summer fishing areas
summer/fall fìshing areas

all seven communities mapped incl. intensity

.

all seven communities mapped incl. intensity

number of households and number of fìsh
all seven communities mapped incl. intensþ
brook trout

brook trout

whrtefìsh
pike

whitefìsh
pike
walleye

walleye
suckers

suckers

sturgeon
burbot (maria)
hunting areas and intensþ
mapped
numbers recorded

not mapped
beavers; marten; mink; coloured

fo4 arctic fox; wolf; otter; musk-

'

time spenUnumber of hunters/numbers killed/areas

winter moose hunting areas
fall moose hunting areas

rat; weasel; squirrel
market value of fur

number of hunters/time spent trapping
all seven communities mapped incl. intensty

Table

StudyVanable

5.2: Comparison of three data sources (concluded),

Berkes e¿ ol.l994a 1995c

Hudson BayJames Bay Coast

Thompson & Hutchison l9B9

Habitat-Based Wildlife

Assessment Prolect (PRSO)

.

Trees

fuelwood harvested (face cord)

no. of potential harvesters and no. oftrees cut
all 7 communities mapped incl. intensity

Thematic Classes

.
.
.
.
.
.

(tt

.
.
.
.
Edible Weights

.

water
mudflats
marshes (intertidal; supertidal;
freshwater)
shrubs

tundra
fen (treed; open; shrub-rich;

with pools)
peat plateaus and bogs

conifer (sparse and dense)
sand, gravel and bedrock

recent burn

potential by species and by community

Replacement
Values

.
.

6y food species group and by
community
of fuelwood

t. Non-native population did not participate.
2.

Native population did not participate.
on discussions with representatives of the communities, only Attawapiskat
data were modified,
Hutchison 1989, p, I l6).

3. Based

i.e., increase

d by 3o%ffhompson &

5,3 Land Use Studies of the Omushkego Cree
The purpose of the l98 I study was

'to

determine the amount and location of

Native and non-Native resource use within the Hudson Bay Lowland"
flhompson & Hytch-

ison l989)'This three-year study mapped major harvesting activities in the Mushkegowuk
Region between l98

I and 1983. Data were gathered

on waterfowl, bird, grouse, moose

and caribou hunting areas, as well as fìshing, trapping and fuelwood gathering
areas, ln addi-

tion, hunter effort was quantifìed and data on the numbers of different species harvested
were collected and tabulated,
For

the l98l/83 study interviewers were given maps on which to record the

use activities described

land

bythe harvefers interviewed.An example of the maps which were

subsequently produced is shown in Figure 5.3, a summary waterfowl harvesting
map.This
maP representsthe numberof hunters in each communitywho reported huntingwaterfowl

at a particular location.Allthe wateriowl hunting activties reported by a single hunterwere
recorded using this method, Fewer than 40% of the Moosonee and Moose
Factory residents were interviewed, and less than I OO% of the other community harvesters
were inter-

viewed, Forthis reason the results of the spatial extent are known

to be understated.Total

harvests were estimated using sample data, and the reporled number of
hunters for each
species harvested fl-hompson & Hutchison 1999, p. l7_ lB).
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Figure 5.3: water^fowl hunting areas used by Native hunters for the

Moosonee District l98l-82. source: Thompson & Hutchison 19g9.
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The purpose of the second study undetcaken ten years later (Berkes et ot. 1994,
1995c)

was'to

assist

the Omushkego Cree in planning a community and regional economic

development strategy that takes into account the traditional economy...[by developing]
appropriate methodologies

to

investigate the quantitative importance and economic value

of hunting and fìshing for the

Mushkegowuk region, Hudson and James Bay Lowland"

(Berkes et o/. 1992,p, l).The study covered

the l9B9 annual

harvesting cycle

forsix of the

seven communities, Seasonal harveling areas were mapped for waterlowl, moose, caribou,

and fìshing' Small game harvefing maps were also produced, ln addition, data concerning

the number of species harvested and hunter effort were also collected and tabulated.
ln this wildlife harvest mapping study potential hunters were stratifìed according

their level of seasonal participation in harvefing, and to specify the locations of their
vesting activities on

a l:250 000

scale map, by indicating in which

UTM lO km. x l0

to

harkm,

squares he had harvested wildlife.The maps produced included seasonal distribution and
intensity maps, and the summary waterlowl harvesting activity map produced is shown in
Figure 5,4,The overall parlicipation rate in this study was 567o,when Cummins' (1992) data

for Attawapiskat was included, The Íudy commenced in November l9B9 for New potc,
Moose Factory and Moosonee, and in june 1990 for the more northern communrties
(Berkes et ol.1995c, pp. 83-84),
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Figure 5.4; Spnng goose hunting intensity
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in

1990,

5.4

Analysis of Land Use

Thompson and Hutchison (1989) noted a "dramatic increase" in the number of
Canada and snow Seese harvested from the
1974176

to l98liB3,

mid

I

94Os

to the time of their

study, and from

during which time there had been a 65% increase in the number of

these birds harvested (pp. 3a-35),These increases were attributable in part to the sedentarization of aboriginal people into coalal communities, and to the subsequent population
increases. Better guns,

uted

the introduction of outboard motors and home freezers also contrib-

to an increase in waterlowl

harvests (p. 35).They observed further that northerly

communities relied more heavily on waterfowl than did those living closer

to

Moosonee,

where alternative foods were available due to more extensive transportation network.

At leaf

84% of those interviewed in the

fudy hunted waterlowl

during the summer

and fall fl-hompson and Hutchison 1989, p, lB). Berkes et ot. (1994) documented an overall

parlicipation rate in waterlowl harvesting of 80% (p,353), Snow geese were taken in large
numbers during the fall, with Canada geese being the main species harvested in the spring,
Mean waterlowl bag sizes reported in

the

1989 study fl-hompson

& Hutchison)

ranged

from 33 at Moose River Crossing to 221 birds per hunter at Winisk (now peawanuck) (p,
20). Mean annual krlls of geese and duck per harvefer in l99O ranged from 28 in New
Po$, the most southerly community,

to

176 in Fort Sevem, the most northerly community

(Berkes et ol. 1994,p.354). Harvesting activities occurred mostly along
the

coaf and along

the river systems, readily accessible by canoe to the hunters
flhompson & Hutchison
p.36).
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1989,

5,4.1

MoosonedMooseFactory
Figure 5.5 is a vegetation map of

the Moosonee/Moose River

area,

with a l0

km,

grid overlay.The area shown is approxim arely 270 sq, km., of which I I
of the I O km, squares

borderthe Hudsonfames

l0 km' grid.Those
are shown

for

Bay coast. Figure 5,6 is a map of

the same area showing onlythe

squares in which spring and fall waterlowl harvesting activities occurred

1990. Some

portion of a total of 52 of the lO km. squares wæ used during

this time period' Figure 5.7 shows the same information

forthe lg}l/Blannual

rycle, Dur-

ing this year 59 of the grid squares were used for harvef ing geese.

Figure 5'8 provides a cross-tabulation

of harvesting areas for the two periods.The

use of 27 squares was common during both, and of these areas,

l9 were either on the

coastline or along Moose River: Harvesting intensity levels were not collected
for this region

in l98 l, nor were harvef data collected by season,The l99O study did provide a seasonal
breakdown by activity as well as by harvesting intensrties.A total of

4l

grid squares were

used for spring waterfowl hunting,Ten of these were rated as having "high"
intensity,

l2

as

"moderate" intensity, and I 9 as "low" intensity.The high intensity areas were
either along the

coaf or along Moose

River; and near

the settlements. During the fall waterfowl hunt

fìve

grid squares were identifìed as high intensity; six as moderate intensity; and
seven as low
intensity Again, the most intensively used areas were along the coast
and/or near the communities.
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5,4.2

Kashechewan/ForrAlbany
Figure 5.9 depicts an area I 84 sq, km, in size, Waterfowl harvesting occurred in
60

grid squares during 1990, and in ó6 grid squares during
and 5.1 I'Thus,

32to

lg}llïT,as shown in Figures 5,lO

35% of the UTM squares in the area were used for waterlowl hunting,

Data on intensity levels by season were collected in both studies for this area, wth Figures
5.12 through 5' I 5 showing the exlent of seasonal harvest areas by levels of intensity for
each of the two time periods.A cross-tabulation of annualwaterlowl harvesting
activities for

the two years as depicted in Figure 5,16 indicates that

4l

squares were common

were used during 1990 only, and 25 grid squares were used in

lg}lll}only,

to both, l9

Major hunting

areas occurred along the coast and within large river systems, in close proximÇ

to the set-

tlements'The spatial extent of land use is similar in both areas and major wate.fowl hunting
activrlies occur in similar areas,
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Figure 5.9: Vegetation of Kashechewan/Fort Albany area. Source: PRSO 1993.
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5.4.3

Waterfowl HarveScs
Summary data on the extent and intensity of water[owl harvefing activities in the

two

areas selected foranalysis are provided inTables 5.3 through 5,5.Table 5.3 indicatesthat

there appears

to be no signifìcant

difference

from

I

98

I to

l99O in the number of grid

squares in which waterfowl harvesting occurs,Table 5,4 suggefs that the number of grid
squares used

for low intensity waterfowl

increased, that

the number of grid squares used for moderate harvesting activities and high

harvesting activities are being maintained or

intensity spring harvesting may be decreasing, bLit that the number of squares being
used for

high intensity harvests in the spring appearto be increasingThere is simply not enough
of a

time trend to draw conclusions using this data, and the process of standardizing hunting
intensities and areas may have distorted these outcomes, Similarly
assumed

to be understated because

as noted earlier they

opposed to the water-fowl harvests depicted on the

the

1990 results are

refled only goose harvests,

lg}l lB2 maps.A cross tabulation

water[owl harvesting areas used in common during both study periods is provided

of the

in Table

5.5 and shows correspondence of 32% in Moose Factory/Moosonee and 48%
Kæhechewan/Fort Albany

t74

as

in

Table 5'3: Number of grid squares used for wateriowl harvesting activrties,

t990

t9Bt t82

TotalArea

% used

Moose Fadoryl
Moosonee

52

59

270

t9 -22

lGshechewan/Fort
Albany

60

66

t84

33-36

Region

Table 5.4: Number of grid squares used for fall and spring waterlowl harvesting
acrivities by level of intensity: Kashechewan/Forr Albany
Region

1990

t9Bt tB2

TotalArea

Moose Fadoryl
Moosonee

52

59

270

t9

Kashechewan/Fort
Albany

60

66

184

33-36

% used

-2)

Table 5.5: Cross tabulation of waterfowl harvesting areas used overtime,

Time period

Kashechewan/Fort

Albany

Moose Fadoryl
Moosonee

1990 only

t9

25

l99l lB2 only

25

32

4t

27

4B%

32%

r

990

& t99t tB2

% used in common

t75

There ts reason to believe that preferred waterfowl harvefing sites would have similar

vegetation-a marsh for example, but the scale at which the harvest data were gathered

in these sludies precluded correlating harvesting activities

to habitat.

Each of

the I O km. grid

squares contains many vegetative species, and the preferred habitat in a given square cannot

be assumed, When specifìc water[owl harvetcing sites are identifìed, however] it is possible

to draw

conclusions about preferred habrtat, For example, a native

Factory, john Turner; provided

Figure 5' l7'

At this

harvefer from Moose

ten specific seasonal waterlowl harvesting

srtes as shown in

scale preferred harvef ing sites can be predicted based on the vegeta-

tion, with preferred fall water[owl harvesting sites being the saltwater marsh, an area com-

prising less than l% of

the land mass. Coastal

marshes also provide preferred spring

harvesling sites, with some hunting occurring further inland,
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Figure 5.17: Specific goose harvesting spots in the Moosonee/Moose River area. Courtesy J. T umer.

Table 5.6 provides a comparison of the escimated water[owl harvests for the two
study periods relative to other harvesting activrties. ln

the l989

study,

the total mean num-

ber of days spent harvesting waterlowl by water{owl hunters averaged thirteen days in the

springand l5daysinthefall foratotal of l5,3l6daysin l98llB2andl4,576daysin lgBZ
83 fl-hompson & Hutchison I 989, pp, 20,68-69).ln the I 990 study a total of 24,444 days of

effort were reported spent on harvesting waterfowl (Berkes et ol. l99a p.35fl,

ln l98llB2,

107,000 geese were

taken;in |9B2JB3,9l,oOO; and in 1990,

The number of geese taken per day of effort dropped from 7 in I 98 I
edible weight of waterlowl harvested per day averaged between

earliertime periods, and 9

kg.

lB2

111,000,

to 4,5 in I 990;the

l2 and l4 kg in the two

per day in the l990 study,

The eslimated number of moose harvested more than tripled over the ten years,
risingfrom 271 and 2l I in

lgïllB2and

l9B2lB3 respectivelyto 854 in l99O,The estimated

number of caribou harvested also tripled, increasing from 461 and 559

l98Aæ

respectively

to

1673

in I 990. Fish catches appeared to

in lgBliB2

and

increase signifìcantly as well,

risingfrom an eslimated catch of 40,310 in l9BllB7and79,439 in l9BZB3,to 135,983

in

1990, ln this regard it should be noted, however;that theThompson and Hr¡tchison
(1989)

study did not include fìsh caught in commercial nets, and that this catch was in 1990 entirely
eaten locally (Berkes et ol.1994,p.357).
Total eslimated edible weights of the waterfowl, large game and fìsh for the
three
years are provided inTable 5.6, During

of 322,460 kg' and 316,705

lg}l lB2 and l9B2lB3 a total estimated edible weight

kg, respeccively

were harvested, rising

t7B

to

613,225 kg, in 1990,

Table 5.6: Comparison of estimated harvests

for

I

98 I -82, I 982-83,

"n6

¡

9961,2,3

Thompson & Hutchison 1989

l9Bl/82
Harvest Species

Number

Edible

Harvested

Weight

l9BA83
Effôrt
(d"vÐ

Number

Edible

Effort

Number

Edible

Weight

(dayÐ

Harvested

Weight

(ke)

46,037

98,509

39370

84,252

56,536

120,983

Geese: Small Canada,

6t,06t

97,087

5 t,783

82,335

55,076

87,587

14,893

I I,468

14,625

I I,26t

7l,766

16,760

|,279

I,279

st5

5t5

785

785

Ducla
Brant, Loons and Swans

Waterfowl
Moose and Caribou

Fish

Total for all species

t23,2654 208,343

t5,3 t 6s

106,293 178,363

732

82,419

incomplete

770

40,3 r0

3 t,689

nla

79,439

327,460

L Based onThompson & Hutchison l9B9 & Berkes et ot.l994
2, lncludes native hunters only unless otherwise noted.
3. Converted to edible weights as per Berkes et ot.1994 pp.354_55.
4. As per species listed above.
5. Native and non-native hunters.

Etrort
(d"vÐ

(ks)

Canada Geese

Snow and Blue

\o

1990

Harvested

(ke)

t-l

Berkes etol.1994b

t4,5766

r34,

r63

226,1

15

24,444

76,535

lncomplete

2,426

253,238

6,872

t,807

nla

135,983

133,872

9,878

613,225

41,t94

6

316,705

Waterfowl comprised 64% of the lg8l/82 total; 56% of the |9BZB3 total; and 36% of
the 1990 total, The proportions of edible weight harvested from big game were 26%
I9Bl lB7;24%

in l9BAü and 4 l% in

1990, Fish accounted

for lO7o,20%

and

in

2l% of the

harvesls resPect¡velyThe per caprta value of edible meat in the period l98l-83 was calcu-

lated by Berkes et ol.(1994)
kg,lcapitalyr.

to be 78 kg,lcaprtalyr.or2l4

or 290 g.lcapitalday in 1990

g.lcaprtalday compared

(p. 357).The average imputed value of

to

the

106

subsis-

tence economy for households in this region was carcurated to be $ I ,260.

5.5

Summary and Conclusions
Omushkego Cree harvesters continue

to use their traditional

hunting grounds of

approximately 250,000 sq. km., an area which far exceeds the 9OO sq. km.allocated to them
as reserve land (Berkes et o/. 1995c, p.92), Consistent with this expansive land use is a con-

tinued reliance on the harvesting of wildlife and fìsh to provide a signifìcant and culturally
important portion of their diet,The analysis of the two studies presented in this chapter
confìrmed the validity of the waterfowl harvesting land use maps in

flhompson & Hutchison l9B9) and in the l99O study (Berkes er

o/.

the lgBl/83

has

study

lgg4, 1995c). Despite

the need to standardize data in the two studies and thereby cause a distortion of the resulls,
this analysis indicates that subsistence harvesting of waterlowl continues to be an imporlant
activity in the lives of the Omushkego. lt is therefore reasonable to conclude that the land
use maPS of other species are equally valid, since they were produced using the same meth-

odology
Similar fìndings have been reported by George & Preston

(l9\n,

George ( l9B9),

and George et o/, ( 1995),While transfer payments and wage employnent form the basis of
tB0

the monetary economy (George & Preston I 987; George I 989) George et ol. (1995)
their analysis of aboriginal harvesting in the Moose River Basin (which included Moose

in

Fac-

tory, New Post and Moosonee) observed that tr¿dltional characterislics of land use 51ill pre-

vail (p. 79-82). More than 90% of Cree respondents reported being active or intensive
hunters, that is, participating regularly in one

or more harvesting activities and

spending

more than a week-end at a time in the bush (Berkes et o/. 1994, p,352). Seventy per
cent of
respondents in Moose Factory reported that their wives participated in harvefing
activities
such as bush camp

workAlmost

half eating bush food

B0% of the respondents reported eating bush food weekly,

two orthree times weekly, and most of the respondents reported that

they shared the results of harvests with others (George et ol. 1995,p.79).
George et ol. (l 995) noted also that "high levels of activity in the bush appear to be
compatible with relatively high rates of employment:fully l79,or767o,of the Moose Factory

respondents reported seasonal

or

casual, part-time year-round,

or full-time year-round

employment" (P.B l). Here is further evidence that'modemization'has not led to the disapPearance of tradltional land use activities. New technologies such as snowmobiles and all-

terrain vehicles have been adopted, reducing the amount of time spent hunting, and resulting in the formation of some "un-traditional" hunting groups, such æ individuals
or pairs of
men instead of families, bLrt the commitment to hunting as a way of life remains high.

The results of this analysis indicate that harvesting activities continue to be important

to the

fìnancial, cultural and social well-being of

analysis

the Omushkego Cree, Also based on this

it is reasonable to conclude that land use surveys are valid, if

impertect, tools for

gathering information on the land use activities of band societies. When
synthesized, the

rBt

overtwenty land use fcudies conducced

in

the Hudson Bay bioregion document convincingly

the importance of subsifence to aborigrnal band societies across the bioregion.

tB)

Chapter ó
Subsistence and Evolving Resource Management
Responsibilrties:The lnuit of Nunavt.lt

6.1

lntroduction and Conte{
This chapter presents the last of three case studies of subsislence societies in the

Hudson Bay bioregion. lts focus is the lnuit of Nunavut, a people whose ancestors lived
undisturbed for centuries on the land and ice within the Arctic Circle (Hamilton, 1994,pp.9,
I l)' Beginning with the Second World Waç howeven sor.rthern inftcutions, values and tech-

nologies have precipitated massive cultural changes on these people (Stenbaek l9B7;
Duffyl9BB)'The changes began wrth the establishment of a number of northern air bases

for strategic purposes, Following the war these bases were converled into
airports, and those who lived in the arctic began the process of adapting

commercial

to

southern

cultural and political priorities. "Wartime experience in long-range flying brought the Arctic
lslands suddenly wrthin easy reach of soúchern Canada" (Greenaway

& Dunbar I 98 I , p, B3),

The establishment under international agreement of the fìrst high arctic weather
stations at Resolute, Eureka, Mould Bay, lsachsen andAlert between 1947 and l95O further
advanced this trend since

it led to the conlcruction of a radio communications network to

collect weather data which was transmrtted to the south (Greenaway & Dunbar l98 l,
84)' The development

p.

of centralized communities in these regions was encouraged by

government, and hastened by a famine in the Keewatin and Ungava Districts in the late
1940s and early 1950s. Centralized health, educational and social services were
extended

to

residents of the growing settlements, and central administrative Scructures established,
At

r83

the same time, developers in the south became aware of the potential for extensive industrial development in the arctic, and began to exploit these opportunities.

A new chapter

in the history of this people will be opened at the turn of the next

century when seventeen thousand lnuit are scheduled

to

regain political control over

Nunavut, an area occupying 2,OOO,O0O sq. km. of land and ice in the Eastern
and Central

Arctic.This chapter reviews the subsistence ethos and economics of this society
overtime,
assesses

the impacts precipitated by southern

polrtical, social and market forces during the

twentieth century, and evaluates the relevance of subsistence in shaping the creation
of
Nunavut'The fìnal section is based on the experience gained designing a harvest
study for
Nunavut. This experience

is used to evaluate the compatibility between the modern

resource management expertise/technologies which will be needed by the lnuit

to

run

Nunavut, and subsistence ethos and economics,

6.2

Methods
This chapter is based on an analysis of harvest and land use studies; participation
in

the Hudson Bay Programme; and participation in the design of a harvet study for the
Harvef Study Steering Committee of Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (Berkes et o/.
1995a

and 1995b)' Design of the harvest study commenced in December

concluded wrth delivery of the final report in
June

of

1995. During this time

of I 994 and

the researcher

parlicipated in two meetings wrth the Steering Committee-a two day meeting
on january I

I and

12, 1995, and a second two-day meeting in lqalurt

The Steering Committee had lnuit representatives from Pelly

in

Winnipeg

on March 29 and
Bay,

30.

Kitikmeot Region;

Arccic Bay Baffìn Region; and Chesterfìeld lnlet, Keewatin Region. Other
membership
t84

included representatives from Environment Canada's Canadian Wildlife Services, the
Depar-cment of Fisheries and Oceans'Freshwater lnstitute, and the

GNWT (Govemment of

the NorthwelTerritories) Department of Renewable Resources. Designing the study was
collaborative and interactive process requiring knowledge in the areas

a

of data collection,

processing, verifìcation and interpretation methodologies; mapping technologies; and
use

of

traditional ecological knowledge. Program planning required expertise in communications,
hiring and training personnel, defìning equipment requirements, budgeting (using Microsoft.
Excel, a spreadsheet

with

business graphrcs and database) and project management (using

Aoris MocProjea Pro, a project management package

to

facilitate project planning, control

and communication) for a vaSc and remote regron,

Work leading to preparation of the fìnal report involved extensive

discussions wrth

commrftee members; meetings with staff personnel and the Committee chairman; hiring
three sub-contractors with expertise in fìelds needed to complementthe knowledge of the

three design team members; and consulting with fourteen other individuals on a variety of
matters,

6.3

Background:The Federal Government fusumes Responsibilrly for lnuit

Wrth the exception of lands owned by the Hudson Bay Company Canada acquired

"full benefìcial rights over all land and resources" of Rupert's Land and the Norlhwestern
Territories for 300,000 pounds, on June 23, lBTO,Ten years later the northern extent of
ownership was stipulated

to

include all the Arctic lslands, These lands were adminislered

under the l872 Dominion Londs

Act,

an act designed to facilitate orderly settlement of the

country's western regrons,The Northwef Territories Act was passed in 1905,
t85

b't

did not

delineate the administration of lnuit affairs.The Federal Govemment rcmained unclear
at

that time as to whether the lnuit were, or were not, lndians,ln 1924 the lndian Act was
amended

to

include the lnuit, and

two years later the Department created under the

lndian

Act extended medical services to the Eafern Arctic. Late in the l93Os the lnuit became the
responsibility of the Department of Mines and Resources (Duffy l9BB, pp. lO-l l).
lnstead of preparing

the lnuit for the inevitable changes that southern forces would

bring upon them through the provision of services such as education, for example, the
federal government focused its altention and energies on the resource development poten-

tial of the arctic (Zaslow 1981, p.78;DuftlgBB, pp, l2-13).tu early as 1977 RCMp offìcers
had sent reporls

to Ottawa describing explortation of the lnuit

by

the HBC traders, who,

they said, forced the lnuit to trap where they could get desirable white fox pelts but little
food'These reports of abuse had been disregarded, but during the Second World War the
federalgovernment's inaclion on behalf of the lnuit drewthe attention and criticism of international journalists and US milrcary workers

still without a plan for the lnuit, but began
problems, During

the

(Duft l9BB, pp. l4-17).The

to recognize that

government was

inaclion was causing severe

1940s

game resources, which provided both energy and materials, were declining,
and the substitute lore-bought foods were nutntionally inadequate. DJy
labour at the air bases proved not only less arduous than hunting and trapping but fìnancially more rewarding, The more the lnurt were attracted to
wage earning, the more strains and stresses appeared in the antique structure of tradrlional society.The unstoppable onrush of change in the Arctic
alarmed and alerted the government in oftawa (Drt rgBB, p. 14.

The actions fìnally taken by govemment in 1945 were to transfer responsibility for lnuit
and
lndian health to the Department of National Health and Welfare,

r86

to recognize lnuit as crti-

zens of the country, and

ln

to distribute

family allowance cheques to them.

1950 theTenitorial LandsAct was passed

to

replace

the lB72 Dominion

Lands

Act'The newAct ensured that transfer of title would be controlled bythe Government,
1954 limrted powers

to administer

surface rights

ln

to some of the land were transferred to

theTerritorial Government.These lands were typically the kind used to maintain highways,
roadside parla and tourist campsites. Mineral and water rights

to all land were retained

the Crown, and resource development projects were managed by the

passage

by

of federal

government regulations and legislation such as the Canadian Mining Regulations,
and the

Northern lnland Waters Act (Doering

1983, pp,3-9).

Prior to settlement of land claims in the N\AIII all 3.4 million sq. km, of land were

owned by the Crown.The Government of Canada ultimately recognized the existence of
aboriginaltitle in areas where no treaties had been signed extinquishingti.cle, and announced
a policy to negotiate the settlement of outstanding land claims in exchange for land, money
and other considerations.To that end rt set up an lnter-departmental Committee on
Claims

in l9B0/B I' ln l9B2 the Federal Government announced that

rt

would divide the Northwest

Territories and create Nunavut, pending settlement of land claims (Doering 1983, pp.

1,2

&r2).

6.4

Changing Land Use Patterns in theTwentieth Century

Prior to the arrival of European explorers in l576,the lnurt depended primarily
on
whales, seals walruses, and

to a lesser extent on caribou, for their survival (purich 1992, p.

28)' Seals were plentiful along the coast in the spring, and provided both food
and skins. lnuit

of each area had different seasonal routes, but

a typical

t87

pattern might have involved several

moves per yeanAfter the ice broke up on the rivers, the lnuit sefiled at the head of fìords

and caught char swimming downlream, By July they had moved inland

to hunt caribou.

Summer also brought the return of walrus, seals and migratory birds, all of which were used

forfood,With the arrival of winter: lnuft families gathered in large groups or camps to hunt
ringed seals at their breathing holes in the ice (Duf{y l9BB, pp, l9-20).They lived in skin
tents in the summe[ and in igloos, or sod, whalebone and Scone houses in winten Decision_
makrng was by consensus, with older relatives having authority over their younger kin,

Disputes were resolved variously, and including singing and wrestling competitions and
gossip. lndividuals who threatened

the securrty of the group were ostracized (Jenness I 964,

p. 162; Purich 1992,p.28).

While early explorers had lrttle impact on the lnuit, approximatety 750 whaling

ships

sailed into the arctic between lB20 and I 830 and took away over 8,OOO whales, These
whalers introduced the lnuit to European trade goods, which they traded for furs,They also
employed the lnuic

to

help with the whale hunts, in exchange for tea, tobacco, rifles, traps

and r-rtensils.They introduced alcohol and epidemics as well,with serious repercussions for

the coafal communities they visited (Purich
By

1992, p.3O-3 I ),

the beginning of the twentieth century there were approximately

3,OOO

lnuit

in

the arctic.The whaling industry had declined, and was being replaced by the fur trade wrth
its "powerful economic and acculturative forces". By

l9l0

a very favourable market had

developed for white fox pelts, the only fur which could be trapped in quantity in the arctic

(Zaslow l98 l, p, 69)' At the peak of the fur trade there were over one hundred trading
posts in eighty arctic locations, and the lnurt were able

IBB

to eam

cash incomes. ln

the

1930s

the fur trade

collapsed, and

the value of pelts dropped from g4O to

$ | O, By this time

howeveç permanent changes had been wrought,

The advance of thetrade in white fox pelts duringthe boom years between
l9l0 and 1930 profoundly affected the largely self-suffìcient bands in the
remoter districts that still pursued theirtraditional life-style, Such bands came
together near good sealing grounds every autumn to secure enough meat,
oil and sklns to enable the bands to survive the long, hard winters ar src.essfully as possible,These winter seasons also afforded the main opportunities
for participating in group social, cul.cural and religious activities. Trapping
opposed this pattern by requiring the lnurt to disperse widely overthe countryside during the winters to secure furs to exchange for the white man's
goods.The credits they received to enable them to concentrate on trapping
increased their dependence on the new-comers, while the goods tradedsteel traps, staple foodstuffs, and especially rifles and ammunition to hunt
game far more effectively-+educed their self-sufiìcienry,..the rapid spread of
rifles to the remotest d¡fricts reflected the e>pansion of the fur trade.
lncreased mobility in the wintertrmes raised the total fìsh and meat needs by
requiring larger numbers of sled dogs to be used. As the traders also were
prepared to purchase the surplus caribou hides, the slaughter of caribou
increased markedly and their numbers declined visibly undei the stepped-up
hunts' As early as I 920 the fìrst policemen stationed along the Arctic coast
commented on the speed with which rifles had been distributed among the
lnut...also on the growing scarcity of caribou" (Zasrow I 9g I , pp, 7o-71).

An increase in violent crimes, and rising tensions resuting from the growing number

of white men in the country were also

repor-ced.

As a consequence of the adoption

by

many lnuit of the foreign technologies and food supplies, the collapse of the fur market in

the

1930s left the trappers in dire need of

the trade goods to which they had become

accustomed but which they could no longer afford, and7,7OO lnuit faced serious hardship

(Purich 1992, p.p 34,42).Winters at this time were unusually severe, and coupled with
reduced Same resources, the forced transition to greater self-reliance and less dependence

on the fur trade was made even more difiìcult (Zaslow

l9B

l, p, 72), Jenness ( l96a)

concurred with this description: "by the early l93O's,.,the economy of the Eskimos in all
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parts of the Arctic had gravely deteriorated, pal.cly through the slump in fur prices,
and
partly through a diminution in the supply of game, particularly caribou" (1g64,p.
53),
By

the mid I 940s the price for white fox pelts had recovered to between $ l5 and

$20, but by the end of that decade the price had dropped

to less than 95 due to

slow

demand for the petts, foreign exchange rescrictions and competition with Russian white fox
pelts' Hardships created by the drop in fur values were exacerSated by dramatic increases
in

the cost of

essential goods,

federal government

in

a

15%

tax on rifles and ammunition levied nationally by the

1950, and very high freight rates. Hunting became

more diffìcult as

caribou and fox populations declined further: Hunters were forced into trapping less desirable areas, and consequently had

to rely to a greater extent on traders with quefionable

ethics for food. There was evidence that many traders in the Western Arctic were taking

advantage

of lnuit trappers, encouraging them to

make unnecessary purchases and

extending credic in orderto ensure trappers would be compelled to trade with them rather

than elsewhere'The trappers'ability to provide for their families between harvests was
of

no concern to the trader flenness
Hudson Bay Company policy
essentials needed

to

live and

1964, p. 79;

Dutry l9BB, pp, 135_6).Though it was

to ensure that all rts lnurt traders were

supplied with the

to trap, this policy was not consislently followed, When fur

prices dropped in the late 1940s the HBC elected to tum responsibility for
trappers who

brought in fewer than ten pelts a year; as well as for needy orphans, women and children,
to

the government (Duffy l9BB, pp.

142-3),

By l95o many lnurt had come to depend

on

pensions and family allowances for some of their needs (Jenness 1964, pp.BO,
l06),

ln postwar years the market for sealskins began to expand, By the early l9ó0s
seal-

ro^
I ./V

skjn clothing was becoming increasingly popular in Europe, as the result of new techniques
used

to

Prepare

the pelts. For the first time, marketing ringed

Canadian Eskrmos,

ln

seals became profìtable

1955 a young ringed seal pelt had sold for 94 in eastem Bafiìn lsland,

Eight years later the same pelt sold for $ I 7.5O,Total trade in sealskins in the
10,470 skjns, valued at $48,689

At Clyde River; in northern
an average of g I I

for

in

I

96

I

l62,to

NWT rose from

46,962 pelts valued at $69 I ,707

in

1g63164.

Baffìn lsland, a household's annual income from furs rose from

I in 1957,to $609 in l964.Hunters

used

the income to outfìt themselves

in modern equipment. "ln eastern Bafiìn lsland, for example, most hunters used the gains of

the early 1960s to buy canoes, flat-bofromed boats, outboard motors, snowmobiles, and
low-calibre, high-powered rifles" (Foote 1967, pp.267-268). Operating costs associated

with hunting increæed dramatically æ a result, and by 1966 the average cost of bringing

in

one sealskin was estimated at $6.29 for the Eastern Baffìn hunter in Cumberland Sound, and
$4.46 in Clyde River (Foote 1967,p.268).

The growth in construction and military developments initiated after the Second
World War was over by the mid-si>ties,Though sealskin and fur indufries were becoming
re-established, an extensive publicity campaign concerning the methods used

to kill harp seal

pups elsewhere in Canada by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals effectively

destroyed the ringed seal industry in the arctic, By 1965 the demand for sealskin had plummeted to fìve per cent of earlier levels in Switzerland, and to 50 per cent of former demand
in West Germany. To avoid

(Foote

I9

total collapse of the market the HBC bought pelts for $2.50

67, pp. 267 -B).

The protest against killing seals dissipated, and by the end of the decade the market

t9t

for seal pelts had stabilized. From l97l through lg74 pelts sold for an average of gl4 at
Clyde Riveç for example, but a second protest against the organized klling of newborn harp
seals was launched

in

1977, By August

the price for ringed seal pelts had dropped to $ I 0. By

November the price in the Eastern Keewatin was less than g L similar declines were felt
Baffìn and elsewhere in

the arctic fl^/enzel

disappeared, many lnult lost

1978,

in

p.4).When the ringed seal pelt market

the income needed to support their hunting effofts.This lost

income had serious implications for both the health and the subsitence economy of lnuit
communities,Writing at the time,Wenzel (1978) observed that:
This decline in prices poses a threat, not only to sealing by the lnuit burt to all
types of subsistence hunting by them as well, ln most communities...the food
provided by marine mammals-caribou, fìsh and birds-is vrtal for the nr¡tritional health of the lnurt. (ln any case, outside of the largest northern
communities, such æ Frobisher Bay and lnuvik many sourthern substitúce
meats, which have lower protein and fat content, are not even available.)
Purely subsistence activrties often entail a greater expendrture on equipment
and fuel than does sealing done mainly with the market in view.Thus, while
the ringed seal supplies a food as well as a marketable commodity it is as the
latter that it supports other forms of lnurt subsistence activity.The hunting of
certain animals, such as polar bear and narwhal, whose skrns are marketable,
is restricted by government quota. Members of lnuit communities may as a
resuh of these factors, have no other choice but to abandon hunting, desprte
the consequences for themselves and their families in terms of health and
tradrtional culture frVenzel 1978, p,5).

6.5

The Post-WarWage Economy

ln light of the lnurl's growing dependence on relief a decision in 1954 to proceed

with construction of the DEW Linel was regarded with optimism, raising expectations that
the associated opportunities for employment might begin to eæe their difiìcuh financial situation (Duffy l9BB, p, 155).The DEW Line projecc led to the construction of dozens of air
I

.

A product of the Cold war, the DEW Line project was part of an early warning
system forthe defence of the United States against Russian long range bombeÀ.
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fìelds in remote arctic locations, and the increased accessibilrty resulted in much greater
exPosure of lnuit communities to outsiders including teachers, bureaucrats, doctors, traders
and missionaries'The lure of jobs and housing potentially available in close proximityto the
ProJect encouraged

the lnuitto move offthe land and into the settlements, Duringthe peak

of construction in 1956,7,281 men were employed on the DEW Line, but lnuit hopes for

employmentwerenotmet.Thetotal numberof lnurthiredreachedonly l0l,andmostof
them were from the Westem Arctic.
There were nol enough lnuit in the Eastern Arctic of the calibre the corpora-

tion [Federal Electric] required. The reason was easy to fìnd, Decades of

neglect of the eastern lnurt had left them grossly underqualifìed to accept
employment when the opportunities came along..,.the outlook for suslained
economic development in the Eascern Arctic offered lrltle encouragement to
those whose task was to find ways to stimulate it. Experience wrth the DEW

Line had shown beyond doubt that modern economic development
depended to a crrtical degree on education.The lnuit of the Eastern Arctic
were singularly ill-equipped (Duffy I 9BB, pp. l5B- I 6 t),

ln addicion to the DEW Line projecc, the federal government had also undertaken
extensive housing and other construction projects following the Second World War; particularly in Frobisher Bay (now lqalurt), and created some employment opportunities for aboriginal people,Wages were low bur¡ nonetheless, the lnurt were eager to take these jobs,Those

who got them, however; regretled the loss of freedom, Studying the effects of wage employment on the lnuit of Frobisher Bay in 1958-5g,Yatsushiro (1962) learned that most of the
approximately 100 Eskimos who had wage employment during that period were satisfìed

with their jobs, their treatment at wor( the amount of pay they received and the length of
their work day'A majority said they were living better at the time of the survey than they
had been twenty years earlien due to wage earnings and the purchasing power it gave
them
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for western goods, and due to government assisrance in health, education, and housing.They
also expressed a desire

to spend

less

time working for wages and more time hunting, Only

one-fìfth of the respondents preferred workrng full-time for wages

to

hunting full-time;

another one-fifth preferred hunting full-time;and another one-fìfth preferred to pursue both

The remainder did not respond. Yatsushiro concluded that the desire for wage

equally

employment needed

to

purchase motor boats, guns and ammunition conflicted with the

lnuit worker's need "as he views ¡t" to hunt in order

to provide food for

his family (pp, 20-

2t),
Yatsushiro (1962) noted further that requirements of settlement life had proven

diffìcult' Having

to

leash

seæonal notion of time
children

their dogs or have them shot by the RC.M,P, shifting from

to one of hours on a clock,

to school, obey government

having

to fìll out income tax forms,

laws and regulations, and losing the freedom

a

send

to hunt

at

will, had taken a toll on the lnuit, Some of those who seemingly had adapted most easily to
these changes expressed toYatsushiro that they did not know how much longerthey would
be able

to

stay with wage employment. Socio-cultural problems had developed during this

period of transition, and respondents expressed concern regarding the incidence of theft,
marital diffìculties, fìghting, gambling, and drinking (pp, 22-5).

The advisory commission set up by Arthur Laing, then Minister responsible for the

North,to look into the confitutional future of the NWTtabled its report in l966.ltwas
the Commissioners'recommendation that the NWT should not be divided "at this time,,,
and that the seat of government should be moved from Ottawa toYellowknife.This recom-

mendation was adopted and on September lB, 1967 seventy-four civil servants and their
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families, along with thirty tons of fìles, were delivered to Yellowknife by aircraft,Three years
later the number of civil servants had rncreased
and gas developments in Alaska began
stake, American plans

to

to build a pipeline

to fìfteen hundred, During the

same time, oil

have impacts on Canada.With billions of dollars at
across Alaska to Valdez

were delayed by a court

injunction pending selclement of native land claims.The US Congress acted quickly

to

pass

the Native Claims Act in l97l , giving"forly million acres to the Eskjmos, lndians, and Aleuts,
plus a billion dollars over twenty years, partly from oil royalties" (Hamilton 1994,

p,

The pipeline in Alaska drew attention to the oil and gas reserves in the Beaufort

Sea,

l2B).

the

High Arctic and the Mackenzie Delta,These reserves could potentially be transported
by

pipeline across Alaska, through Canada and to the United States, or alternatively up the
Mackenzie Rivervalley to the Beaufort sea (Hamilton 1994,pp, 100, lz}-129).

The federal government was convinced that a pipeline would be good for Canada,

but thought it polrtically prudent

to conduct an inquiry prior to proceeding with such a

development, Prior to the establishment of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline lnquiry

the government had not consulted
(Hamilton 1994,

p.

resrdents, whrte

or

in 1974,

native, concerning its intentions

174). vr, Justice Thomas Berger was appointed by then DIAND

(Department of lndian and Northern Affairs) Minister
Jean Chrétien to head the lnquiry,
"His mandate was to build a pipeline-not to stop a pipeline" (Chrétien
cited in Hamilton
1994,p' lB0),, but stop rt he did,The order-in-council setting up the Commission had
been
suffìciently vague

to

give Berger considerable latitude in conducting the lnquiry, He

consulted wrth execLrlives, lawyers, experts and consultants, but, of more signifìcance, he
also sought the participation of public interesc groups and aboriginal people in their
own
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communities and in their own language. He used modern communications technology to
advantage with the CBC, spending $500,000

to send a staffof translators to every settle-

ment and ensuring full media coverage.The Commission's Report-titled Nonire rn Frontier
Northern Homelond: Ihe Report of the Mockenzie Vottey Pipeline Inquiry-was submitted in
1977'The Report ruled or,¡t building a pipeline alongthe shore of theArctic Ocean, but did
suPPort the idea of a pipeline route along the Alaska Highway, across the Yukon

to

British

Columbia and Alberta, specifing a ten-year delay and prior settlement of native land claims

(Hamilton 1994,

pp, t B0- I 87, I 94),

The impacl of Berger's work went beyond the technical aspects of building a pipeline:

Berger started most of hrs chapters wrth brilliantly written essays providing
overviews of whatever subject he was considering, He went far beyond
pipeline questions: his vision encompassed the future of Canada as a whole.
Often he was anal¡ical; sometimes he wæ argumentative;once in a while he
was didactic,The report thus became a tour de force dealing not only with
the use of natural and manufactured resources, buc also with the motivation
behind approaches to human and economic rights (Hamilton 1994,p.194).
lncluded in the Repor-c are long commentaries on native claims, which he justifìed on the
bæis that

the lnquiry had been instructed "to consider the

social, economic and environ-

mental impact "[sic] of the construction of a pipeline",This instruction, he argued, necessi-

tated fudy of the issues surrounding native claims. ln retrospect, Hamilton concluded that

the Commission's most important achievement had been makìng the Dene, Metis, and
lnuvialuit in remote communities fìnally aware of the forces of the largersocietywhich were
closing in on them (1994, p. 105

&

t99).

Duringthe same time that Bergerwas producing his report,thirty lnurt communities
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under the umbrella of the lnurtTapirisat of Canada (lTC) sought a setlement of lnuit claims,
Subsequently 2,500 lnuvialuit in the Beaufort Sea/Mackenzie Delta settlements broke away

from the ITC leaving three regions: the Baffìn and Keewatin Regions of the Eastern Arctic

the Kitikmeot Region of the Central Arctic,The fìrst proposal for a NunavutTerritory

and

was issued in 1976.lt requested that the lnuit be given polrtical control over an area two
million sq. km. in size, and hunting and fìshing rights in an area 650,000 sq. km, in size. No
sub-surflace rights were requested,This proposal was withdrawn

one that fipulated sub-surlace mineral rights (Hamilton

I

in 1977

and replaced with

994,p.244).

ln the years that followed, various units were set up under the ITC
specifìc functions: the Nunasi Corporation was set up

to

to

deal with

deal with caprtal invefments in

lnuit businesses; the Tungavik Federation of Nunavurt O-tN) to negotiate a land settlement;
and

the Nunavut Constitutional Forum (NCD to determine how the Territories would be

divided and what shape the government of Nunavut would take (Hamilton 1994, pp,2451.LL\

Also in the same year that Berger submitted his report, then Prime MiniferTrudeau
appointed Charles Drury to a one-man commission mandated to study constitutional devel-

opment for the Norlh. Drury observed that non-elected, non-native bureaucrats

and

administrators were making all the decisions concerning the land, resources and finances in

the North, and he advocated that decision making be shifted to the local level, His report
was released in l9B0 and recommended that

the people; (2)

instrtutions should reflect

(l) the government be made accountableto

the values and concerns of all northerners,

including native and white; (3) any changes made should be accepted by a majority of north_
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erners through a process of constant consultation and negotiation (Hamilton 1994,p,223),

Drury's report was put on hold byJohn Munroe,then Minister of D|AND,who said

the issue of native parcicipation in government would be addressed in constitirtional negotiations'The impact of this report might have been greaterthan it initially appeared Hamilton

(1994) observed, for "some of rts recommendations seemed

to seep into the

constantly

evolving GN\A/T" (p. 237).
Robinson et ol. (1989) reported in a background paper
Special Commrftee on

forthe

Legislative Assembly's

the Northern Economy that government attempts to offer north-

erners services comparable to those in the south had resulted in per capita expenditures of
$ I 5,000

by

l9B9 , and observed that no private sector capacity existed

to support th is level

of support (p. 100).The Background Study went on to argue that claim settlements should
be used to develop an economic base in the private sector which would lessen dependence

on government, "Developing that economic base should then provide them
[the lnuit] wrth

choice-a choice of

lifestyles, traditional, modern

or a combination of the two" (Robinson

et ol' l9B9,p' 100),The authors urged that the fìrst objective in any settlement be fo$ering
lnuit control over their own Iives.
The following year an agreement-in-principle was signed giving the lnuit $580 million

(1992 dollars), title to 350,000 sq. km., and subsurlace mineral rights
land classes were identifìed in the fìnal agreement. Class

A

to

36,257 sq. km,Two

lands, being those "held by the

claimants in fee simple wthout mines and minerals; and class B lands held in fee simple
including mines and minerals" (Hamilton 1994, p. 3; Robinson et o/. I989, p, 63; Riewe 1992,

p,

l)

Provisionswere also made forwildlife and environmental controls (Hamilton 1994,p.
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3).The fìnal Nunavut Agreement (Agreement Between the lnuit of the Nunovut Setdement
Areo ond Her Mojest¡ the Queen in right of conodo) was signed

in

r

993,

The Nunavut Settlement Area was created from the Central and Eastern parts of
the NorthwestTerritories, an area with a population of approximately twenty-one thousand
people, of whom approximately 17,500 were of lnuf origin, Nunavut encompasses all of the

former NWT norlh of the tree line, and covers approximately one-fìfth of Canada.

lt

is

comprised of three regions, Baflìn, Keewatin and Kitikmeot, and there are approximately

thirty communities in the Settlement

Area. The largest is lqaluit (formerly Frobisher B¿y)

with a population of aboLrt 3,500. The second largest communþ is Rankin lnlet, with

a

population of about I ,500 (Purich 199), pp, 9- I 0).

When Nunavut comes into being in
kilometres,

or one-fìfth of

1999, rt

will occupy more than

2,00O,OOO square

Canada's land mass, Before that can happen, however; a new

government structure must be put into place, and a bureaucracy trained (Hamilton 1994,

pp' 3-4). As part of the process of achieving competence in these new responsibilities,
Designated lnuit Organization (DlO) status is being granted

to lnuit

organizations as they

demonstrate capacrty and experlise in specifìc areas. Still heavily dependent on the exper-

tise and leadership of "whites", Nunavut leaders must move quickly

to

have their own

doctors, nurses, lawyers, administrators, teachers, and other professional and technically
skilled employees trained.The vast regions

to be administered, coupled wrth the forbidding

climate would severely challenge the most

astur'ce

human and fìnancial costs needed

to undertake

administrators, and add signifìcantly

to the

even simple operations.

Other leps are also being taken to prepare for the responsibilities of governing and
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managing NunavLrt. One such step has been the design of a harvef study
levels

of lnuit use of wildlife, in order to

to document

establish allowable harvest levels in future years.

Under the NunavLrt Agreement the NWMB (Nunavut Wildlife Management Board) was
established and instrucced

to set up a Steering

Committee mandated

to

implement a

harvest study

The purpose of the fharvest] fudy shall be to furnish data, to establish
current harvesting levels, to assist the NWMB in establishing levels of total
allowable harvest and, in general, to contribLrte to the sounà management
and rational utilization of wildlife resources in the Nunavr-rt Settlemeñt area.
To this end, the study shall: a) document levels and patterns of lnuit use of
wildlife resources for the purpose of determining the basic needs level; and
b) gather; review and anal¡ze existing biological, ecological and harvest data
pertinent to the management of wildlife in the Nunavut Sellement area
(lndian & Northern Affairs lgg3,Paragraph 5,4,5).
The long-term benefìts of such a fudy, if well designed, could be much more fanreaching
than achievement of the study's stated objectives;the expertise and knowledge acquired

in

designing, implementing, running and evaluating the study are very transferable and will be in

great demand forthe foreseeable future, Participation bythe researcher in the design of the

NunavutWildlife Harvest Study served to elucidate in a very practicalway some of the challenges facing this society as

ancefral

6.6

it moves to assume responsibility for governing and managing

its

lands.

Subsistence Societies Assume Leadership Roles: Designing the NunavutWildlife
Harvest Study

The Eastern and Central Arctic have been the subject of numerous land use and
harvest studies since the l970s.Three large regional fudies conducted in

the

lgBOs in the

Nunavut area are depiaed in Figure ó,1, and key features of these studies are summarized
in

/UU

Table 6' L ln the Baffìn Region, harvest studies were carried out between lgBO and 1984,

and again between l9B7 and 1990; in the Keewatin Region, they were carried out from
l9B2

to

l9B5 and from I 987

to

1990;and in the Kitikmeot Region, studies were carried

or-rt

between l9B3 and 1989. ln all instances the studies were conducted cooperatively between
lnuit regional agencies and government departments. All three studies were multiple-year
studies, modeled

afterthe James Bay and Norlhern Quebec (JB&NQA) studyTwo commu-

nrry-based studies

were undertaken in Arviat (McEachern l97B) and Resolute-Kuvinaluk

(Kemp et ol. 1977).

The NWMB, established under provisions for wildlife controls in the

Nunavurt

Agreement (lndian & Northern Affairs 1993, p, 2B) has "sole aurthority to establish, modify

or remove, from time to time and as circumstances require, levels of total allowable harvest
or harvesting in the Nunavut Setlement Area" (lndian & Northern Affairs I 993, p. 4l), One
of the major task of this "infitution of public government" was to appoint a Harvest Study
Steering Committee which would design, implement and oversee a fìve-year wildlife

harvef

study in each of the three regions, in orderto efablish allowable harvest levels, Basic needs
levels

will have fìrst demand on the total allowable harvesting, determined either on the

basis of:

(a) the aggregate of the greatest amount harvested in any one year during
the Study and the average annual amount harvested over the five years of
the Study, which aggregate is then divided by two; or (b) the amount
harvested in any year during the study that is nominated by an HTo
fHunters'andTrappers'Organization] at the conclusion of the Study and the
nominated year shall apply to all species subjecl to a total allowable harvest
at the commencement of the study (lndian & Nofthem Affain 1993,p.41),
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Figure 6.I : Nunavut areas covered by harvest surveys. After Usher et o/, I 985.
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Table 6'

l:

Summary of

Description
Sponsor

NWT Nunavut Region harvesting

Baffìn Region

studies, as compiled by Berkes et o/. 1995b. (continued).

Keewatin Region

Kitikmeot Region

undertaken by the Baffìn Region lnurt
Association, funded by: Federal Departments of lndian and Northern Affairs,
Environment, Fishenes and Oceans; NWT
Department of Renewable Resources;
Dome Petroleum, Consolidex

undertaken by the Keewatin Wildlife
Federation, funded by: Federal Departments of Environment, Fisheries and
Oceans, lndian Affairs and Northern
Development; NWT Department of
Renewable Resources

t980, r98t,t982, t983, t984
t983, t984, t985

1982, t983, t984, t985
1984, t984, t987, t9B7

Data Collection

calendar/diary; monthly, by fìeld workers

calendar/diary; initially bi-weekly later
monthly, by fìeld workers

calendar/diary monthly, by fìeld workers

Communities
Covered

fìfteen communities of the Baffìn Region:

Apex,Arctic

seven communities of the Keewatin
Region: Baker Lake, Chesterfìeld lnlet,

seven communities of Kitikmeot Region:

Coral Harbourî Eskjmo Point, Rankin lnlet,

lnleUUmingmahok (Bay Chimo), Gjoa

Repulse Bay,Whale Cove

Haven,Tâloyoak Pelly Bay Holman

males and females over l6 years of age
who hunt; yotrths under l6 who hunt

year

undertaken by Kitikneot Hunters and
Trappers Organization. Funded by NWT
Department of Renewable Resources

Duration:
Years of Survey
Year Report
Released
hJ

O
(^)

Definition of
Harvester

Broughton lsland, Cape
Dorset, Clyde Rive¡ Frobisher Bay, Gnse
Fiord, Hall Beach,lgloolik, Lake Harbou¡
Nanisivik, Pangnirtung, Pond lnlet,
Resolute Ba¡ Sanikiluaq
Bay,

males and females over I 8 years of age
who hunt at least once a year

I

983, l9B4

t984, I 986

Coppermine, Cambridge

r,3sB

Percent Coverage

72% (te9t);7e% ( I e82); 8t% (te84)

(t98t), t,st4 (te82), t,4s0 (te84)

Bathurst

GHL holder who hunts at least once

regularly
Total No. of
Harvesters

Bay,

1,33r (te82), t,470 (te83), t,44s (te84)

623 (re83),668 (te84)

Not given

74%(te83),88%(te84)

a

Table 6'

l:

Summary of

Description

l.J
o
+

NWT Nunavut Region harvesting

Baffìn Region

studies, as compiled by Berkes et o/. 1995b. (concluded),

Keewatin Region

Kitikmeot Region

No. of species or
Categories

75

56

t7

Harvest Areas

by community only, harvest location data
collected between Jan.-March 1985 only

ringed seal, common eider and canbou by
blocks (one degree longitude by half
degree latrtude) other species by
community

caribou and muskox by GNWT game
management zone; other species by
community only

Cost

$800,000 total, or about $200,000 per

$289,000 forthe fìrst two years;g I 65,000

Year

in

$21 ,000 plus funds for salary housing,
travel costs and data processing from
GNWTW¡ldlife Service budget

complete; available as data reports,
Donaldson ( 1983), Donaldson ( 1984),
Pattimore ( I 985); continued by GNWI,
July l9B7 to June 1990; reports not

complete; available as published technical
reports, Gamble ( l9B4), Gamble ( 1987a),
Gamble (1987b);continued by GN\M,
july l9B7 to June 1990; reports not

available

available

Stage of Completion and Availability of Resuits

1985

ongoing; 1983 available as data report,
Jingfors ( l9Ba); l9B4 in Gunn er o/.
11986);continued by GNWT to June
1989; recent years not available

The Study DesignTeam was selected in late 1994,and work began in December of

that year; the fìve years of data collection will commence in January

of 1996. Both the

NWMB and the Steering Committee have lnurt and government representatives,The latter
has four government representatives, including the Chairman, and three lnuit members
serving as regional representatives, Completion of this study is an important part of the
Process that

will create "a whole new government framework...ln the case of Nunavut, the

six years between proclamation and implementation of the act must be used to train lnuit

to

take overthe bureaucracy on several levels" (Hamilton 1994,p,4).

The design team was expected to lead the Committee through all aspects of the
design of the harvest study data collection, processing, and verification.

fu well, detailed

advice wæ sought concerning the development of a communications plan, determining the

personnel, training and equipment requirements for the study, and also concerning the

collection of traditional ecological knowledge. Development of the project's budget and
timeline were used as rigorous planning exercises which the Committee used

to

priorize

activities, defìne emphases, and allocate resources.The entire process was very participative

and iterative in nature, and was likely indicative of the type of support that will be required

for the foreseeable future. Specifìc aspects of the design process and implications for the
future management of Nunavut are provided in the foilowing sections,

6.6.1

Designing the Harvest Study

The fìrst fage of the study design process involved defìning succinctly the harvest
study requirements and objectives.The second fage required designing a study that would
achieve these objectives within

the time frame, budget and other resources available to
20s

conduct the work The harvef study design was required
asPects of

to

anticipate and document all

the study from implementation to preparation of the fìnal report,This process

included l)alrteraturereviewofrelevantstudiesundertakentodate;2)designofanappropriate data collection, processing, verifìcation and interpretation methodology; 3) design of a
suitable mapping methodology;4) development of a communications plan;7) elaboration

personnel requirements and a training plan; B) identifìcation

of

of equipment and other

resource requirements needed to conduc¡ the fudy;9) development of a study budget, and
finally,

l0)

a study implementation plan.

ln addition

to achievingthe

usual principal objective of harvest

studies- determining

harvest levels-rnodern land use/harvetc studies are expecced to aid in the resolution of
increasingly complex issues. Scientists, for example, are seekjng more precise data than that

which has previously been collected in harvesc studies. Knowing that an estimated number

of char were caught in al0

sq, km, area,

for example, is less useful to a fìsh biologist than

knowing in which river or stream these fìsh were caught,

A

move

to greater precision

in

reporting data has signifìcant implications for the complexity and size of a study howeverl
and also raises the question of appropriate levels of confìdentiality in reporting, On the

other hand, recognizing the risk that traditional ecological knowledge (l'-El9 will othen¡¡ise
soon be lost, aboriginal people seek the integration of qualitative TEK wlth the hard data
demanded by scientists. Both requirements have important implications for study design and
costs'

Other possible fudy objeaives include gathering data to facilitate nutritional evalua-

tions; data for economic evaluations of harvest; data for socioeconomic profìling of employ-

ment and income; data to assess commercial harvesting opportunities; and data to
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assess

potential impacts of development projects. For purposes of this study objectives were prioritized and limrted in number:

A

shared reading of the scudy's objectives specifìed in the

Agreement by no means ensured a common understanding of what the study would be
designed

to

accomplish.The direction

to gather "exifing

biological, ecological and harvest

data pertinent to the management of wildlife in the Nunavut Settlement area" for example,

required extensive discussion and refinement before the committee and design team
members were in agreement.

The methods

to be used to

achieve the

fudy

objectives were delineated next,

Harvest study data is typically collected using either questionnaires or calendar/diaries on

which harvesters record their harvests and subsequently reporl them to the researcher:
Care had

to

be taken

to

ensure that

the data collected would be technically adequate to

achieve the $udy's objeccives, and yet tailored

to the various regions.The species for which

harvest data were to be collecced, for example, had to be specifìed by region. Finally, procedures were designed for pre-testing the data collection method chosen, and for ensuring the

validity of the data as they were collected and processed,

Throughout the process discussion returned again and again

to the

challenge of

ensuring that the study was genuinely supported by the harvesters whose data would form

the

basis of

the results, but who would be the only fudy participants to receive no remu-

neration for their efforts,

6.6,2

Collecting, Manipulating,Anal¡zing and Portraying the Data

Recommendations made concerningthe equipment and softwareto be used forthe
collection, manipulation, analysis and portrayal of harvest data were based on the recogni-
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tion that the reliability, robustness and user friendliness of the compúter syfems used would

be critical to the success of the study, particularly given the isolated nature of the study
communities. Only indufry-fandard, commercially avarlable hardware and software were

recommended for word processing, database development and desktop mapping. Staff
were advised to purchase digrtized base maps at a scale consistent with those used by other
parts of the study and were calrt¡oned to ensure consistency between the digital fìle formats
and mediatypes with the data purchased and the study mapping program in orderthat the
data could be readily moved from one format and media to the othen

Common options for collecting harvel data include: a) identifying in which predefìned "block" an animal, fìsh, or bird was harvested; and b) identifying the specifìc place

or point where an animal, fìsh or bird was harvefed (seeTable 6,2),The block in which an
animal, fish,

or bird was harvefed can be any area considered appropriate for purposes of

the study Ten kilometer square bloctcs have been considered sufiìciently accurate for use

in

some wildlife harvest studies (Berkes et ol. 1995c).The Keewatin study used larger block,
comparable to a 100 km. by 100 km. UTM grid.The lnuvialuit Harvetc Study has been using
I

:250 000 scale maps, wrth the exception of the Mackenzie Delta area where I ;25

maps are being used (Norman snow Inuvialurt study Feb. lgg5, pers, comm.),
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scale

Table 6,2: Comparison of area and point harvest data collection methods.

After D, R. Mosscrop Jan. 1995, pers. comm. (continued).
tôO c

9.9€

h/iso
TU

Description

Method

identifies the
general area

the analyst has a l:250 000 digitized basemap in his/her

where an animal,
fìsh or bird was
harvested; size

ofthe "general
area" is
determined
based on what
appropriate to

l.,J
o
\C'

o

õ

is

the study, for
example a

(a) l0 km, x l0
km. bloc( or a

(b)

100 km. x
100 km, block,

or

(c) some other
size

compute¡ field worken have the paper maps needed to show
the harvefing areas in their communities.; a mylar (clear plastic)
grid delineating squarcs ofthe appropnate "block" size is laid over
the paper maps, and each square is given a unique identifiíng
number
the field wod<ers ask harvesters to point to the specific blocks in
which they harvested an animal/bird/fìsh
the fìeld wor*ers note the name or other identifier of the
harvester, the number of the square identified, and the species
harvested, on his list for each reported kill
completed lists are sent to a central offìce
in the centr¿l oftìce a data entry clerktypes the data from all the
fìeld workers into the computerand creates a master fìle or
database containing all the harvesting data and forwands the fìle to
the analyst on a diskette
the analyst transfers the data, which can be in either raster or
vector format, to his/her computer where he/she links the harvest
data to the digitized map; this linkage can be done manually in a
graphics progr¿m or a desk-top mapping program, or electronically in a GIS program

Advantages

.

the data is relatively
easy

.

to collect

.

the amount of data

.

collected is
minimized and so
costs are less
confìdentiality can
be readily preserved
harvest data can be
saved in "layers" by

.

Disadvantages

species, season, etc.

and a variety of
maps showing
pattems can be
produced

less analysis

can be done
on block data

than on point
data and the
larger the
block the less
analysis

that

can be done

.

on it
the data
cannot later
be converted

to point
data

Table 6,2: Comparison of area and point harvest data collection methods.

After

D. R. Mosscrop Jan, 1995, pers, comm, (continued),

E5
H,ËË
T"õ
U

Description

identifies the

the analyst has a l:250 000 digitized basemap in his/her

specifìc place
where an animal
fìsh or birt was

compute¡ field wokers have the paper maps needed to show
the harvesting areas in their communities
the field wod<ers place a sheet of mylar overthe paper maps, and
georeference the mylar transparencies to the paper maps; they
ask the harvesters to point to the specific spot where they

harvested

hJ

o

'õC
o_

Method

harvested an animal/bird/fìsh and mark it on the mylar wrth a dot,
and an identifying numbe[ the field workers then record the
name, or some other identifie¡ of the harvester, the species
harvested and the number identifiing the dot on their lists of
harvest data
the lists and mylar "maps" prepared by the field workers are sent
to a central oftìce
at the central oftice a data entry clerk types the fieldworkers' data
recorded on the lists into the computer and creates a master flle
or database with the harvest data; this fìle is forwarded to the
analyst on a diskette, along with the mylar transparencies

the analyst receives the harvest databases and transfers the data
to his/her compute¡ then he/she georeferences the information
on the mylar transparencies by calculating the longitude/latrtude
of each dot; this information on georeferences is added to the
database and linked to a digitized map by the identifying number
recorded initially by the field workers;this linking can be done
manually in a graphics progr¿m, or electronically in a desk-top
mapping program or in a GIS progràrn; vector systems are
designed to handle point data

Advantages

linl<s harvest to
specific sites which

provides more
information and
allows for more
complex analysis
including the integra-

tion of remotely
sensed data, vegetation, waterbodies
and other environmental data
harvel data can be
saved in "layers" by
species, season, etc.

and a vanety of
maps showing
pattems can be
produced
point data can be
converted to a block
system at a later
date if desired

Disadvantages

the
increased
level of

specificity of
this method
requires the
collection,
storage and
analysis

of

more daþ
and increases

the resources
needed to
conduct the
study

vector
systems are

more
complex
than raster
systems and
so are more
diffìcult to

leam and use

Table 6,2: Comparison of area and point

After D. R, Mosscrop Jan. 1995,
tnO

C

H,Ê Ë

T"õ U
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€t
€-o
oç

aoo

harvef data collection methods,
pers. comm. (concluded),

Description

Method

collects the level
of harvest data
appropriate to

see above descriptions of data collection methods for block and point

each species

Advantages

.
.

see above

Disadvantages

.

allows the study
team to collect the
level of harvest data
appropnate to each
species

using two
systems is

more
complex
than using

.

one
requires the
use and

understanding
of two
methods

=

The trade-offs between more accurate versus more general data, the most appropriate scale of data collection for each species and the additional complexity required of

more detailed data were weighed, evaluated and resolved, lt was determined that map
scales

of l: 250 000 would be appropriate for this study Specific

harvesting sites could also

be recorded when the generalization which occurs using the block method was not
adequate

to

meet the study's objectives. Using a combination of data collection methods

was proposed as an alternative to choosing either the block or point method to record the
harvests of all species.lf this option were chosen a desk-top mapping package could be used

to collect both block and point

data.Table 6.3 presents a summary analysis of three options

for producing cartographic representations of the harvet data which was
discussion at

used

to focus

the meetings; graphics program; desk-top mapping programs; and geographic

information systems,

The use of graphics Programs was not recommended for the fudy because these
Programs could not be linked with a relational database, and maps produced using graphics

programs could

not easily be integrated into more

advanced geographic information

syslems (GlSÐ. Many desk-top mapping programs, howeven have this capabilrty, and once
data describing the harvesteri the species harvested etc. was stored in a relational database

it could be

used

to produce

maps in either of these programs, and it could be accessed

through other statistical analysis programs to produce summary statifics.These results could
be produced in either hard copy and/or eledronic format. Since highly skilled staffwere not
available
ages

to operate

large GIS systems, personal computenbased desk-top mapping pack-

were recommended to be used to produce the maps,
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Table 6.3: Options for geographic portrayal of harvests.

After D. R Mosscrop
Options
Graphics Programs

Jan. 1995, pers. comm.

Advantages

Disadvantages

prod uce attractive, cartograp h ical ly correct map
conceptually not difücult
easily integrated into reports using desk-top

s

lack analysis capabilrties
lack georeferencing
lack capabilities of a relational database

publishing capabilities

Desk-Top Mapping
Programs

p roduc e attractive, cartograp
can have overlay function

h

ically co rre ct map

data is georeferenced
conceptually not diffìcult relative
less expensive

s

lack advanced analysis
capabilrties

to

GIS

than GIS

could be extended to GIS in ft¡ture
easily integrated into reports using desk-top
publishing capabilities
t-J

can be linked with biophysical data
can be linked with satellite data
can be operated on personal computers

(^J

Geographic

lnformation Systems

can mange large and extensive databases
data is georeferenced
extensive analysis is possible
can be linked with biophysical data
can be linked with satellite data

conceptually difücult
large systems are costly
require trained technicians
require special advanced hardware which is colly,
and trained systems operators
map production is more complex than for the
other options

The Steering Committee was advised to ensure that
rate, burl also meaningful

resul'cs

would be not only accu-

to the researchers and the communrties whose data was

being

portrayed' lt was suggested that communrty and regional maps of a preliminary nature could

be faxed to the various regions and communrries, but that the skills of a trained cartographer should be employed to desrgn and produce larger full colour fìnal map products.
Ultimately,

the Steering Committee chose to restricr the type of maps to

be

produced to those required forthe fìnal report.This decision was based on two factors:the

to try to bring proposed expendrlures more in line with the budget allocated, and the

need

diffìculty members had visualizing what the maps would depict and how they would be used,
Part of this diffìculty reflected a lack of experience in using maps, and particularly GIS databases

to conducc analyses and produce informative outpurt.The budgetary problem might

have been alleviated had the Resource Centre been further developed.As it was,the costs

of working with that unit could not be estimated, and the cogcs of training a GIS analyl at

the NWMB offìce fìnally proved prohibrtive.

It is anticipated that the absence of maps will make communicating study

results

more diffìcult. Particularly for oral cultures, pictures are a more appropriate medium than

text. The absence

of

maps

will likely reduce the effec¡iveness of the fudy

is

because

harvesters and others will have less knowledge of what is being accomplished, On the other
hand,

the data will still be collected in such a way

as

to facilrtate the production of

later time should funding become available, or should priorities shift

tion of maps,
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maps at a

to require the produc-

6.6,3

PreservingTraditional Ecological Knowledge

The desire to collect and documentTEK has become a matterof growing concern,
not only for aboriginals, but for academics, and scientists as well, For example, a major objective of CARC's Hudson Bay Programme was to bring aboriginal people and their traditional
ecological knowledge

of the environment together with members from the scientifìc

community in order to share and exchange knowledge and build a more complete understanding of

the environmental changes occurring around the Hudson Bay Despite the

efforts being made to preserve TEK, rts collection and application remain problematic. part
of the diffìcuþ in determining how this knowledge can best be collected and used lies in the

term's ambiguity (Kemp 1992),and otherterms such as lndþenous Knovvledge (lÇ and /ndþenous ecologicol knowledge (lEÇ are sometimes used in an attempt

to more accurately

portray what is being described, Nonetheless,though lnuit members of the Harvest Study
Steering Committee were convinced that the collection of their /nuit Ecologicol Knowtedge
must be integral to the study, they were unable
accomplished, or what form

to come to grips with how this could be

it should take, Considerable

discussion was devoted

matten but rt proved so dìffìcult that members fìnally agreed simply

the budget called lnuit Fcologtcol
used.The amount allocated

Knowtedge

to

to

this

include a line item in

without specifying how the money would be

forthis purpose was three percent of the overall budget.

lronically the collection and documentation of TEK is becoming increasingly easieri

given modern multi-media computer production capabilities which are ideally suited to
recording the knowledge and experrences of oral cultures. lnterviews of elders in their
native languages, for example, can be readily comb¡ned with color; sound and movement to
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bring the ''lraditional knowledge"

to

life.This material can then be recorded on a compact

disc (CD), which can hold tremendous volumes of information. Costs of production are

very low and many copies can distributed across great

distances

for viewing either in

schools or on local television channels (Mosscrop Jan. r995, pers. comm.),

fu

another example of howTEK could be adapted

to multi-media technologies, the

information contained in the NunavutAtlas (Riewe 1992) could be re-produced in an elec-

tronic format, allowing for much wider distribution and greater ease of use at
is possible with the oversized, $ I 50

to $200, 4.5

tion could readily be included along with the

kg. hard-copy version,

less co5¡ than

Additional informa-

maps, and various options are possible, One

option would be simply to have the maps scanned, saved as gr^aphic images to a CD ROM
and

to convert the text to eleclronic format

using optical character recognition software

such as omniPAGE D/RECIA second option would

beto produce a muti-media CD

ROM

version of the Atlas,This version could be produced in an educational format suitable for
displaying and querying

of rnformation by school children

as

well as adults, lnterviews with

elders, using full color; sound and movement could be included

to supplement the land use

and wildlife information already in the Allas.Hypertext Morkup Longuoge (HTML) capabilities

could be used to mark the contents with informational tags, and viewers could choose to
click on items of interest

to learn more

aboLrt a particular subject. For example,

Eskimo Point could be viewed showing the land use information,
showing the wildlife overlay, lf a viewer wished

the map of

or it could be viewed

to know more about the travel pattems

and

other habits of the caribou in the region, she or he would simply clickthe mouse on a c/ickable caribou, Another page of information would be brought to the foreground with the
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desired information. Ahernatively, pictures of elders could be formatted ¿s clickoble items,
and the voice,

fories and pictures of that

individual would appear on-screen in the form

of

a recorded interview. ln this way viewers could become familiar with the history, lands and
people of all of Nunavut (lYosscrop Jan, 1995, pers. comm,).
Similarly,

the contents of the Nunavut Atlas when produced as a CD ROM version

could be made compatible wrth electronic mapping and image processing capabilities,This

version would facilitate the use
PurPoses, For example,

of

indigenous knowledge

for resource management

the land use and wildlife overlays in the Atlas could be produced

in

a format that could be imported into a GlS.This could be achieved by having the data digi-

tized and saved in a common exchange format such as DXF (Doto Exchonge Formot). Srtes

would be digitized in point form;travel routes would be digitized as lines; and areas of land
use

would be digitized using polygons, ldeally the information would by supported by a digi-

tized basemap at a similar

scale.

This database could be further developed as additional

information was accumulated, through wildlife harvest studies, remotely sensed data, scien-

tific observations, and indigenous knowledge.This information sylcem would allow manipula-

tion of the

data, and could

be used for resource management purposes (Mosscrop

Jan,

1995, pers, comm.).

6.6.4

lntegrating Subsistence Ethos and Resource Management Decisions Using
Geographìc lnformation Sytems

Developing expertise in the design and application

of

Geographic lnformation

Systems would be a logical and appropriate next step.These systems are powerfultools with

application for understanding and resolving complex resource management problems. Of
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particular significance

is

the potential these systems have for integrating both biophysical and

socio-cultural information. More comprehensive and meaningful evaluations of proposed
development projects are possible when social goals and cultural values are integrated into

community-based resource management decision-making.
resource managers in any community today

is

to

One of the

challenges for

to move toward the reintegration

use GlSs

of people and the non-human environment. Subsistence societies such as those described

in

this study have the potential for being on the culting edge of integrating the values of subsis-

tence with modern computing technologies and information sytems in order

to

make

better resource management and development decisions.

While GIS has been used
has great unrealized potential in

e><tensively

the area of process modeling, that

results of a given decision. For example,
effects that will result from

to inform decision makers in ur^ban regions, it

it

is

is, simulating

the spatial

technologically possible to simulate the physical

the hydro-elec¡ric development of the Birthday and Gull

upstream from York Landing. Similarly GIS can be used

to

simulate

sites

the effects of mineral

exploration on beluga calving grounds in the arctic,The level of confìdence wrth which the
results can be interpreted will depend on the validity of the data used

to defìne the variables

for such a situation,The indigenous knowledge of aboriginals who live in the area no doubt
includes an extensive knowledge of

the likely quantitative and qualitative impacts of distur-

bance on beluga behavior; and this knowledge can be used

to design

a more accurate model

of process olrtcomes than would otherwise be possible. Examples of this indigenous knowledge include defìning the types and extent of buffer zones needed
calving grounds are

not affecced by drilling derric[s, storage
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to ensure

important

tant<s and pipeline facilities; esti-

mating wildlife populations;and so on,

GlSs are well suited

to the

of

task

integrating qualitative information into the

modeling Process. Recently the capacty to resolve conflicting resource management priorities co-operatively has been developed in the ldrisi GIS package (Eatman, 1993).This func-

tion can be used to evaluate multi-objectrve/multi-criteria problems, For example, once the
people of Nunavut commence mineral exploration in areas for which they have been
granted sub-surface mineral rights, they may encounter opposition from others who wish to
use the area for alternative purposes, Development may necessitate much higher traffìc
levels,

which may not be desired by subsistence hunters, GIS capabilities for resolr.rtion of

resource management conflicts could potentially be used help

to

resolve this type of

resource management confl ict.
ln

orderto develop the level of technical and management expertise needed to take

advantage of these capabilities

it will be necessary to train individuals to become familiar

with computers, and then to develop the

specialized knowledge needed

to

design and

implement applications as desirable, and to ensure that these individuals also have the requisite anal¡ical skjlls to interpret their results.ln addition, management staffwould need

trained

to

understand the process, be able

to

be

to oversee the gathering and interpretation of

the qualitative information to be used in the decision making process, be able to respond
appropriately to the information generated, and fìnally be able

to political decision makers

to communicate the results

and communìties.

Steps are being taken

to

initiate the fìrst stage of this requirement,

A

Resource

Centre Steering Commrttee was set up in I 994 witl¡the objective of "developling] priorities
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and policies

to guide the development of a Nunavut

Resource Centre and

to

design a

Geographic lnformation System capable of serving the needs of all infrtutions of public
government in Nunavut".This Centre is presently located in Oftawa, and staff are grappling

with very basic but important

issues such as

the development

of l: 250 0OO digitized

basemaps for all of Nunavut;determining what the subscription price forthese maps will be

to various potential

users; deciding what GIS system should be adopted, what

the capacities

of the Centre will be, and how the Centre will relate to various DlOs (PeterWilson, pers.
comm. March 1995; Minutes of the Resource Centre Steerrng Committee,January 5, 1995),

While the Centre has a vital role to play in the development of GIS capabilrties for
Nunavut, it does not have an administrative or management function, and does not obviate

the need for skilled technicians and capable managers at the local level. ldeally, its location
should be moved to Nunavut where it would be in a fronger position to identify the needs

of its various const¡tuents, consolidate the collection of data and even train lnurt students to
become skilled GIS technicians,

6'6.5

Determining Personnel Requirements and Planning aTraining Schedule

The Study Steering Committee required guidance on the development of

a

personnel plan for the study.This included identifying the number of individuals required, the
qualifications needed

to

to

implement and complete the

tudy and a process for training

staff

achieve the qualifìcations needed. Personnel fìnally required for this study included a

harvest study coordinator; three regional coordinators, 28 field workers and three data

entry clerk' lt was apparent that all staf[ including the study coordinaton would require
training in a variety of areas as skill levels were generally low.
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The functions of the ludy coordinator were identifìed as including administrative,
budgetary supervisory, reporting, liaising, and training responsibilities, This individual would
oversee implementation of the study, ensure budget allocations were not exceeded, and
manage

the day-to-day operation of the central offìce, including directing and supervising

staff, and liaising wrth regional coordinators, Her/his reporling requirements would be
primarily to the steering committee, but there was also an expectation that she/he would
oversee the regular flow of informatign back to the three regions.fu well, she/he would be
assigned responsibilrry fortraining regional coordinators and for ensuring that they would be

able

to competently represent the harvef study and be able to train the harvest study fìeld

workers in their region, lt was anticipated that flve days annually would be devoted to
training regional coordinators at a central location. The sludy coordinator would likely
require assistance in this capacity during the lìrst yeari and it was suggested that a harvest
study expert could be hired

to work with her/him to

ensure all aspects of the training

Process were covered.The coordinator was also responsible

used

to

for developing a fìeld

guide fìeld workers through the interview process and

to

answer

manual

the most

frequently asked questions,
Regional coordinators would be required

objectives of the

harvel

study, They

to be knowledgeable about the goals and

would also be required to train fìeld workers,

and

coordinate their collection of data and tradrtional knowledge. lt was anticipated that each
regional coordinator would spend approximately fìve days annually training field workers in
a regional centre.fusistance in this function would be required in the fìrst yeaçand could be

provided bythe study coordinator; possiblywith the help of a harvest study expert.fu well,
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they would be expected to supervise the data input clerk for their region, and to ensure

that data was entered accurately and forwarded regularly to the central fudy offìce,This
meant that they would need

to

be trained in data entry and verifìcation, Once harvesl study

information was returned to them in the form of reports and summaries from the central
offìce, regional coordinators would have responsibilrty for ensuring that the information was

made available to the individual communtries as appropriate.A very important part of this

job would be communicating and liaising with others, and this abilrty would also have to be
honed on the job,
It was recommended that data entry clerla be hired at the regional level, and work
under the supervision of the regronal coordinator for that region.These

clerk would require

basic computer training on how their computer operates, and additional training on entering

harvest

fudy data into the spreadsheet

ideally take place

coordinators.

chosen for data collection, This training should

on site, with actual raw data, and could be performed by the regional

lt was also necessary that these clerts have some basic training in offìce

procedures as they would most likely become involved in such activities as answering the
phone and fìling reports.
Field workers were required
a good understanding of

to be highly regarded in their

communities, and

to have

the local harvesling activities.fu well, they requíred good organiza-

tional skills and had to be methodical in the conduct of their work in orderto ensure that

all

the necessary information was gathered and accurately recorded, ln addition, these individuals

would have to be able to work independently,

as

they would for the most part be

isolated from other fìeld workers and from their regional coordinators,They should meet at

)77

the regional level for training, as necessary and in order to develop a better sense of the
overall

fudy

process.To the extent possible, they would be expected

profìle in their community for study participants, and

to

to develop a high

develop and maintain enthusiasm

for the project,

The staff needed

to run the harvef study totalled 35, before turnoven While the

coordinator was non-aboriginal, all others, it was assumed, would be lnuit.The various skills

required included comPlrten supervisory, training, communications, management, administrative, clerical, and organizational. All would be required
expectations, then, were very high.

A

to function independently,

The

process for developing the training and knowledge

required of the employees over the life of the project was developed, recognizing that
several years would be needed for all members

to

acquire the necessary skjll levels to

perform competently.The cost of training, which included travel, was estimated at g75O,OOO,

or

l0% of the total study budget.

A Nunavut
lnlet, in response

lmplementation Training Committee (NlTl) has been set up in Rankin

to Section 37.5 of the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement.This is an inde-

pendent organization charged wrth identifying "the training the lnuit will need

the

Claim,..,and

to

pLrt

to implement

the required training syslems in place" (Nunavut lmplementation

Training Committee Brochure),Though not a training delivere4"it does provide the funding

required for implementat¡on training with the D.l.O.'s...and [has] also established a scholarship program

to help benefìciaries furthertheir studies

in

the areas related to the implemen-

tation and management of the Claim". Areas approved for this funding include: accounting;
financial management; organizational development; public administration; and land manage-
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ment; resource management.

The logistics of workìng with this body are not easyThe amount of funding available
for training is not large and the capacity to train 35 people was clearly beyond the realm of

what could be undertaken (Bill Logan Mar, 1995, pers, comm,), The training trust set up
under this Committee was intended

to

provide for training needs not met by existing

Sovernment programs, and it was assumed that the NWMB would have training funds in its
budget. Staff at the NlTl were very interested in workìng with the NWMB

to

develop

appropriate training, but the diffìculties of roúcinely meeting with the Board, some I 200 hlometres away as the crow flies, are almost insurmountable,
Training is also provided by Arctic College, which has campuses at lqaluit, Rankin
lnlet, Cambridge Bay and elsewhere. This College offers an lnurt Resource Management
Certifìcate, specializing in three areas: adminrstratron; fìeld inspection; and technical aspects

of resource

management,

The certifìcate ìs designed for the working population, and

is

offered in three week modules.The NlTl is sometimes able to arrange to cover the costs of
room and board, and possibly travel, but has no funding for honoraria.
The skills and training which will be acquired by study staff over the next fìve years

will obviously be of great long term value in their communities. For example, a data input
clerk in Kitikmeot can presumably be called on to teach others in the community how to

use

a

computer: Regional coordinators

will acquire extensive

administrative, fìnancial

management, communication, and training, as well as some computer training, Obviously

they will be well prepared for leadership roles in the years that follow.The harvest study
workers will have developed inter-personal skills, as well as organizational abilities.They too
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will be in a position to serve therr communrties more capably following their training and
experience with the Harvef Study Training staff

to the level needed to enable them to

implement lnuit obligations underthe Claim will be a major challenge,What the NlTl will be
able

to achieve is very limrted by geography

and funding confraints. The importance of

using wisely other resources and opportunities such as those provided by

Harvel

6.6.6

the NWMB

Study can probably not be overestimated,

Developing the Communications Plan

A critical

aspect of

the NunavutWildlife Harvetr Study design was ensuringthat

all

communities were informed of the study in advance, and that they are kept informed
throughoLrl the process,Without full communrty support and involvement the study will fail.

The challenges of designing a communications plan for such a study had to address the realities of thirty far-flung communities. Ways had

to be identifìed to

ensure that the data

analqed and the traditional knowledge collected would be returned to the communities in a

timely and useful way.The fìrst stage of this involvement was to solicit the participation of
community representatives in decision-making for the study and to include local priorities in
setting the study objectives.This was accomplished by having regional representation on the
Steering Commrttee.

The DlOs who would ultimately be given contracts to implement various aspects of

the study were also identifìed as critical to a successful communication lrategy, and it was
recommended that a DIO with communicatrons expertise be hired

to

oversee various

aspects of this Process, including the timely development, production and distribution of the
annual harvest sludy calendars, news releases, posters, radio spots and television videos,At
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the time of making this recommendation, howeve[ no such DIO was yet in place, Special
communication blitzes were suggefed for key periods in the

fudy

such as prior

during the annual calendar distribution, Other crrtical periods which needed

to

and

to be high-

lighted in the communication process included feedback such as the annual and final presen-

tation of harvest data and traditional knowledge to the communrty.
Staff in the Policy and Programs Seciion of Arctic College expressed interest

in

helping coordinate some of the communications activities of the sludy lt was suggeÍed that

with enough lead trmeTV North Canada fl-VNC), a public television network consortium
including educators, government and private businesses could provide

a live

interactive

delivery of information on the study, For example, a harvest fudy representative could be
live on-camera in one communìty, and viewers from across the region could phone in and
have a conversation with that person which could be heard by all viewers,WNC is said

to

be a very popular television channel which presents most programs in lnuktitut.The cost per
hour could be expected to range from $ I ,000 to $ I ,2OO (lan Rose Mar: I 995, pers. comm.).

This method of communicating across Nunavut appeared

to be a viable means of

exchanging information in the lnuit language, at relatively little cost.
used

to good

advantage by the NWMB harvest

rudy

lt could no doubt

staff, grven some help.

lt

is

to

be
be

hoped that DlOs with expertise in communications will be established fairly soon to ensure
that the potential use of this medium is maximized.

The Steering Committee ultimately reduced to a bare minimum the number of
"feedback sessions" that are
collected, and

to

to be held in the communities to validate the information

susta¡n interest in the progress of the study.lt is anticipated that maintaining
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momentum and interest in the study will be made more diffìcult by this reduction, implemented due to anticipated budget shortfalls over the life of the study,

6.6.7

Developing a Budget

A

detailed budget for all years of the study was prepared as part of the design

process.A review of the costs of previous harvest studies indicated thatthe six million dollar
budget for the six-year Nunavut Harvest Study would prove

cost of

the l980/83

Baffìn

ludy

to be a severe confraint.The

was about $200,000 per year or gBOO,OO0 in total,The

Keewatin study cost $289,000 for the fìrst two years of study ( 1982, l9B3). Comparable

cost estimates were not available for the Kitìkmeot fudy, also covering seven communities,
because most of the expenditures were from the budget of GNWT Wildlife Service. lt
appeared that the overall annual cost of the three studies was about $500,000

(in l9B2

dollars) or about $780,000 (in 1994 dollars). Given the increase in the region's population,

the NunavutWildlife Harvest Study budget was about the same or somewhat

less than

the

budgets of the earlier harvef studies, and would have to be used very carefully.The budget
finally drafted for the study was over budget by $ 1.3 million, desprte the reductions in costs
and activities already described.

The largel srngle budget item was fìeld worker

salaries,

which accounted for

approximately one-thìrd of the total budget.This amount allowed for only a modest g2OO

monthly base pay plus $ l0 per interview for fìeldworkers.The Committee recognized that
continuity in the cadre of fìeldworkers would play a key role in the success of the study.
Members also realized the rates of pay being offered were inadequate, bu¡t had very little
flexibilrty

to

change thìs level because of

the impacc even a small increase would have on
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other budget items.The Commrttee was not prepared to reduce the interval between interviews from one month to bi-monthly, being convinced that the data collected would be less
consistent and less reliable should they move to fewer interviews, Neither was it prepared

to reduce the number of years over which the study was to be conducted,
years of data were necessary

to provide an adequate

arguing that fìve

base for determining allowable harvest

levels,

ln the budget fìnally drafted, major budget items included administrative salaries and

benefìts totalling )3%

of the preliminary

budget. Communications and training each

accounted for l0% of the total budget.The balance was allocated to the collection of lnuir
ecological knowledge, offìce costs including hardware and software, a pilot of the study
methods, contingency and administrative cosc allowance for DlOs,

Numerous lcerations were required

to achieve the fìnal budget, and this process

proved an invaluable planning tool. Priorities were defìned and re-defìned as the Committee

attempted

to

design a viable study with the resources allocated for the task ln so doing

future problems were anticipated, compromrses made and the conclusion reached that
funding levels would prove inadequate by 23 percent,As a resut,steps could betaken very

early in the process

to ensure

some accommodation could be achieved well before the

shortfall occurred.ln addition,the detailed annual budgets prepared as part ofthe budgeting
process have established a sound planning tool for each of the

fudy

years.

Developing expertise in fìnancial management is a priority of the NlTl, and the
Process

of

designing

budget served

to

this ludy while trying

to

limit expenditures

to a pre-determined

underline its importance, As the Committee struggled
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to

balance priori-

ties, objectives and funding, rl became clear that the amount budgeted had been totally

arti-

trary.This realization proved frufrating but also instructive,As lnuit are trained to assume
management responsibilities, more and better planning

will have improved

results. The

bottom line, however; is that there will not be enough money to provide the optimum
amount of training, the optimum communrcat¡ons strategy or even, most likely good salaries
for everyone, based on the fìeldworkers' experience, and the fact that there is no funding to
compensate the harvesiers who provide the data on which the sludy depends.

6.6.8

Scheduling the Study

The fìnal fage of the study design process involved developing a flow-chart forthe
life of the study, depicting the specifìc timing of allthe various activities which would need
occun and identifiing

the individual(s) with primary responsibilrty for each of the

to

activities.

This process too, necessitated a number of rterations, and required that all aspects of the
study's implementation and delivery be anticipated to the extent possible,The process of

working through the myriad details using this visual tool proved very useful. lt helped to
break down the isolation of a committee member who spoke no English, and it highlighted

potential problems for specifìc discussion, For example the timing of various aspects of the
communication strategy were better coordinated once the Steering Committee had an
opportunity to study a visual representation of how the time selected for a media blitz could

be used to optimize publlcizing the distribLrtion of annual

calendars,

The opportunity to

review which individuals had been assigned primary responsibility for each of the activities
also served

to ensure

all Committee members concurred with the assignments and activities

scheduled, lt also served

to

illustrate that a great deal was being demanded of the staff.
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It is anticipated that this flow-chart will

be

a useful and practical guide to staff

implementation of the study progresses, and will serve as
progress

6.7

to

a benchmark for

as

evaluating

date throughout the life of the study.

Summary and Conclusions

The lnurt welcomed whalers to the arctic in the nineteenth century and

subse-

quently accepted the presence and rule of a foreign government. After the whale trade
ended, they turned

to trapping white foxes for the European traders, in exchange for guns

and supplies,They adapted quickly

to

European goods and technology, but at the very high

price of becoming dependent on a money economy an economy in which they were at
severe disadvantage.Withìn several decades they had fallen victim
international fur trade markets, and faced severe hardship.

century the lnuit continue

to be at a severe disadvantage

to erratic

a

national and

At the close of the twentieth
relative

to

Canadians from the

larger society, often living in pove-cy and largely dependent on imported foods for survival.

Over the last twenty years howeverì the lnurt have been taking steps

to

regain

control of theirtraditional lands and resources, By implication they aretaking stepsto regain

to some extent the subsifence
was released

in

life-style and values of their ancestors,The Berger Report

1977. Berger had spent the

three years leading to that report raising aware-

ness in lnuit communities of the interests of southerners in explorting arctic resources,That
same year marked the founding conference of

the lnurt Circumpolar Conference, where the

Mayor of the North Slope Borough (Alaska) Eben Hopson described the lnuit as "one

people under four flags"--Canada, Denmark the former Soviet Union and the United
States,

wrth common goals: "They want

to

maintain their close interrelationship with the
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land;

they want

to protect the fragile arctic environment;

and they want

to

preserve and

affìrm their special lnurt way of life, cuiture and language.They want non-lnuit who come
into the Arctic to deal with them on their premises in a spirit of cooperation, not confronta-

tion" (cited in Stenbaek

1987, p. 309),

Since that founding meeting

the lnulc of the Krtikmeot, Baffìn lsland and

Keewatin

Regions have unrted and successfully negotiated new resource management instituftions for

an area that covers one-fìfth of Canada. The dedication of purpose and strength of will
required

to

achieve this new stature is strong evidence

in support of Freeman's (l98l)

thesis concerning the persistence of lnurt culture, despite the forces of change, acculturation
and evolution,

I see or hear no pertinent evidence that after a century of contact lnuit
society or culture is aboutto disappear from Arctic Canada,What I do hear
is heightened consciousness---on all sides-about lnuit culture. ln particular;
sensible concern is voiced in the north about safeguarding lnuit cultural identity because of the weakening of tradrtional modes of tronsminngthe culture
as a result of alien processes of education, also growing concem to rationalize the use of the language, and to safeguard the land/sea-based
resources-all of which are among the most important means of ensuring
the persistence of the lnurt community in the face of progressive encroachment by powerlul non-lnurt social, cultural, economic and political forces
(Freeman l9Bl,p266).
The lnurt have lost some of the survival skills traditionally held by their forefathers, but their
use of their ancestral land continues

to be extensive and fìgure prominently

in their daily

lives.

Though lnuit societies have adopted behaviors and values of the larger societythey
have not relinquished their cultural identity particularly as

rc

is reflected in their relationship

with the land, both symbolically and in practice,To a large extent the collection of data on
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the numbers of various animals harvelced was an anathema to lnuit members of the
Steering Commrttee. ln the fìrsl place, it is not considered proper behavior in lnurt cul'cure

to

approach a hunter directly and ask how many animals he/she has ktlled while out hunting. lf

the hunter has not been successful, he/she will not wish to discuss this "failure". lf he/she

has

been successful, such a direct question may well offend the hunter's sensibilities for he/she

will have developed a personal relationship with the animals killed. Fieldworkers will have to
approach hunters with respect, deference and propertiming if they hope to have their ques-

tions answered, and rt was suggested that young fìeldworkers would simply lack the discre-

tion needed for this work.

A second problem with the collection of this data is that

rt has little relevance

to the

lnuit hunter's view of the world, and his/her hunting activities.lnstead of counting kills, hdshe
focuses his/her powers of observation on overall patterns, trends and other environmental
changes he/she notices over time during the course

of his/her travels.These he/she shares

with fellow hunters, Combined, this information forms the basis for a complex body of
indigenous knowledge of the environment, knowledge which is more meaningful and of

more practical use to them than a list documenting the numbers of animals

tclled. The

considerable disappointment expressed by lnuit NWMB Steering Committee members

when the collection of "traditional knowledge" could not readily be incorporated into the
harvest study was a result of this dichotomy, and may have led to the third problem lnuit
members had with their harvest study
The third problem was the study's name.The word harvest,they argued, is southern
terminology, more appropriate

to

agricultural practices.
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lt does not begin to describe the

subtle and complex relations typical of lnut hunting practices,There seemed to be no one

lnuit word or phrase that described the study's purpose, perhaps because the sludy's
purPose was in fact a "foreign" idea, but

to accommodate the need for more appropriate

terminology the word harvesting was replaced w¡th the word Anguyonik

Those acceptrng responsibility for the management and development of Nunavut's
resources are assuming a moral obligation

to

ensure that these activities "allow for and facil-

itate the spiritual, social, and cultural development" of the people of Nunavirt (after

a

1992

position paper produced by the lnurt Circumpolar Conference cited in Chance 1992).They

will be required to blend traditional values and techniques wrth values and technologies of

the larger society Compromises will be inevrtable.There appears, howeverî to be a frong
desire among the Inuit
subsistence culture of

to

ensure that their move

their ancestors, even

as

to

self-government be rooted in the

they adopt and benefìt from some of the

modern technologies which can help them manage their resource base more effectively,

The lnuit face a tremendous challenge in acquiring the skrlls and competencies
needed to govern Nunavut. A second and even larger challenge will be retaining the ethos

of a subsistence society,The larger society can help them in the fìrst instance,The second
challenge they must meet alone,
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Chapter 7

The Nature of Subsistence Societies in the Hudson Bay Bioregion
7.1

lntroduction and Context
The preceding chapters of this thesis have illufrated that subsistence societies in the

Hudson Bay bioregion at the end of the twentieth century have an endunng relationship

with the land generally, and with theirtraditional hunting grounds in particular:This affìnity
has persisted through centuries of acculturation
values and institutions. lronically

it

to the larger society's market

economy

has persisted when the traditional land base has been

severely altered, and even when there has been no land base,

lt

has persisted though the

cofs of hunting and travelling in orderto conductthe hunt sometimes exceed the imputed
value of the bush food garnered from these hunting efforls, i.e., when hunting makes no
sense on a strictly economic basis.

The resoluteness and apparent incongruity of this attachment cannot be understood

from the context of the larger society, for it represents a worldview based on a different
ethos, namely that

of a

subsistence society. Subsilence has

a depth and richness of

complexity and subtlety not readily apparent to those with a Euro-Canadian worldview.
Developing an appreciation for this other worldview is of some importance

to the larger

society howeven for its ethos and economics have produced quite different outcomes from

those of the largersociety outcomes which are more characterislic of the nature of sustainability,

The worldview of Western industrialized societies is premised on a short term,
linear;

temporal perspective. Success is measured in relation
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to progress, and

progress in

turn is equated with growth (Ophuls

1992; Goulet 1990; Rolston

lll

1990). Natural

resources are exploited for purposes of maximizing proftts, and the ethos inherent in this

worldview are infrumental.They are also a product of the prevailing social view regarding
appropriate relationships among humans, and between humans and their environment. As
members of the largersociety continue to search forpaths to sustainability, predicts Milbrath
(l 995), they too will begin to value life over consumption and wealth; they also will emphasize love for friends, family and future generations; they will prefer partnerships

to domina-

tion by a few. ln a sustainable society work will not be equated with employment, and

self-

esteem will be rooted in one's "skill, artistry, effort, and integrity" (p. 6l 3). lf Milbrath is right,

the larger society can learn much about the ethos of a sustainable society from subsistence
societies.

This study concludes that

(l)

land use studies are replicable and are an appropriate

methodology for establishing land sue over time; (2) analyses of subsistence economies
premised on the commoditisation of land and labor are inadequate; (3) there is no inherent

incompatibility between the application

of modern technological resource

management

strategies and subsistence ethos', (4) a fundamental distinction between subsistence ethos
and the ethos of the larger society is that the former does not allow

tion of human labor and

land; and

forthe commoditisa-

(5) subsistence ethos will be severely challenged in the

transition to selÊgovernment.

7

2

Subsistence Ethos and Economics

It is a confruct of the "industrialized" mind that a society's ethos can be separated

from its economics. lt is a construcl created during the lndustrial Revolution, when the
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market economy emerged and personal fìnancial profìt became the motive foraclion,The
use of high volume production equipmenttransformed human labor into a commodity"The

transformation [implied] a change in the motive of action on the part of the members of
society: for

the motive of subsistence that of gain fhad to] be substituted. All transactions

[were] tumed into money transaction, and these in turn requirefd] that a medium of
exchange be introduced into every arliculation of indufrial life" (Polanyì 1944, p. 4 l), For

the fìrst time in history human behavior was being juslifìed on the basis of "gain" or

proflrt.

This section examines the relationship between subsistence ethos and economics, and
compares it to the nature of relations and economics in the larger society,

7.2,1

Subsistence Ethos:A lYirror lmage of the Subsistence Economy

The shift in emphasis to profit represented a fundamental transformation in society's
ethos, and ultimately put human relations

argument
able

to

rs

with one another and with the land at risk.This

developed byWhite (1959). ln his study ofthe evolution of culture,White was

identify only two basic types of economic systems: either property relations were

subordinated to human social relations, o[ alternatively, human social relations were subordi-

nated

to

property relations. The former characterized band/subsistence societies: "the

system which subordinates property relationships

to human

social relationships is

the only

kind that exisls within primitive societies based upon kinship" (White 1959, p. 329). The
latler type of economic system in turn charactenzed "all civil societies". These he wrote,

were "nonethical", and responsible for "all the suffering, indignities, and degradation that
come from slavery ser[dom, prostitutron, usury dependence upon wages, unemployment,

wars of conquest and expropriation, Colonial rule, and exploitation are inherent in the
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economic syfems of civil society,..There is no crime however heinous that men will not
commit in obedience to their economic systems" (\l/hite 1959, p, 330).

Wlthin a given subsistence society the obligations to help one anotherî and to share
food with one another reduced the potential for inequality, or for the success of one individual at the expense of another:
designed

without

to

enable the strong

saying,

to

A

competitive monetary society, however; was in fact

dominate the weak

to their own

advantage.

"lt

goes

of course, that such a system must have the endorsement of the govem-

ment and be enforced, in the last analysis, by physical force. But a socio-cultural system that
has made moneylending possible almost always provides adequate safeguards

to the lender"

$¿t/hite 1959, p. 300).
To work effìciently the new self-regulating market economy required the subordlna-

tion of the rest of society to its needs, so labor and land began to be treated æ commodities
which could be manipulated for

gain.

The absurdity of this distortion was expressed

by

Polanyi:"Labor is only another name for a human activity which goes with life itselfl which in
its

turn

is

not produced for sale but for entirely different

reasons,

nor can that aclivÇ be

detached from the rest of life, be stored or mobilized; land is only another name for nature,

which is not produced by man", However absurd, this "economic" view of "reality" took
hold, and facilitated the widespread acceptance of a mental distinction between human
beings and their labor. Human labor had become a commodity

to be bought

and sold,

without regard for the person who produced rt, Land and its resources were similarly
commoditised,

This process of commoditisation signalled a transformation in the larger society's
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ethos,

for it subordinated human social relations to property relations, The only type of

society which could evolve under these circumstances was one based on the individual.

Obligations

of kinship and community were

hindrances

to the functioning of the

new

market-place,The social practices of sharing and reciprocrty typical of subsistence societies
defied the goals of the market economy because they kept members of the group independent from the market, Subsilence societies did not fìt into the new mold and would have to
be re-shaped,"The natives are to be forced to make a living by selling their labonTo this end

their traditional institLrtions must be destroyed, and prevented from re-forming, since, as a
rule, the individual in a primitive society is not threatened by starvation unless the commu-

nÇ

as a whole is in a like predicament" (Polanyi 1944, p. 164). As Brody

(l98l) put it,

"Would-be civilizers concluded that hunters never had, or had lost, the means to achieve

a

decent way of life; should welcome the benefits of trade, wage employment, and proper
religion; should allow their lands

to be differently

used; and must accept whatever changes

are brought to them, howeverthe changes are brought.This

Brody

( l 98

l) went on to

is

the death sentence" (p. x-xii),

observe, howeveç "that the condemned have somehow

repeatedly escaped their execution" (p, xii), Subsistence societies have in some fundamental

way refused to adopt the underlying premise of the market economx even though they
have been required

to participate in it,The attachment many members of contemporary

subsistence societies in

the Hudson

Bay bioregion feel

to the land has persisted

centuries of interaction with global markets,To a large extent they have refused

despite

to become

"objects" of the market economy as demanded by the larger society even though they need
cash

to

live and

to supporl their

subsistence activities.They have not been absorted by the
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larger society's ethos.

Contemporary subsistence societies continue

to

nurture and value

relations

between humans, animals and the land, One hundred years ago this attachment could be
readily

underlood because it was necessary to physical survival,That

is no longer

the

case,

but the attachment continues, lt continues because relations have a significance greater than
physical survival: relations give life meaning and establish an individual's sense

of place in the

world (Champagne 1970 p. l0).
How one sees the world and understands relations is a product of one's Gesto/t, or
essence, which is in

turn a cumulation of one's roots, surroundings, and identÇ

1989, pp. 60-69), Gestalt relations are fundamentally

(Naess

important in giving life meaning, and

disturbing them has serious implications for how one relates

to the world, and so for

sense of self, Freeman (l9B5b) echoed these thoughts in describing

one's

the importance of

harvesting aclivlcies for the lnut:

To give up hunting, to abandon the activity that supported one's forebears
during the past millenium [slc], is to deny in one essential way the living
connection with one's ancefral roots: it is, in shorl, to deny one's lnuit identity To fail to hunt, share and consume real meat is to deny an important
emblematic identifìcation with essential resources that assure one's very
being as a living extension of the past. Lastly, to attenutate the social ties,
which so distinctively and effectively structure lnurt society, by failing to reemphasize the importance of the institutions and values upon which lnurt
society is founded, all of which are inextricably linked to hunting, would again
conslitute a denial of full membership in that society (Freeman 1985b, p,
2s4),

The subsistence economy is subtle and complex.The hunter cannot be separated
from the hunt, from the animal he kìlls for food, from the land on which he hunts, or from

the communrly with which he shares the rewards of his efforts, Naess's ( I 989) description
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of a'relational fìeld'well describes the complex realrty of the subsistence hunter's existence.

"A human

being", he writes, "is not a thing in an environment, brc a juncture in a relational

system wrthout determined boundaries in time and space" (p.79).lnteractions do not occur

between organisms, Rather; since organisms and their milieu are in fact not severed but one
entrry organisms ore interaction (p,56),The subsistence economy can not be underfood
apart from its ethos and the relations described by those ethos,

An individual's identþ

is shaped by his milieu and his interaction

oneself from that milieu is to renounce that part of one's essence
standing of the environment is prescribed by

or

with [.To distance
self. One's under-

onel understanding of reality. lf one's world-

view is premised on the commoditisation of labor and land,then one will perceive labor and
land as commodities.This view in turn will shape one's sense of self and be the basis for a
search

for meaning. lf one expands one's awareness by stepping outside of this paradigm,

and quefioning the reasonableness of commoditisation one's understanding of realrty will
expand.This broader knowledge, writes Evernden (1985), will alter the nature of the rela-

tionship between humans and their environment, which will shift back from l-rt

to l-Thou,

from subjecc-object to mutual participation (p. 106).

The experiences and behaviors of communities in the study region are
consistent with this analysis of subsisLence societies,As long as they refuse
commodities, and

to

largely

be treated

as

insil on retaining in some form their kinship relations with one another

and with the land, they will retain their traditional capacity for experiencing meaning.The
larger society has nothing

to offer in its place,
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7,2.2

Valuing the Subsistence Economy

The larger society has diffìcuþ appreciating the "worth" of a subsistence economy
because the tools

it

uses

for economic analysis are based on the commoditisation of

land

and labor; and soon lead to the conclusion that subsistence hunting activrties are not cost
effective.The value of bush harvels have been estimated in this study not by commoditising

the value of the inputs, i.e.,labor and cash cofs, but by calculatingthe imputed values of the
meat harvested, and calculating the relative importance of the bush sector in the overall
economy,The results of these analyses indicated that the subsifence economy continues to
make an important contribution

to the overall northern economy, and reduces the amount

of cash needed to purchase food.Though bush food is no longer the only source of the
aboriginal diet,

it

continues

to

provide a signifìcant portion of northern people's food

requirements, and the limited opportunities for earning a cash income in these communities

coupled with

the higher prices charged for meat in northern stores would

preclude

harvelers being able to buy a comparable quantity of protein from the store. fu Usher
(1976, p, I l9) wrote,''the North may well be the only place where a poor man's table

is

laden wrth meat".

Attempts to carrythe analysis further are not fruitful, Realrties of life in the north are
such that other opportunities

for gainful activity are most often not available in these

communities, and the time invested in hunting cannot necessarily be put

to other productive

use.An economic analysis, premised on the fìction that human labor can be commoditised,
would erroneously conclude that this labor has lrftle or no value,
Another reason that a further economic analysis would not be useful

)4t

is

that the scale

of activÇ appropriate in aneas with widely dispersed, sparse food resources is different from

the scale of activrly appropriate in richeç more productive resource

areas, Small production

units, such as those based on the household, may well be the most effective means of
utilizing resources in the arctic and subarctic regions, since centralized, highly slructured
organizations would be an extremely ineffìcient means of harvesting these resources (Usher

l98

l,

p. 5B), The results of an economic analysis, premised on the assumption that the

"bottom line" dictates how viable an activþ

is,

effective, and would recommend relocation

to more

would conclude that the activity is not cost
productive areas, But there ore no

"more productive areas"to which to turn,

On the other hand, an
relations, and

analysis

of harvesting activity premised on the primacy of

not on the commoditisation of labor and land, would fìrst consider the role

harvesting continuesto play in the social and cultural life of aboriginal communities,The skills

required and the food returned to the communitywrote Usher (1981) are"important and
even essential to their [members of subsistence societies] long-term security, their cultural

identity their socio-economic fatus and their general well-being"

(p 60),These

non-

economic needs, observed Freeman (1993) "can only be met by either engaging in subsistence or being enabled to consume the products of subsistence", and this direct correlation
between subsistence and a "multi-dimensionally satisfiing way of life and identity" is likely to
persist in fulure (p,2aB).

The hunting effor-cs of subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion cannot be
commodrtised. Neither can the land on which the hunter travels be commoditised, or the
meat he/she brings home,The nature of relations between the hunter and the land are once
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again

too complex for this oversimplifìcation (Freeman 1979,p,348), and the

relationship

between the hunter and the hunted
is not simply a question of economics (i,e,, having enough material and food
coming in) but importantly it is part of a comprehensive systemic relationship that relates the individualto family and community,to a sytem of values
and beliefs encompassing the sacred as well as the secular; that involves
emotional and psychological, as well as physical/material needs and satisfactions, and that ensures reinforced attachment to a worthwhile past, as well
as to an uncertain present and future (Freeman l9B5a, p.276).

The activity of hunting ultimately serves to establish the hunter's place in the world,

for hiVher identity

is symbolized by hunting (Freeman I 988, pp. I 65- I 66),The

food brought

home is shared with others in the community, as is the hunter's knowledge of the land
acquired as he/shetravelled across it in search of food.fu members ofthe communityshare

their food and knowledge wrth one another they also establish a sense of place, and

as

they

eat bush food they reinforce their connections with the land and the animals they eat
(Freeman I 988, pp, I ó5- I 66) and give meaning to their lives.
lntrusions of the larger society into subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion over the last hundred years have required their adaptation to a market economyThis
accommodation to the larger society, howeveri did not and could not displace the subsis-

tence ethos on which these societies premised their existence.This observation has also
been made by Peterson & Matsuyam a (1991 ) who wrote that "if economic activity is socially
constituted,,fhen it is possible that as well as being transformed by these extemal influences
[cash and commoditisation] foragers may assimilate some, many or all of the intrusions and
linkages

with the dominant economy to their own internal social purposes and in so doing

reproduce distinctive sets of economic and social relations" (p, 2). Had these societies
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agreed

to the commoditisation of their labor and land they would have been left with

nothing, for their labor and land would most often have had no "productive" value under

terms of the market economy.

The m¡h of the market economy has allowed perpetuation of the delusion that
society's ethos and economics are discrete.This

strated how impossible such a distinction

is,

fudy of subsistence

a

societies hæ demon-

for a society's ethos is not separable from

economics, and ultimately one's economic system must be ethically justifiable.

lt

its

has been

observed that "our present.,, economic arrangements fthe market economy] are only
retained because they are perceived to be legitimate, and their legrtimacy rets uhimately on

the perception that they are ethically justifìed" (Engel 1990, p, 5), lt
relations, presumed by the larger society

is

these same economic

to be legrtimate, which perpetuate the

inequalities

between those who have access to the privileges of wealth, and those who do not,This
same economic

sylem

has allowed Canada's banks

to enjoy all-time record profìts for 1995,

the same year in which record numbers of people are relying on food bank for
portion of their food, and welfare and unemployment allowances are being
(Galloway 1996, p. Bl).The larger society can apparently no longer afford

some

reduced

to suppofi its

indigent members. Budget defìcics must be cut at any cost, and those who are not employed
are increasingly regarded as la4, unproductive and unworthy of status in the society,
It is this same economic system that has failed to value the world's natural resources

until they are harvested, and has, for

e><ample,

allowed development

of hydro-electric

potentials on the Nelson River syfem wrthoLrt consideration for the people who would be
harmed by that development.Any potential offence to nature resulting from these develop-
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ments has been even less of an issue to the developers and their political masters who
encouraged their activrties, Clearly howeven a system which perpetuates the consumption/

pollution of natural resources must inevitably become exhausted,The larger society would

to

do well

re-examine the constructs it has created

to permit the flowering of its market

economy. lts tools are inadequate for measuring the value of life in any society,

7.3

The Exlent and Persistence of Subsistence Land Use
The sixteen land use studies depicted in Chapter 3 provide convincing evidence that

subsistence land use continues

to be practiced

across

the Hudson Bay bioregion,

ln

northern Manrtoba, an area extensively altered through hydro-electric developments, extensive subsifence harvesting is lill practiced, Residents of South lndian Lake, a Cree commu-

nÇ in norlhern

Manrtoba, occupied by Cree-culture peoples

for at leat 1000 years,

suffered impoundment of their lake in 1976, Despite the severe disruptions to wildlife and
habitat caused by this project, the community continues

to

practice both commercial and

subsistence harvefing over an area greater than 35,000 sq km., and "the bush life in both

commercial and subsistence forms has continuing vrtality forthe community fof South lndian
Lake] and retains strong personal, cultural, and economic signifìcance" (Hrenchuk

Members

of Fox Lake FN in North Eafern

l99l).

Manitoba, also heavily impacted by

modern industrial development, are not as heavily involved in hunting, trapping, fìshing and
gathering as was formerly the case, but "these activrties have not,..lost their importance to

the present-day Fox Lake
resPonse

to

Cree....Patterns

of

a changing environment, bt-rt given

land use and occupancy may change

in

that many Fox Lake Cree maintain strong ties

to the land and an intimate knowledge of it, it is unlikelythattheirtraditional
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land use activi-

ties will ever be abandoned" (Hill I 993, pp, I I 0- I I l).

The Denesuline west of Hudson Bay traditionally migrated

seasonally

with the

caribou herds from the transitional forest in winter and northward to the tundra in summen

ln more recent times they have established permanent settlements at the southern end of

their traditional hunting grounds, and use summer camps in the tundra to a lesser extent.
Nonetheless,the fall camps are unchanged, still determined bythe migration rourles of the
caribou as they were in the lSth century (MKO 1993, pp, 44-45).
Members of York Factory First Nation continue

to

hunt, trap and fish, despite their

relocation from the coaf, despte the despoilation of the land and waterways around them,
despile the fact that their harvesting aclivities were severely confrained by the loss of a land
base with

the move toYork Landing.They continue to hunt to the extent possible around

York Landing, and travel to the area around York Factory by plane in the spring, fall and

winterto hunt

geese,

duck and

large game,They have even devised a

frategy which allows

them to travel up the Nelson River by boat, using the dam tide created by the daily release

of water from Long Spruce in time to catch incoming tides from the Hudson

Bay

to carry

them to the coast.They continue to fìsh on Split Lake, and to use the trapline to which they
were given access by Split Lake FN. ln December: 1995, they were granted 19,000 acres

in

their traditional hunting/trapping area, and were negotiating a comparable piece of land as
part of theirtreaty land entitlement,
The approximately 3,000 Cree people of Cross Lake, also in North Central Manitoba and also covered underTreaty 5, had their lake level lowered substantially by diversion
of water flow from the Churchill River to the Nelson River:With that de-watering, a major
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means of transportation was lost

to the community and fìshing,trapping and hunting prac-

tices were dramatically affected, These impacts were e>Gceóated by extensive fires and

forestry development in the same area, Nonetheless, McDonald
subsistence economy [in Cross Lake] continues
defìnes, in par-c, the cul'iure and history of

to

(

I

995) wntes that "the

provide resources for domestic use,

the people, and provides evidence of historical

and contemporary use and occupancy of the Cross Lake region" (p. 86),

The 6500 Omushkego Cree who live in the Mushkegowuk region of Ontario
continue

to

use

the full extent of theirtraditional hunting grounds which cover 250,000

sq.

km,, of which only 900 sq.km.is lndian Reserve land (Berkes 1995, p.gZ),Authors of the

Kayahna Region Land Utilization and Occupancy Study (1985)

in Northern

Ontario

concluded that the creation of new selclements had not had a major impact on their land
use, and "although some changes in land-use patterns and occupancy occuned,these were

in the nature of adaptations which did not greatly affect the traditional pattems over a
longer period of time, from

the

1920's

to the present" (p.22),These fìndings were

consis-

tent wrlh those reported in theThompson & Hr-tchison study (1989),
Riewe (1997) reported that though the 17,500 lnurt of Nunavut will own approximately 348,000 sq, km. "they actually use approximately 1,5 million square miles [3,8 million

sq,km.] of land and ocean in Nunavut for hunting, fìshing, and trapping" (p,l).The land use
Practices of

the lnuit and Cree of northern Quebec were documented in two

studies

conducted by the JB&NQNHRC (1982 andl9BB),The Hudson Bay Programme gathered
copious volumes of information, both qualitative and quantitative, on the traditional and
present land use of subsistence societies around the Hudson Bay and showed the feasibility
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of using local expertise and observation to monitor environmental change (McDonald et o/.
in press),

Contemporary land use practices of subsistence societies in arctic and subarctic
zones of the Hudson Bay bioregion have been painstakingly documented in one map biography after anotheç in one study after another:The results show that members of these soci-

eties continue to practice subsistence harvesting etensively, and in many instances do so in

their traditional hunting grounds,

7.4

The Future of Subsistence Societies

Whether subsislence societies will survive

in

the long term is not clean Major factors

influencing their survival are whetherthe youth in these societies choose
in these societies;whether

to continue to

live

their leaders can develop effective working relationships with the

larger society; and whether these leaders will be able
management capabilities needed

to develop the fìnancial and resource

to suppor-c their continuance,

Subsistence societies in the Hudson Bay bioregion are well advanced in the process

of re-establishing a resource base,They are also negotiating substantial cash settlements for
surrendered lands and damages suffered.The larger society is watching wrth considerable
interest and even skepticism

to

see how well they will manage these resources.The chal-

lenges are enormous.Assuming responsibility for self-govemment before the concept itself

has even been defìned is but the
infrastructure needed

fìrf,

Designing, establishing and effectively running the

to manage these resources wisely

and for the long-term benefìt of

subsistence societies themselves is a second, Both are made hugely more diffìcult because

members of subsislence societies are for the most part ill-equipped
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to

assume these

resPonsibillties, and

to hold their own against powerful

bureaucracies of

the larger society

which have dominated them for so long, and which continue to provide considerable guidance in the period of transrlion, Low levels of formal education in the areæ of resource and
fìnancial planning leave them vulnerable

to

misuse and abuse by those on whom they must

rely for advice and training.

fu
have

to

leaders of subsilience societies cope with their new responsibilities, they will also

kindle an interest in their youth

to

commit

to

becoming part of the emerging

nation-states being created, and to ensure that they acquire the skills and expertise needed

to parlicipate

in

the further evolution of self-determination and cultural revitalization,"soci-

eties maintain themselves because they are able to transmit their principles and values from

one generation to the next,The moment they feel unable

to

hand anything down, or no

longer know what to transmrt,,.they are sick" (Lévi-Strauss 1991, p. 160),Wrth wise leadership and sound planning,there is reasonto believethat manyyoung members of these societies will be eager

to

make this commrtment, lt will be the fìrst time that this generation will

have had the opportunily

to participate fully in any society.

Members ofYork Factory

Firf Nation are beginning to establish both a fìnancial and

a resource base.They are beginning to take an active role in designing school teaching materials for their children, including "classes" with elders and hunters on the land, and producing

curriculum materials which describe their Band's history and values.They are moving to train

their own teachers,The Omushkego of northern Ontario have been dealing with issues of
acculturation since the I 930s, and over time have developed a core of professionals with the

demonslrated capacity

to

undertake independent research and participate fully in arenas
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such as the Royol Commission on Aborignol Peoples,The lnuit of Nunavut are fruggling to
retain and lrengthen their culture's traditional values. Symbolized for them by their "tradi-

tional knowledge", the diffìcuities of incorporating this knowledge into a study on harvef¡
data is representative of the dichotomy they face,
Despite the obstacles facing subsifence societies, the desire for self-determination

is

very strong,The altemative of assimilation offers little promise in any event, for though some

of their number have adapted well to the larger society many more have not, and it
becoming obvious that behaviors of the larger society are leading

is

to an environmental,

cultural and moral impasse with little promise for anyone,

7.5

Conclusions
Societies are characterized by their ethos and economic syfems, and one is a reflec-

tion of the other:Traditionally the subsistence lifestyle has offered little

in

the way of material

weahh or comfort, and members of subsifence societies have infead depended on relations wrth one another and with the land for survivalto defìne life's meaning,

ln latter years traditional
societies,They have moved

subsistence societies have become "mixed" subsilence

to seülements, live in bungalows,

mobiles, orlcboard motors and even chartered aircraft

use bullets, guns, rifles, snow-

to hunt.They require a cash income

which is obtained in the form of social assistance or employment income to survive. ln many
cases

their resource base has been destroyed or in some way diminished by forces of the

larger society. Despite the damages suffered, and the extent
occurred, subsilence societies continue

to be guided to

tional subsistence societies.
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of

assimilation which has

a large extent

bythe ethos of tradi-

The period of transition to self-government and land ownership will inevrtably challenge this ethos.This challenge will not emerge from the adoption of sophisticated technological and financial resource management strategies, but rather from the opportunities for

personal gain which will occur:To the exlent that members of these societies faced with
such opportunties are able

to continue to

place

the community's well-being ahead of their

own Personal gain,they will be able to retain their subsifence ethos,The primary criteria for
decision-making can as well be a prolea's impact

on people andlor the environment as it

can be a project's impact on the bottom line. lf members of subsifence societies in the

future continue to place less importance on the ornamental trappings of civilization than
they do on their relations, then subsistence ethos will continue to guide them.
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Born in I 950 on

a

Snow Norman. lnuvialuit Joint Secretary Telephone call on February 13,1995.
Turner;John. Moose Factory Letter dated Sept. I 6,1994.

Wastesicoot, Obediah. lnterview conducted in York Landing on November 19, 1993 and

recorded interview conducced by Donald Saunders in July I 992, Born 1940 in York
Factory,

Wilson, Peter. Nunavut Planning Commission,Telephone conversation on March 1995.
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Appendix

I

CreeTechnical Words & Species Names
Cree

English

place

I

ofthe great house -York Factory

Khciwosknhikanihk

local chief orgroup leader

okimoh

Cree people of the Hudson Bay lowland;

Mushkego

muskeg people

wilderness

tuskr

Coasters

Winipeg Athinuwick

lnlanders

M u ch iskew uck Athi n t¡wi ck

river

sepee

powdered caribou or other meat,

Þem¡con

with grease

L

caribou

ottik

moose

moos

Canada goose (large)

nrs

Canada goose (small variety)

oþichiskis

lesser snow goose

wowQo

brant goose

oyowo'Þoowoo

duck

seseþ

mallard duck

e yrnesip sese'p

snow bunting

woponukoses

swans (trumpete¡ whistling or tundra)

wo'p¡sew

ptarmigan

wo'Þ¡uoo

sharp-tailed grouse

a'kisko

The English orthography of Cree words
Rev. E,A,
Provìnce

is

ku (nlskuk - plurol)

taken from two sources, The fìrst is based on

Watkins l865 Dicûonory of the Cree Longuoge os spoken by the Indions in the

of Quebec, Ontorio, Monitobo, Soskatchewon ond A|berto, using the Swampy Cree

dialect spoken in Northem Manitoba when possible, The second source is Fred Beardy

(Aug,3, 1994, pers, comm), Note that spelling var¡es with the authon
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Cree

English

ruffed grouse

puspuskew

bald eagle

mickesew

white sucker

numo'Þ¡n

sturBeon

numo o

pike

kino'soo

lake whitefìsh

uti'kumok

beluga whale

wo'pumok

large whale

misuLmok

seal

o'kik

redcurr¿nts

oye'kimin (smooth red)
meyechemin (rougþ red)

blackcurr¿nts

kusketomin, muntomin

juniperberries

oho'seminu

yellowberries

osowomtnu

strawberries

oahimin

gooseberries

sop'oomin

raspbemes

uyoo'skon

cranberries

wesukemin

wild rice

muskose minu

beaver

u'rnlsk

otter

nikik

marten

wo'Þisnn

mink

so'kwasew

wolverine

l+vehvuhokno

lyrx

pl'sew

red fox

muko'sew

white (arctic) fox

wapu'kosew

silver fox

soniyowu'kosew

skunk

sko'kk

porcupine

kok or kolqvu
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Cree

English

black bear

mu'slqvo

polar bear

wwo'pusk

snowshoe hare

wo'Þoos

fisher

ochok

groundhog

we nusk

wolf

muhe'kun
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